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impromptu chapel was held, numerous
speeches made by boy orators, and a general
holiday proclaimed. The University band
furnished the music and before long a procession was formed, headed by the band,
with the classes in their regular order. Impromptu banners added to the imposing appearance of the parade, which passed in
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CITY GOVERNMENT

1). i>.

MEETING.

The services at the Uuiversalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: at 10:45 a.
m. regular
service; preaching by the pastor,
Rev. AsTiley A. Smith; Sunday school at

The regular meeting of the
City Counc
was held Monday
evening, May 1st, Mayo
Shales presided, a full board of alderme
was present and there were 8 in the
counc
room.
Roll of accounts No. 2 was
passer
Following are the amounts under the vari

noon ;

young peoples meeting at 6:30 p. m.
The services at the North church will be
as follows: Junior C. E.
meeting at 3.30 p.
m., Thursday; prayer meeting at 7,30p, m.
Morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday at 11.45 a. m.; Christian Endeavor
meeting at 6.30 p. m.; evening service at 7.30
p. m.

appropriations:
Contingent........ .$1,227.4
Highways and bridges.
094 S
Fire department
44'3
School contingent.
;i5 0
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Both the Sigma Alpha Epsilon and the
Theta Espilon fraternities are grading and
improving their lawns and the grounds
around their houses.

COST OF

333 FEF.T OF GRAVEL WALK.

and gravel.$16.0(
Labor. 14.0(
30 loads of gravel at 10 cents per load.
3.0(

We should all be independent—
There you make a great mistake—
If for our rights we don’t stand up
Some one will our laurels take.

33.0(
Estimated cost of repairs for 5 years $13.
I would recommend that all plank walks
needing to be rebuilt should be replaced
with gravel so far as practical.

Now we hope, dear Mrs. Stockton,
You’ll not try to show too tine,
For yon know the largest blossom
Never grew on little vine.

rocks

Adjourned.

Arbor Day

NEWSPAPER NOTES.

the duties of money order clerk in the Bel
fast postoffice, a position of no little re
sponsibility. For 40 years he was in busi
ness on Main street, and be has lived to set
almost an entire change in business circle!
and business methods. A member of the
Congregational Church, he is constant in
attendance at the Sunday services and tht
Thursday evening prayer meeting, often
braving storms that keep many younger
people at home. We may say to our contemporary quoted above that Belfast is
proud of her grand old man.
The

A number of the faculty took advantage
of the Easter recess to visit approved
schools. Dean Ilart was in Foxcroft and
Dover, Professor Harrington in Yarmouth,
and Dr. Lewis visited Ellsworth, Bar Harbor, Maohias and Eastport. Mr. Thompson
was at the Eastern Maine State Conference
Seminary, Higgins Classical Institute and
the East Corinth Academy.

in that section of the county.

Miss Agnes Taylor of Chicago visited
Miss Colvin at the Mt. Vernon House the
past week.
Miss Mabel Stone of Winthrop, who was
student at the university last year,
was married at her home Monday to James
E. Harvey, '94, of Readfieid, where they are
to make their home.

a

special

■

Cash and

Buildings Burned.

Houlton, Me., April 38. Three thorn
and dollars in negotiable paper and thre a
hundred dollars in cash in the pocket of
coat left hanging in the building were los t
today in a fire that destroyed the barn c f
William E. Weed, and damaged bis res
dence adjoining. Four horses, a cow an i
several carriages were also burned. Tb B
loss was about $9,000, insured.

Violet A. Kelley vs. Ansel S. Kelley.
Eva B. Thomas vs. Elbridge M. Thomas.
David E. Walker vs. Elizabeth Walker.
Dana E. Fletcher vs. Bertha E. Fletcher.
OliveS. Mitchell vs. Charles W. Mitchell.

sentence

on

account

of sickness of the

re-

spondent.
Three liquor eases against Daniel O'Connell wete nol pressed for lack of evidence.
Fred SI. Staples’ live liquor cases were
sent to the law court or nol pressed.
Jesse E. Staples settled two liquor cases by

the payment of £100 and costs in each case.
Under the new law each respondent in
the liquor cases was sentenced but appealed to the law court on exceptions which
will defer execution until the cases are returned for sentence. If the cases are returned at the same time each respondent
will serve his jail sentences concurrently,
60 days covering the sentence for a number
of months. If returned separately sentence
will be served and executed separately.
The court adjourned over Fast Day and
both juries were discharged at 4.30 Friday
afternoon.
The final adjournment was
Saturday at 11 a. m.
Belfast H.

Forfeits to Rockland.

S.

Rockland, Me., April 27. Dissatisfied
with umpire Weymouth’s decision in the
11th inning today, the Belfast High school
team left the grounds, forfeiting the game
to Rockland High. The score was then a
tie, but Rockland had a man on third base
and nobody out when the dispute arose. It
was the first game of the season on the
Broadway ground and was witnessed by
the largest crowd that ever saw an April
game in this city. Belfast excelled in fielding, while Brown had 17 strikeouts. Gav’s
double in the 10th saved the game for Rockland. I he score:
Timings— .... 123450780 10 II It H E
Rockland.0 0 1 1 0 0 0x02 0-« 9 s
Belfast.1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 2 0—ti 10 3
Batteries, Butler, Green and Richardson;
Brown and G. Holmes.
This is the Boston Globe's report of th*
game. The dispute was over the tagging ol
a man by Brown, the pitcher, between third
and home, and as he claims almost hart
enough to knock him down, while the um
pire declared he did not see it and refused
to change his decision.
The Belfast boys
made the trip to Rockland and back in th<
steamer C'astine. It was her first excursior
for the season.
The

Missing

Penobscot Salmon.

Twenty years ago the salmon, king ol
fishes, swarmed in the Penobscot river, and
a man could go up to the pools below Treat’s
falls dam, within the city limits of Bangor
and hook a fine big fish before breakfast.
Hundreds of salmon were in those days
taken with the tty from these pools, and
thousands were taken in the weirs along
the river below Bangor. Now the salmoii
is so rare in these waters that the taking
of a single fish is an event of such interesl

Dead.

After an illness of about a week, Di
George H. Bailey, the well known vetei
at hi i
inary surgeon, died Sunday morning
home in Portland. Dr. Bailey was abou t
»
wif !
70 years of age and is survived by
ana three daughters.

to eall for mention in the newspapers
The open season for salmon begins on Apri
and
in the first three weeks this year jusl
1,
three fish were taken. One was caughl
with the tty in Bangor pools, one was hook
ed anil then shot, while the other was caughl
in a down-river weir.
as

---

Keeper of

Brown's Head

Light.

Benjamin F. Burgess, the second oldest
the United States serlighthouse keeper inthe
resignation taking
vice, has resigned,
effect May 1st. Mr. Burgess has been keep
Head
of
Brown’s
Lighthouse, on thr
ef
Maine Coast, for a great many years and
entered the service in 1863. During that

time he has been located at several station:
and he was one of the best known am
most faithful employees in the Unitec
State? service. He is succeeded at Brown’:
Head by his son, Banjainiu F. Burgess
who was first assistant keeper up to thi
time of his father’s resignation.
The
second, third and fourth assistant keeper:
at this station move up one notch am 1
Charles 6. Dyer has beeu appointed to thi ,
vacancy at the end of the list caused by thi
several promotions.

at

the Unitarian church

next

Sunday at 10.45 preaching by the pastor,
Rev. Harry Lutz; Sunday school at 12
o’clock. There will be a vesper service at 4
o’clock.
Following is the music: The
Lost Sheep, Jordan; Incline Thine Ear,

Himmel;

PERSONAL.
Miss Leona Hueklin is teaching the Whitcomb school in Waldo.
W. R. Rlodgett of the Waldo Trust Co.
spent Fast Day in Brooks at W. E. Barker’s.

Mrs.

Crosby

Ven!

and Miss Anne Crosby of
back again after a trip

i*!®
South.—Boston
Budget.
0,ne are

Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Walker, Mrs. C. K.
Hoit and Miss Mary A. Brown of
Liberty
were in town last
Thursday.
Edward Johnson and family have arrived
fiom Boston and opened their residence
on
Primrose Hill for the summer.
Mi s. Helen Crosby has arrived
home from
where she spent the winter, and
her
opened
house on Cedar street.
>

Portland,

Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Bowker, Thomas E.
Bowker and Master
Harry. Elmer Bowker
spent Fast Day in Brooks with Mr. and Mrs.
T. D. Jellison.
R. F. Dunton, Esq., was out fot
a little
while Sunday after three weeks’
confinement to the house by illness. He is

O Rest iu the Lord, duet.
rapidly recovering.
Sunday worship at the Methodist church
Mrs. J. B. Patterson of Boston is
with sermon by the pastor, Rev. J. W.
having
Hatch, at 10.45 a. m. l'oung children will a tine modern summer home constructed at
be eared for in the kindergarten room dur- Lake Alamoosook, near
Bucksport, to be
ing the service. Sunday school at noon; completed July 1.
brotherhood meeting at 3 p. m.; young peoHorace Chenery was here for a few
days
ples’ meeting at 6.30 p. m.; sermon by the the past week and returned
to Boston
pastor at 7.30 p. m. Junior League meeting Tuesday. He will
open his house here the
this, Thursday, afternoon at 3.45.
latter part of the month.

Baptist Chapter No. 24 of the “Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip” will celebrate
the 17th anniversary of the order Sunday,
May 7th, at the Baptist church. Appropriate exercises will be conducted morning
and evening by the young men
Perciva!
VV. Keene, Colby, ’06, will preside at the
organ, and tenor solos will be rendered by
Herman B. Betts, Colby. ’07. In the morning he will sing “I saw the Holy City” by
Douglas Bird, and in the evening “The Gentle Shepherd” by Adams. The annual sermon will be delivered at 10:45 a. m.
by
Hosea W. Rhoades, and addresses will be
given at 7:30 p. m. by Russell Lord and
Clarence Ilell
YACHTS AND BOATS.

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

The cases against Geo. II. Jones L.L. Gentner, E. A. Joues, Chas. O’Connell and Fred
L. Palmer for keeping gambling machines
were nol pressed, the machines were ordered destroyed and the money they contained
returned to their owners or the respondent
in the case.
All the liquor cases against Frank Nash
were continued as the defendant was out of
the State.
John A. Warren on two old cases, one
search and seizure and one common seller,
was sentenced to &100 line and costs and in
default of payment was committed to jail.
In the case of Truman F. Trundy indicted for single sale his counsel entered an appeal for abatement on the ground that the
respondents name was True G. Trundy instead of Truman F. Trundy as indicted.
There were 7 liquor cases against Leonard
L. Gentuer some of which were nol pressed
for lack of evidence and others sent to the
law court on exceptions.
Winfield S. Edminster had 13 liquor cases,
which were disposed of in the same manner.

May 12th.

H. Bailey

PRE-

SIDING.

>

George

WISWELL, ELLSWORTH,
DIVORCES.

Cobb has designated Friday,
May 12th, as Arbor Day. The proclamation is as follows:
“The law of the State declares the Governor shall set apart a day in the Spring as
Arbor Day and shall issue a proclamation
recommending that it be observed by the I
people of the State in the planting of trees,
shrubs and vines in the adornment oi
private and public grounds, places and
ways and in such other efforts and under
takings as shall be in keeping with thi
general character of a day so established.
“I hereby designate, therefore, Friday
the twelfth day of May, as Arbor Day anc
recommend that all our citizens, and es
pecially teachers and children of schools
observe the day in entire accord with th< 1
letter and the spirit of the statute.
Dr.

Supreme Judicial Court.

HON. A. r.

Governor

We have received No. 1, Vol. 1, of thi
Waldo County Commercial, bearing date o
Stockton Springs and Searsport, Maine
April 27, printed by the Eastern Publish
ing Co. of Cherryfield and published b;
Herbert C. Libby, editor of The Narra
guagus Times. It is an eight page paper
neatly printed, with half-tone views o [■
Stockton Springs on the first page, and prc
poses to chronicle and aid the railroad boor

PERRY.

photographs of the sons, daughters am 1
grandchildren of Mr. Perry, one group pic
ture show ing three generations. The caller;
included the young and the middle-aged
but none were more alert than the genia
old gentleman who received their heartfel
congratulations. Mr. Perry daily perform!

So you think that we are jealous,
But you judge us wrongly there;
As for claiming some attention,
We have always had our share.

41.30

Estimated cost of repairs for 5 years $20.

Hauling

All are invited.

ia

There will be meetings at the
Gospel MisJohn B. Sylvester and
family, who have
sion, 58 High street, every Saturday, Sun- been living in
Bangor, have returned to
day and Wednesday eveningat 7.30o’clock Belfast.
and Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. Bible
Mrs. Edwin Frost returned
Monday evenstudy at 1.30.
ing from visits in Sanford, Kennebunk and
Christian Science service's are held at J. Old
Orchard.
F. Fernald’8, No. 57 Cedar street,
every
Mrs.
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and winter Martha E. Johnson, who spent the
in California, was expected home
by
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all
last evening’s train.
are cordially Welcome.

The library has recently received tw
valuable gifts, a resident of
Bangor ha
presented 180 volumes of Littell’s Livin
Age and Franklin Ripley Barrett of Por
land has given 50 volumes of Niles
M.

CHURCHES.

Gospel Mission, Saturday eveaing, May 6th,

at 7:30 o’clock.

xoxal.*2,411.71 i ticed a fine looking gentleman, nicely dress
w'tli long and very white whiskers
After a second reading in both boards
®Jj>
When we saw him he was making long
resolve was passed to raise *39,200.00, to bi
strides up Main street by Woodcock’s store
expended as follows:
there was something about the man so
For contingent expenses and salstriking that we asked a nearby friend who
the
gentleman was? He informed us that
aries...§5 qqo q< i
For interest on bonded debt.. j’ooo « .it was Augustus Perry, money order clerk
at the Belfast
For highways, bridges and sidepostoffioe, and that he was tic
matinee in the Opera House. When the
walks. 9 500 o< ! J'oars old. Again we turned to look at him,
and watched those strong strides clear to
united forces arrived in Bangor a proces- For tire department. 3,’700.<X
the
sion, headed by the band, was formed and For support of poor. 2,600 0( that postofflce. Belfast should be proud of
For general school purposes. 7,500 01
grand old man.—Waldo County Advomarched up to the entrance to the Opera For free
High school. 2,000 0( cate.
House where they entertained the citizens For general repairs and insurance..
Last Sunday was the 90th birthday of Mr.
450 o<
with yells, songs, etc., until the doors were For free text books.
050 o<
Augustus Perry and many of his friends
For school contingent.
:(50.0f
opened. Practically the whole floor of the For permanent
called upon him informally in the afternoon.
repairs on schoolhouse was occupied by students, who cheerhouses.
550.o< His daughters, Mrs. C. 0. Poor and Miss
ed the actors, the day, the University and, hor discount on taxes. 1,500 (X
Perry, assisted in receiving and light reFor State road.
400.0C
in fact, everything in sight. “Maine” songs
freshments were served. There were many
The
of
Sanford
report
Howard,
inspector
were sung,
Maine cheers were given and
floral gifts and conspicuous among them
of buildings, was accepted and placed or
the outsiders in the audience were as much
were 90 pinks.
An interesting feature of
file. He had inspected five new
buildings the room decorations was a collection of
entertained by the students as by the play
and 11 for repairs and enlargement.
itself. The return to Orono was made by
The committee on sidewalks reported
electrics or train and a very successful celeMAINE RED MEN MEET.
on the petitions for a cross walk
bration from all points of view was over. favorably
on Union street in front of W. J. Clifford’s
Gain in Membership Reported to Great
The faculty look upon the affair as a stuCouncil at Portland*
dent joke and consider that they had their residence, and for a gravel cross walk on
Park street at its junction with Union
share of the fun, while the students are
Portland, Me., April 27. The annual
street, and the report was accepted.
meeting of the great council of Maine, Imperfectly satisfied with their day which
The petition of Geo. \Y. Miller et als. for proved Order of Red Men, was held today
they thoroughly enjoyed and celebrated
in this city, as usual on Fast d^y. There
a sidewalk on Waldo avenue from Mrs.
without a particle of malicious mischief.
was an unusually large attendance.
The
John Smalley’s to Main street was referred
great council of the United States was repThe attitude of both parties is a good exto the committee on sidewalks.
resented by Great Incohouee John VV.
ample of the excellent feeling existing beM. W. Lord, tax collector, reported total Cherry of Norfolk, Va. For an hour before
tween the faculty and the students and of
the kindling of the great council fire a recollections to date of *38,649.58, (since April
the good “Maine spirit”.
ception was given Mr. Cherry, at which
1st, *1,800) and paid to the city treasurer. there were present representatives of the
The report was accepted and ordered on city government and prominent citizens.
The most important business was the
The ’varsity ball team is in Massachu- file.
consideration of an entirely new set of
setts and Mew Hampshire on its annual
H. E. McDonald, City Marshal, reported laws and the election of officers. About by150
trip, and as games have been arranged fur for April, 13 men given night’s lodging and delegates responded to the roll call.
Great
Sachem
E.
of
PortRalph
Hailey
the few days intervening between the two two arrested and convicted for drunkenland, in mentioning the progress of the
scheduled trips it was decided that the ness.
onier in his report, said :
“We have instituted 25 tribes and seven
team had better stay over.
Cyrus II. Hall was appointed the DemoThey spent
councils of the degree of Pocahontas during
Sunday at the Quincy House in Boston and cratic member of the Board of Registration this
term, and ail these are in healthy conplayed the Haverhill Cycle Club Monday. for the term beginning May 1st.
dition at the present time, the majority
This decision forced the 2nd team to meet
Aldermen Hubbard and Stantial and showing good, substantial gains in memberthe Dexter Athletic Association, which had Couucilmen Shuman and Pooler were made ship. The degree of Pocahontas has made
a substantial increase.
I fully believe the
been scheduled to play the ’varsity on a committee to take under consideration the members of
this branch of the order has
Alumni Field last Saturday afternoon. advisability of buying a farm to be used as made increase enough the past year to
enable them to start a grand body of their
French, '08, of Jonesport and Karl,’06, of a city farm.
own.”
Rockland was the battery for the 2nd,
Voted that the committee on tire departuieuv cmei oi rvecorus
n imam
r.. si.
which was defeated, 17 to 4, by their profes- ment and public building be authorized to John of Portland
reported the present
sional opponents. Some of the Maine men buy two steel cells, so-called, for the de- membership 5545, a gain ot 1404.
There
were 1718
and 444 suspensions.
put up a good game and although there tention and care of persons under arrest There are 84adoptions
and their total worth is
tribes,
and in charge of the police.
were several costly errors made the hitting
The aggregate
$35,104, a gain of $4200.
of the Dexter men was what gave them so
Ordered that the road commissioner ex- amount disbursed for relief was $0023, and
large a score. Among the players were pend *50 for services and expenses of a for other purposes $23,551. The degree of
Pocahontas consists of 25 councils, with a
Emery, '08, \V. Sawyer, ’08, E. Sawyer, ’06, forester in trimming and caring for shade total
membership of 897, a gain of 120 memtrees
on
our
streets.
Quint, '07, Davis, ’07, Ilandscom, ’08, Austin,
bers.
A
’00.
cicu tuat ;uc uumi ui
past sachem's sash was presented to
lue city liedsRalph E. Bailey.
urer be fixed and purchased for
$15,000.
The great council degree was conferred
The Beta Theta Pi fraternity entertained
Ordered that the salaries of the two hose
on 09.
The next meeting of the great counat a masquerade dance last Saturday even- companies and the members of the hook cil will be held at Calais.
The following are the great oltieers
ing.
and ladder company be fixed at $12 per
elected: Frank H. Jordan of South Portman, to begin May 1st; the salary of the land, sachem ; George F. Alden of Portland,
President Fellows was in Portland recent- chief
engineer be $35 and the two assistants S. 8.; Harry R. Lew is of Bangor, J. S.;
ly to attend the annual dinner of the West- $15 each.
Ralph E. Bailey of Portland, P.; William E.
St. John of South Portland, C. of R.; Harern Maine Alumni Association, of which
The usual abatement of 4 per cent on
rison R. Waterhouse of Portland, K. W.;
R. W. Eatou, ’73, Brunswick, is president, taxes
paid before.lAug. 15, 1905, and 2 per A. E. Pollard of Portland, sanuap; 11. J.
and A. C. Wescott, ’1*9, of Portland, sec- cent before Jan.
Fox of Kezar Falls, >1.; Rev. William Moore
was
made.
1*1906,
of South Portland, G. of W.; 11. G, FreeMrs. Fellows accompanied the
retary.
Ordered that the city clerk advertise for
man of Fryeburg, G. of F.; Ralph E. Bailey
President.
proposals for collecting taxes.
and John Locke of Portland, Otis W.
The sum of $100 was appropriated for
Bailey of Calais, George E. Foster of LisThe Sigma Chi fraternity gave a very enbon Falls, Walter K. Swett of Falmouth,
Memorial Day.
Foreside representatives; J. L. Robinson of
joyable card party at their chapter house
The board of aldermen accepted the bid
Windham, Ernest I). Morrill of Calais,
last Saturday evening.
of Ralph Hayford, $2,600, to care for the trustees.
city poor, and the first vote in the council
held last
An interesting debate was
was not to concur, but it was
passed under
Mrs. Searsport to Mrs. Stockton.
Thursday evening at the Art Guild at the reconsideration. James P.
Wight’s bid was
of
the
society.
regular meeting
We read your letter, Mrs. Stockton,
$3,000,
Laid a copy on the shelf.
The petition |for a tomb-chapel at Now we will
take the liberty
Last Monday evening was ladies' flight
Grove Cemetery was laid on the table.
To
couiplinieut yourself.
at the 20th Century Club In Bangor aud
The petition for an arc light at the corner
You did finely, Mrs. Stockton,
Professor Wal*, Dean of the Law School
of Vine street and Waldo avenue was reAs any one can tell.
ui
me
a.uu
rroressor uewia
university
But who’d have thought our sleepy friend
ferred to the committee on lights
spoke.
Could express herself so well.
H, Mi Bennett, street commissioner, prewe know that you are stirring,
Yes,
the
on the comparasented
following
report
The social event of this week is the SophFor we hear you from our shore;
tive cost of plauk and gravel walks, which
omore hop, which is to take place at Alumni
Very often we are startled
was accepted and ordered on file:
When we hear the powder roar.
llall Friday evening. The floor manager is
Please find reported cost of plank and
E. Burleigh Davidson of York t enter, and
So
you like to hear the racket;
gravel walk.
All the children do, you know,
the committee is as follows; J. H. BurCOST OF 218 FEET OF 4 FEET PEANK WAEK,
Perhaps the same in second childhood
leigh of South Berwick; H. G. Philbrooke
When life’s sun is sinking low.
1744
ft.
walk
at
It
$15
M.$26.
plank
per
of Sherburn, N. H., C. E. S. Burns of Fort
436 ft. 4x4 stringers at $16 per M. 9.3(
Now we hope; yes, are quite certain,
Fairfield, L. J. Reed of Berlin, N. 11., G. L. 80 lbs. nails at 3 cents per lb. 2.4(
That the railroad will surely bring
Wildes of Skowhegau, W. L. Black of Blocking.
Back your youth, so long departed,
5<
Turn your autumn into spring.
Labor. 3.0(
Mass.

I The annual InterelftsS out-door meet is to
Sturgis pub- take place Saturday at Alumni Field.
Sunday Herald, and The men have been training faithfully all
mher of Maine papers,
the spring, and the events are looked forthe famous Sturgis
a hen he went to
Augusta ward to with much interest.

i

A new cup has been bought for the
Inte
scholastic Track Meet, which is to tat
place the 20th of this month. Enough ri
plies to the invitations have been receive
to ensure a successful meet.

Stevens, Segall.

The Beta Theta Pi fraternity entertained
the young ladies’ of the college very pleasantly at their handsome new chapter house

THE

Rev. J. W. Hatch will
preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook will speak at the

Beverly,

confined mostly to
said to be about

Sturgis Misquoted.

t

__

ns, some

^;.IR.-B

HIS 90th BIRTHDAY.

:

and Huddleston took the stump and were
received with hearty applause. After the
special services were over the students dispersed to their homes for dinner. After dinner the cars and local trains were crowded
with the men bound for Bangor, where the
play “Rachel Goldstein” was given at a

Herlihy

MAINE, THURSDAY, MAY 4,

Saturday.

review before the co-eds at Mt. Vernon.
From there the line of march was directly
to Monument square in Orono, where several of the professors, bound down town to General school purposes.
I Free Library.
seethe fun, were captured and entertained
Repairs and insurance.
the gathering with speeches. Among others Cemetery.
Free text books.
Trustee
Professors

als Stockton Springs.,
Brooks ..Ship News...
nil* Marriages..Deaths..
News..News of the New

i!

was just over, and limited time left before
the end of the term, had decided that the
usual routine with the exception of special

chapel exercises would go on. The studente
thought differently, however, and the night
before they carefully, removed the chapel
seats and placed them in advantageous
positions about the campus. When the houi
came for
the early recitations empty
class rooms greeted the eyes of tbs professors and instructors, and they soon found
that the student body was employed elsewhere. The campus in front of Wingate

IIadlock..Bird Note's fron
st. nington's Granite Busi
Piper Taliaferro bunk hi
<>n tlie Gipsy Moth..span

H-

Fast Day, to University students, was c
memorable holiday.
The faculty, taking
into consideration the fact the Easter recesi

Professor Harrington is to attend the ai
nual meeting of the New
England Collet
Entrance Certificate Board in Boston nei

Journal

ican

Roy Coombs has sold the power dory he
built the past winter to an Islesboro man,
and has one in frame for Will Deerow. lie
has installed the engine in the launch built
for Dennett of Castine.
The Drexel steam yacht Alcedo, from the
Mediterranean, passed up the Delaware
river April 28, on her way to Philadelphia.
The yacht was considerably overdue.
Among the crew were two Boston men
whose families have been greatly worried
because of absence of news of the craft.
Mr. Anson Phelps Stokes, X. Y. Y. C.,
has sold his schooner yacht Sea Fox to Mr.
Dallas B. Pratt, of tile same club.
Mr.
Stokes owned the Sea Fox for about four
years, and in that time made two cruises to
j the Bermudas and the West Indies. She is
| well known on the Maine coast and has
several times made a harbor here.

Ralph Emery is the vice president for
Waldo county of the Maine
Society ,,f the
American Revolution. Hon. Waldo Pettengill of Rumford Falls is the
president.

Mrs. Samuel

Bakeman,

who lives n the
Linuoluvilie road, has been in Islesboro recently nursing her daughter and family,
who have been sick with German
measles.
Mrs. L. B. Cole and Mrs. G. F. Small of
Deer Isle, entertained their mother.
Mrs. Bean, from Detroit,
and their

Sunset,

Me.,
brother, Newell Shute from Searspi.it, the
past week.
Rttiikh

Svltriicfnv.

1..L0

1,,.,.

I_

in the insane hospital at
hangor, has returned to Belfast, and is going to Waterville
where he has a position in the
telephone
Jtfice.

(’apt. Alzo SI. Carter arrived by boat last
from Boston, w here his
vessel, sch. Van Allens Bough-mi, was
discharging a cargo of coal, and returned to
Boston Tuesday.

Friday morning

Rev. I. B. Slower of Waterville,
secretary
the Slaine Baptist Missionary >i
ciety
was in Belfast {Saturday on his
way to Camden. lie preached in the Baptist church,
jf

Rockport, Sunday evening.
Among the senators and representatives
appointed to attend as delegates the next
yonference
of the
Inter-I’ariiamentary
Union at Bjjgssels in August U Represen;ative C. K. Littlefield of Maine.
Mrs. I>. F. Ordway was in Belfast ,asr
week, the guest of the family of Mr. Geo.
Kittridge. She was on her way fn in North

Anson and will be at home to het friem!., in
Mt. Hope cottage on the Be.last read u
Two of the local fleet were put overboard
L'amdeu.
Saturday, Capt. T. D. Barr’s sloop yacht j
Fiona, and the Decrows’ new cabin launch, j C. W. Lee of the Thomas K. “-he a t mii::mn
which they have named Lucy A.
Both pany arrived in Camden ’•'inlay
have had trial trips which proved very sat- Philadelphia, where Mr. sin-a closed tlie
Mr. Lee will join the UennettThe Decrows have a safe* season.
isfactory.
speedy and comfortable boat, and Capt. Monlton Co. in Boston this week for the
Barr has an ideal cruiser, lit for any summer season of eleven weeks.
weather.
Mr. Harold T. Sibley, who h.ts been with
Miss Rose E. Cleveland, sister of ex-Pres- X. W. Harris A-Co., bankers and brokers,
ident Cleveland, a summer resident of Seven Boston, for nearly three yea's, is now on
Hundred Acre Island, was in Belfast last liie road selling bonds for tlie linn. His
week, accompanied by her friend Miss territory includes parts of Massachusetts
Ames, and looked over some of the launches. md Connecticut and he met with good sucShe has two sail yachts and would like to ;ess on his first .trip.
sell one, a 30-footer, now hauled up at Camden. She prefers an open launch aud was
much pleased with the one built by Roy
Coombs for Orman Hopkins. Mr. Coombs
has the keel ready for a launch of the same
III,,rial

s;n,;.,a.,na

f.,..

1,:

mv.

may build later for Miss Cleveland.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending May 1, 1005:
Edward W. Hunting, Can.den, to J. W.
Manchester, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Edw. W. Hunting, Camden, to Fred E.
Lambe, Natick, Mass.; land in Stockton
Springs, A. F. Gerald, Fairfield, to E. F.
Mitchell, Frankfort;land in Palermo. Annie
E. Jellison, et als, Belfast, to Mark S. Stiles,
Jackson; land in Brooks. Sarah E. Johnson, Belfast, to Graces. Woods,do.; land in
Belfast. UlyssesS. Perry, Burnham, to Eri
D. Bickford, et al., do.; land in Burnham.
Plitneas Pendleton, Searsport, to Annie M.
Partridge, do.; land in Searsport. George
A. Towers, Searsport, to Alfred E. Nickerson, Swanviile; land and buildings in Frankfort. Nora F. Towers, Searsport, to Alfred
E. Nickerson, Swanviile; laud and buildings
in Frankfort. James R. Taber, Unity, to
E. W. Smith, do.; land in Unity. Bathslieba
Dunphe, Belfast, to William M. Dunphe,
do.; land in Morrill. Thomas 11. Decrow,
et als.,Searsport, to Herbert Black etal.,do.;
land in Searsport. Leslie S. Speed, Stockton Springs, to Charles II. Mcquarrie, Ashland ; land in Stockton Springs. Olive S.
Mitchell, Unity, to Charles W. Mitchell, do.;
land in Unity. James A. Bryant, Thorndike, to Horace M. Bryant, do.; land in
Thorndike. Valorus A. Simmons, Searsmont, to Andrew C. Butler, do.; land in
Searsmont. Julia G. McKeen, Belfast, to
Lewis F.
Marden, do.; land in Belfast.
Millie D. Nichols, et al., Searsport, to Amos
A. Dow, etal., do.; land in Searsport. William Jackson, Montville, to Nellie E. Hatch,
do.; land in Montville. William P. Higgins,
et als, Thorndike, to Frank C. Pea vey.etal.,
Laurence. Mass.: land in Thnrndikn.
were

Nominations

by

the Governor.

Augusta, May 1. Governor Cobb today
nominated Paul I). Sargent of East Machias
as State highway commissioner in accordance with the act passed by the recent
Legislature, establisning a State commission
for the improvement of the roads. lie also
nomiuateo W. J. Kuowlton of Portland as
trustee of Normal Schools, and Thomas
White of Bangor and Edward E. Chase of
Bluehill, trustees of insane hospitals. Mr.
Chase succeeds Herbert X.
Powers of
Houlton, who declined a re-appointment on
account of business affairs.
/

The new home of Captain and Mrs. John
if. Crowley, situated on Union street, Rockport, is nearing completion and presents a
very attractive appearance. Extensive improvements are to be made on the grounds,
and when the work is fully completed this
will be an ideal summer home.
John H. Gordon, the well know u trousers;
manufacturer of Brooks, is an old-time
newspaper compositor. In his younger days
he worked at the trade mi Hie old i angor
Whig and Courier when that paper was
owned by the late John II. I.ymle. He also
worked on the old Boston Atlas. Recently
Mr. Gordon had an article lie wished published in the Advocate, lie came inti, the
uftice, seized a stick and soon siiowed the
boys that his hands had not lost their cunWith a little practice Mr. Gordon
ning.
would again be a match for tlie best of them.
—Waldo County Advocate.
A short
vine
two

personal

Morning

in

oenmiei

Thursday's
was

wie

Water-

cause

oi

old friends, who had not seen each
other for 42 years, being brought together
again. The item was: “Mrs. P. G. York
of Bangor is visiting her son, A. 11. York*
College avenue.” In the afternoon !rs.
Susie Mall of Brooks, who was also \ siting
her son here, picked up the paper and read
the item. She immediately reoogn zed the
name as belonging to an old friend of hers
and finding that Mr. Yolk’s house was connected by telephone she called up and asked
that Mrs. York come to ihe “phone," when
she quickly discovered that it was her old
Mrs. Mall
friend. During the atterno <
visited Mrs. York and they spent a most
Water
vide
Sentinel.
afternoon.—
pleasant
F. W. Gray, who for more than five years
has been the superintendent of a large
ranch in Whittier, California, >ay> in renewing his subscription to The .Journal;
“It is a case of can’t get along without it,'*
as we are very much interested to Know
how the new railroad is progressing. I am
sorry that you have been frozen up ail winter, although the people of Belfast and vicinity seem to enjoy themselves pretty well
with their ice boats, etc. The past winter
has been one of the mildest that I have seen
here for twenty years. VYe have had 22
inches of rain since February, which inus good gram crops.
Congressman C. E. Littlefield was the
special guest of the Somerville, Mass., Sons
of Maine Club at Odd Fellows hall, Broadway, last Saturday evening, on the occasion
of the annual ladies' night of the organization, and made an address on “Maine and
Her People.” Edwin D. Sibley was also a
guest of the club, and assisted in the enter-

sures

tainment. Mr. and .Mrs. Littlefield were the
guests over Sunday of ex-Rep;esentative
and Mrs. Franklin F. Phillips. The Congressman and his wife have been intimate
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Phillips for several
years, and it was upon the suggestion of
Mr. Phillips »hat the club extended an invitation to Mr. Littlefield to be its guest.

HARVEY D. HADLOCK.

Sch. Charles

PRAISE

and vicinity:
Harvey D. Hadlock, the once noted lawyer, was a prominent and it may be said
picturesque figure here for some years, tie
was a big man in many respeets, and it is
said that his head bore a marked resemblance to that of Daniel Webster.
lie came here from the eastern part of
the State, and was engaged in many notable
He liked a good story, and had no
cases.
objection to telling one pointed against him-"
self.
He liked to tell of his first case. He was
assigned by the presiding justice to defend
He was ama man. and did his very best.
bitious, and he thought it. would be a good
thing for him if he could succeed iu clearing his first client.
He worked hard, made it a careful study,
knew all about the case, looked up authorities so as to be ready for anything the county attorney might spring on him, and felt
very confident of smicess.
Of course he blundered sadly all through,
but the presiding justice smiled indulgently, the county attorney was a father to him,
as he laughingly said long after, and he
knew every one of the members of the jury.
The verdict was not guilty, and he felt
that he had started on the road leading
straight to success. Days went by, and
men

lie mei
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MEDICINE

Mrs. Willadsen Tells How She Tried Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound Just
in Time.
_

Mrs. T. C. Willadsen, of Manning,
Iowa, writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
Dear Mrs..Pinkham:—
“
I can truly say that you have saved my
life, and I cannot expicss my gratitude to
you in words,

sailors to their death.
Tired, worn-out men

were
hurled
from the pumps against the bulwarks,

the two forward

v

with

a

SAILORS STAND DAZED.

time came for making the arguments. and the desire on the part of the
respondent to listen to his able and eloquent attorney grew greater. At last the
morning of the day it suddenly occurred to
liiin that he might have that pleasure by
simply paying his line.
In those days the late Mr. Dennett was
clerk >»f all the courts here, tilling a position
so well tilled by Mr. Stone today.
He received word that the respondent in question desired to pay his tine, and several
hundred dollars changed hands.
The respondent was in the court room,
and he walked inside the bar. Mr. Hadiock rose to begin his argument, and the
respondent—but, alas for his attorney and
himself!
Respondent no longer leaned
forward with eager expectancy.
Mr. Hadiock began: “May it please your
honor,” and then turning he noticed the
ex-respondent, and was so completely taken
by surprise that he said, as if continuing
his argument, “What did you come here for
anyway, you fool V”
The court knew all about the payment of
the tine, as a matter of course, even if Mr.
Hadiock did not. It is needless to say that
the hearing stopped, and the court took a

uiwi-vy

discussion here this
spring as to the time of the tish hawk’s
coming. One man, who knows considerably more about the bird than anyone else
I know, said it would be the last of April
or 1st of May before we should see the osprey. On April 1st I saw one fish hawk. The

recess.

next

RUSH TO SAVE THE BABY.

Every man ran toward the cabin,
clambering and falling over wreckage,
forgetful of their own peril, and thinking only of the danger to the captain’s

and the captain’s wife.
Below in the cabin, Mrs. Mitchell
clad only in her night robe, but holding
her baby close, was groping about in
the inky darkness vainly trying to find
the ladder to the deck.
Capt. Mitchell ran down the steps
and seized her.
“Hurry! the ship is
sinking!” he cried. “Give me the boy!”
son

CLINGS TO HER SON.

But the mother would not part with
her son, and the captain, bandying no
words, seized her in bis arms and carried mother and child to the deck. The
sailors had cut away some of the boats,
but over the stern swung a big dory by
the davits.
Almost forcing the little boy from
his mother, Capt. Mitchell picked up
his wife and threw her into the boat.
She rose to her knees in the swinging
dory and stretched out her arms, as her
husband, holding on by hand and grasping the boy's night robe with the other,
climbed over the davits.
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We presume if any one had asked a
sparmaker in the sixties what would
become of his business should sailing
vessels be so largely superseded by
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Notwithstanding Changed Conditions the
Demand for Spars and Canvas is I'ndi-

■
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SPARS AND SAILS.

and from then on the birds were commonly
noticed.
There are a great many fish
hawk’s nests on the Island that have been
here for y ears. The nests are added to a
little each season so that the structure becomes a pretty big nest as the years pass
on.
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts makes an interestM
TI.. .11_I..
ing point along this line, lie says that
He could and did rise to any occa- to every nest are three birds, one female and
man.
sion, and he was matched successfully two males. About the time of the osprey’s
against the best lawyers then practicing at
coming the great blue heron, or “crane” as
the bar here, and in Boston.
NOT AN INSTANT TOO SOON.
IBs platform presence was fine. He was he is commonly called, was noticed. There
a vei \ large man, but in some w ay did not
are two colonies of this bird on the island
The oars were seized and not a mogive one that feeling. He went to Boston and they make an interesting
study all by ment too soon, for hardly had the dory
from here, and lor some time had offices
been pulled out of touch of the schooner
both in Boston and New York. He made a themselves.
fortune out of a great patent right case,
It happened so that I was not out for when the coal-laden craft went down.
Meanwhile Capt. Pierce of the Campand a? tfie time of his death might well some
days along here, so it was the ICth be- bell had
have thought: “The battle is almost won in
brought his ship to and lowered
fore
I
saw the kingfisher.
The
of
morning
a boat to aid the crew of the AVhiton.
my case."
lie will be long remembered here. Law- the 21st was mild and delightful.
1 got an who were soon taken on board the
vers will recall their good friend, and adroit
early start for a walk and had not gone far Campbell and given comfortable quaropponent at the bar, and the newspaper before the
ters.
song of the hermit thrush from
men gratefully call to mind the big, good1
Mrs. Mitchell and Mate Mitchell, it
natured man, always ready to give them to the deep spruces back, reached me. Farther
was
had sustained severe bruises, I
the last word, at! the information in his ! on,in some second
growth,the “zee .'zee Izee I” ! but found,
Raby Roy was laughing contentedpossession.
of the black and white warbler was beard.
ly before he had been on board three
Very early in the morning it is hard to lieai minutes. There was not a scratch on
|
HIS LURE COMPLETE.
aught save woodpeckers and robins; and him.
are lively. Passing through an old i
The Campbell remained at anchor all
Mr. J’ortor Now
Entirely Fret* From Neu- they
!
her bowsprit gone and her marralgia.
itemedy Found in I>r. 'William*' orchard where some ploughing had recently night,
been done, there was the whirr of many i tingale covered with wreckage. This
Fiuk Fill*, lieliei' Itegan With First Kox
she was discovered by the
and Fain Now (..one Altogether.
wings and the demurely colored sparrow morning
I crew of the Orleans life saving station,
“I: >eem> like a miracle that those little was much in evidence. I picked out two who
off
and aided Capt. Pierce to
put
I
pink pill.* should have cured my neuralgia,” that I had not seen before, the vesper spar- clear his ship.
i’hev
.Mi.
Porter.
are
a
marsaid
certainly
row and the grasshopper.
The first named
velous medicine and 1 shall always be glad
CAPTAIN’S FORTUM. HONK,
has a beautiful song, and sings as though
I
to recommend them.
Those who escaped from the Whitou
“For two years," he continued, “1 had he made a business of it. Coining home 1
suffered almost unbearable pains in my | was lucky enough to see yet another Hock returned to the station here, where
head. The\ would start over my eyes and of wild
This was not a large Hock, | Raby Mitchell at once made himself
geese.
shout upward must frequently, but they
i
however: and somehow the birds lnnl.-eil perfectly at home, all unaware that all
often spread over m\ face, and at times
! of his father's fortune, consisting of a
a. l. p.
even part of my head and face would be tired.
part ownership, was lost when the 1111full ut agony, sometimes the pains were
insured schooner plunged to the botso intense that 1 actually feared they would
STONINGTON’S GRANITE BUSINESS. I tom. It is
drive me mad.”
supposed that the two lost
“Were you in pain all the time?”
seamen must have been stunned by the
A correspondent of the Hock land Opinion
“My eyes ached constantly and there wras report that the granite business is booming shock of the collision.
Spires came
alwavs a burning sensation over my fore- at Stonington.
The Ryan-1’arker Con- from Calais and leaves a wife and six
os
sometimes
the
other
a
but
varied,
beadi
struction Company have one of the best children, while Anderson, who is unthe> were acute, and again they were dull quarries and one of the best equipped married. was shiuDed from Cane Bretand lingering.”
plants in the State, with all modern ma- on.
“Was your health in general affected?
chinery. They use compressed air to run
“1 could not sleep, my temper was irri- lour surface
Capt. Mitchell and his family left for
cutters, lour steam drills Boston this afternoon. Before
table and I got no pleasure out of life.”
leaving
(which used to be run by steam), fifteen
“Luring those years of suffering, you hand-drills that will do the
Capt. Mitchell said:
same amount of
made efforts to conquer the disorder didn’t work that 110 men can do the old
way with a
THE CAPTAIN'S STORY.
you
hammer. Only a few years ago some were
“1 surely did. I tried remedy after remsuch
for
against
greatly
using
“We
were running up the Cape Cod
machinery
edy, but finding no help in any of them, 1 stone, for fear it would lessen the demand
shore on Tuesday evening, having put
became a despairing man. Even when I for men as cutters as well as
en; out of Vineyard Haven at 3 o'clockbegan to take Dr. W illiams’ Pink Pills I but they begin to see now that quarryn
there is as
had no great hope of a cure. I had used much
demand for skilled workmen in all Tuesday afternoon, leaking 1)00 strokes
nearly everything else offered for neuralgia, branches of the business as there ever
an hour, weather cold.
It was the
was;
and J merely thought: they won’t do me and
possibly more, because, by having mate’s watch. At 11.30 I was below
any harm : I may as well try them, too.
such improvements the contractors are taking a nap; heard mate call and went
That was in December of UHK3. To my able to
take larger contracts and get the on deck. 1 saw the Campbell’s green
surpiise, a change in my condition took work done nearer the time the contract is
place right away. The pains grew less in- signed for. Mr. John L. Goss has a quarry light right ahead, a little on our port
bow.
tense and the acute attacks were further on Crotch
island, and it is doubtfut if there
“The Campbell, instead of holding
apart, as 1 kept on using Dr. Williams’ is another in New England where there
Pink Pills. The impiovement began with can be more stone
with so little her course also luffed. I saw no posquarried
I
wi
n
had
used
six
the first box, and
boxes
expense. On Moose island, he has a line sible way to avoid collision, so I sprang
l stopped.
My cure was complete and has plant, w here he is doing a large amount of to the wheel and threw it hard down,
lasted ever since."
work.
He has about 100 men employed and our starboard bow struck the
Mr. t harles 11. Porter lives at Raymond, there at
present, while on Crotch island he Campbell’s port bow with a sickening
New Hampshire, ami is well known as the has about
SO. The Ryan-l’arker Company
proprietor of the Hotel Raymond. He is have about 115 cutters, and nearly the same crash, and the Whiton at once began
oneof many grateful people who have found number of
to settle by the head. 1 ordered the.
quarrymen, laborers and enthat Dr. W illiams’ Pink Pills will cure disAt the Settlement there are about boats to be cut away and rushed down
gineers.
eases of the nerves that have stubbornly
125 men all told.
We cannot praise the into the cabin and brought up my wife
resisted every oilier remedy tried. They
there so highly as the others, but in and baby, at the same time calling to
do not deaden pain, but they cifre the dis-: quarry
time they w ill no doubt have a fine plant the
steward, who was below, to save
ease that causes the pain by purifying and
and quarry.
The
week there have himself. The mate called to the watch
enriching the blood. Not only neuralgia, been big cargoes of past
stone and paving shipbelow forward to take to the boats. I;
but sciatica, partial paralysis and locomotor
from hprp.
ataxia yield to them.
dropped my wife over the stern into
One of the best things about Hr. Wilthe boat; then 1 slid down on the davit I
liams' Pink Pills is that they do not contain
JAMES PIPER TALIAFERRO.
falls. The rest you know.”
I
the slightest trace of narcotics. No harmIt
......4tl.n I
ful drug habit results from using them. As
Today in joint session the Senators and
disaster:
soon as the cure is complete they can be
Representatives of the Florida Legislature
laid aside without discomfort.
“Baby and I were asleep in tbe cabin
They im- formally ratified the vote of the Democratic
prove the general health at the same time party of F'lorida by electing James Piper when I was awakened by a crash and
that they cure the nerve-aches. They are Taliaferro of Jacksonville, United States shouts on deck. I
caught up baby and
sold by all druggists. A valuable booklet Senator of Florida, for the ensuing six
sprang out of the berth. As I did so
on nervous disorders will be sent free to
years, to succeed himself. This election was
V.
Z11
117:11:_
done in obedience to the command of the my husband rushed down into the cabin
and
baby called on me to follow
Medicine Company, Schenectady, X. Y.
people of Florida, who had twice last year, him.seizing
When we reached the deck if was
in primary election, declared Mr. Taliaferro
the choice of the majority of his party. dreadfully dark.
After a trial for one term he had so conclu“I knew the vessel was sinking, but
Apples Make Hens lay.
sively proven his fitness for the office that my one thought was for baby. My hus\\ aldoboro is famous for its poultry and the voice of the people was in such manda- band
caught me up and dropped me
claims that the secret of making hens lay in tory terms that he be rewarded for faithful
over the vessel’s stern into the boat.
I
the winter is to feed them on apples. Miss and conscientious service that no one could
could hear baby crying and I was so
Kmnia I Labe wintered 19 pullets and she refuse to obey.
It must be very gratifying to this dis- fearful I would never see him again.
lias fed eight barrels to them, and is now
buying apples to feed her hens on; and tinguished citizen to know that twice he has But in a minute my husband lowered
those 19 pullets have laid from 15 to 18 eggs been almost unanimously chosen as the rep- him to me. The dreadful suspense I
per day all winter. Kdward F. Waterman resentative of his people in the United suffered while in the open boat in the
has fed 20 barrels to his hens, and has got States Senate. It is an honor to be coveted black
night, the climbing to the deck of
by any one, and The Metropolis, in behalf
upwards of 200 eggs per day all winter.
of his home constituency, congratulates Sen- the schooner Campbell, the transfer to
ator Taliaferro upon his re-election, and the shore by the life savers, all seems a
*
Time Tried and Merit Proven.
also upon his magnificent official record as dreadful dream.”
One Minute Cough Cure is right on time a Senator.—Jacksonville, Fla., Metropolis,
when it comes to curing Coughs, Croup, April lath.
Why suffer witH spring tiredness, mean
cross feeling, no strength, no appetite?
Whooping Cough, etc. It is perfectly harmTerrible plagues, those itching, pestering Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea will make
less, pleasant to take and is the children’s
favorite Cough Syrup.
Sold by R. II. diseases of the skin. Put an end to misery, you well and keep you well. 33 cents. Tea
Doan’s Ointment cures. At any drug store, or Tablets. R. H. Moody.
Moody.
..

a New

"

Herald.

There was an instant of awful suspense when the child was held over the
rushing water. One slip by the captain, one giving away of the dainty
fabric of the child’s night robe, and
little Roy would have been plunged into the sea. One instant,, and it was
over.
The mother clasped her child
again and fell fainting to the bottom of
the boat.
Steward Sidney P. Strout and Seaman John R. Emery made the dory at
the call of their commander, and the
ropes were cut, allowing the boat to
drop upon the sea.
Mate E. L. Mitchell was a little too
late to gain the small craft. lie jumped, but fell short, striking the side of
the dory as he went down.
Capt.
Mitchell, however, seized him as he
came up and dragged him to safety.

saw one,

up the Price

Coal &

uiio

year or two.
“I would prefer a smallpox epidemic
to this gypsy moth pest,” said a public
speaker the other day. “You can fumigate a room in which there has been
smallpox but you cannot make leaves
grow on a tree devastated by the
moths.”
Following this speech the
town of Arlington appropriated the
sum of $0,000 to light the moth.
It looks as if it would be left for the
towns and cities of New Hampshire
and Maine to follow suit according to
their means.
.Some say that a final
grand assault at the present time would
almost annihilate tlm insect foe. All
agree that this great enemy of the
trees must be fought.—Portsmouth

fant awoke them into action.

BIRD NOTES FROM ISLESBORO.
There

Are

On deck the sailors stood dazed and
inactive, holding fast by whatever came
nearest their hands, watching with
fascinated eyes the water widen between their own wrecked craft and the
towering ghost sails of the Campbell,
now drifting to leeward.
Already the nose of the Whiton was
buried in the sea, where the gaping
hole let a Hood of water in. Somewhere
in the engulfed forecastle the sailors to wage alone an almost hopeless batknew Michael Spires and John Ander- tle and then be followed by the United
in
tv^unnj iiujic
son were entombed, but still they made
has spread for another
no move until the shrill cry ot the in- less after it

riods had ceased and I suffered much pain,
with fainting spells, headache, backache and
bearing-down pains, and I was so weak I
could hardly keep around. As a last resort
I decided to write you and try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I am so
thankful that I did, for after following your
Instructions, which you sent me free of all
charge, my monthly periods started ; I am
regular and in perfect health. Had it not
been for you I would be in my grave to-day.
I sincerely trust that this letter may lead
every suffering woman in the country to
write you for help as I did.”
WheD women are troubled with Irregular or painful menstruation, weakness, leucorrhoea, displacement or ulceration of the womb, that bearingdown feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, flatulence, general debility, indigestion and nervous prostration, they should remember there is
one tried and true remedy.
Lydia E,
Pinkham’s VegetableCompound at once
removes such troubles.
No other female medicine in the world
has received such widespread and unqualified endorsement. Refuse all substitutes.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She has guided
thousands to health. Address, Lynn,
Mass.

The ex-respondent was a bitterly disapapointed man. He thought it over, and at
last said “Mr. Dennett’s a good man and
lie'll give the money back.”
Mr. Dennett was a good man, but of
course lie did nothing of the sort.
Mr.
Hadiock was rather inclined not to see the
joke for a day or so, and then told it on
himself, and it became in time one of his
best stories.

fell

sound like a ripping thunder clap, and
then, in a lull between -the chaos of
falling rigging and wild shouts, came
the wail of a startled infant from the
captain's cabin, and the frightened
screams of the mother as she caught
the tiny boy to her breast and sought
to gain the rolling deck.

*'

jail.

masts

! f Using An Old Ranged
I Is No Saving
—You
of
Burning
Simply Wasting
|

on

Runs Down sch.
Two Men Lost.

Orleans, April 26. Out of the moving blackness of the tossing sea, full
upon the leaking, heavy-laboring threemasted schooner Harry L. Whiton,
there shot at 11.30 last night, the sharp
prow of the big four-master Charles A.
Campbell, crashing half through the
smaller boat and sending two sleeping

Before I wrote to you, telling you how I
felt, I had doctored for over two years steady
and spent lots of money on medicines besides,
but it all failed to help me. My monthly pe-

The

That New England must wage wai
the gypsy moth and wage it alone
and unassisted by the national government seems quite evident. The lattei
seems to be too much taken up with
the futile fight against the boll weevi
pest in Texas to aid us in striking a sure
blow before it is too late against the
pest that threatens our forests. On
the other hand Congress did not refuse
to consider the commendable scheme
for setting aside the White Mountain
district as a sort of national park but
what is the good of setting it aside il
it is not to be protected from a pest
otherwise certain to compass its destruction?
It is reported that the department in
charge of the work of pest destruction
has replied to New England-sent appeals for help: “The gypsy moth is a
State issue.” Having already appeared in four States it is no longer—in
fact never was—confined to one State
alone.
But suppose it were confined to a
single State? Would it not be the
part of wisdom to stamp out a pest before it has spread from one State to another and perhaps throughout the
whole Union? Surely the head of the
department does not imagine that the
gypsy moth needs acclimatization, careful nursing or anything of that sort.
It looks as if the States were expected

'A. Campbell

Harry L. Whiton.

an uiu

farmer noted for his sound common sense,
and his dry wit.
“I was very much gratified when you gave
me the verdict you did,” said the young
lawyer, fishing for a compliment.
“We let him go,” replied the ex-foreman.
“I flatter myself that I made some impression on the gentlemen of the jury,” said Mr.
Hadiock.
“Yes, Harvey, you did,” said the old farmer.
“You see after we went to our room
1 told tin* boys that despite all you said in
your argument, and the way you crossexamined the witnesses, the fellow' might
not be guilty, and so we let him go.”
Mr. Hadiock had some odd experiences
while at the bar here. He was attorney for
a man engaged in the business of selling
liquor, contrary to all the laws of Maine
forbidding that pursuit in this State.
The man was convicted, and lined by
Judge isonney. He was assured that the
verdict would be set aside, and so he went
to

FOR A FAMOUS

WAR OH TBS GYPSY© MOTH.

SUNKAT SEA.

*

“IT SAVED MY LIFE”

The Portland Sunday Times in a write-up
of “Prominent men of days now gone who
will be remembered by many Portland people" gives the following sketch of a lawyer
who in his day was well known in this city

as

WHISKEY.

An exasperated stranger screams to
the press that “There isn’t a drink of
good whiskey to be had in Boston.” Of
course not.
Nor anywhere else.
We
have the government's word for it that
only 15 per cent, of whiskey is good.
And that goes abroad, probably. It is
the knowledge that good whiskey is not
to be had in Boston—and why does one
with his lips at the Castalian fount
hanker for liquor, any way?—which
has persuaded the Massachusetts Legislature to throttle all yearnings at 11
p. m. At that hour, just as festivities
elsewhere are at their height, just as
every diner at the public banquets is
getting his second wind and his third
thirst, Boston is soberly buttoning its
overcoat to meet the east wind and

Spring Needs,
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Joe Pointer £rd
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The fastest stallion that ever stood for service in Maine and is a son
of Star Pointer 1.5!) 1-4. the Champion of the World. JOE POINTER will serve at lielfast until May 20th, after that date, Lewiston
Race Track.

I MARSTON

C.,3 >ear do Race Record 2.191

The horse that needs no rider or driver.
His get win wherever
shown. Will serve at Pearl Brook Farm until May 20th, after that
date at Belfast Race Track.
For Pearl Brook Farm catalogue, terms, etc., address
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Pare Paints«-

^MasuiYs

Are the Standard Paints of the United States and have been for
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century.
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Masury’s Paints
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used than of any other TWO paints combined. WHY—Because
Houses for Salt
they are the best and cheapest paints to buy ever produced.
If
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IN6INE OILS. CYLINDER OILS
We are not busy at present. You have work that
heeds to be done this spring. Why not see to it
how while there is time. Y« ur Launch Engine,
or any Engine, Bicycle, Automobile, Flying viachine, Sewing Machine, or any machine. We have
Would be pleased
a sample STOVEK Engine.
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SMITH, Hartford, Conn.

SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.

strangers.

<

tug the stjsfi.m

beer. The barkeep points to the clock,
which marks one minute past 11, and
the dismayed and belated candidate
surges through the door and out into
the wild night shaking his fists at the
The annual meeting of the co-operators of the
State House and thinking unutterable Searsport Savings Bank will be held at their
banking rooms, Saturday, May 13, at 10 o’clock
things of culture. Relief is not loom- a.
m., for the choice ot trustees for the ensuing
ing large on the horizen, either. Yet year
and to act on such other business as may
it might come if somebody would im- come before the meeting.
prove the quality of all whiskey, so
that it would be safe to drink, even in
Boston, and again it might come if
Boston were farther from Maine. But
let us be patient. Our grandchildren
may attain an age that will enable
them to eat and drink what, when and
where they please without consulting
of time tables or the preferences of

\

save

putting up the shutters. The beans
may have been too hotly spiced; they
may have been baked with pork that
was too salt; the brown bread
may have
been a little more branny than usual;
no matter.
The head waiter is adamant; the other waiters marble. Appellants at the bar plead vainly for a

foaming

hir ■

•/. F. UA HR IS, Doctor

mand, sufficient to keen snarmakers
busy the year round.
Spruce lias always been considered
the best spar wood, owing to its ex-

BOSTON AND

J
•. am

1

and decay are continually
lessening the numberof iiagstaffseverywhere, many of which are of mast-like
proportions. Then cargo booms for
steamships, piers, quarries, lighters and
many other purposes are always in de-

Moody.

j
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The above cut is a fac simile of my DIPLOMA, calling your attention to the fact tliat I have devoted
thoroughly equip mvsell for the OPTICAL PROFESSION, it tells you that I am not merely a dealer in s
I have MASTERED THE OPTICAL SCIENCE and passed the examination necessary to entitle me to a <!•
TERED COLLEGE. It also tells you that I am in position to do SKILLFUL. SCIENTIFIC work, and should c
FIDENCE in me as a PROGRESSIVE. EDUCATED uPTICIAN. Xow let me ask you a question: Are vour e\
you than your teeth? You consult a dentist frequently and have your teeth kept in good condition. Do'.,,
as well?
Why not? Weak and failing sight needs prompt attention. Why neglect your eyes when t!
FREE, I make no charge for examination. 1 do not sell you a cheap glass that only partly corrects vo
have a special glass ground for your special case.
1 have been located here one year, and during that
hundreds of people that live in Belfast and the near-by towns to glasses, any one of whom can be retinonial to the high class work 1 have done for them.
I have the very latest and best instruments foi
giving you absolutely FREE the same examination that you would get in any eye infirmary or hospit..
glasses are very reasonable, in fact as low as is consistent with first-class work.
^“Remember the place, 07 High street, over Poor’s Drugstore, Belfast, Me.

elements

Strictly Genuine.
Most of the patent medicine testimonials
are probably genuine.
The following notice recently appeared in the Atchison
(Kan.) Globe; “Joe Tack, a well known
engineer, running on the Missouri Pacific
between Wichita and Kiowa, lately appeared in a big one, with a picture, and when
he was in this ottice today, we asked him
about it. He says he had terrific pains in
Ins stomach, and thought he had a cancer.
Ills druggist recommended Kodol and he
says it cured him. He recommended it to
others, who were also cured.” Kodol Dyspepsia lure digests what you eat and cures
all stomach troubles. Just as surely as the
sun shines your stomach can be
brought
back to its originally pure condition and
life sweetened by this lasting and truly the
greatest digestant known. Sold by R. II.

/fjay' ^

y yy^

!WW

said it would be ruined. Put the demand for spars is to-day nearly as great
as it ever was, and the sparmaker’s
troubles are not that spars are not required, but that he has difficulty in obtaining sticks sufficiently large for the
big “fore-and-afters.” Large cargoes
of spars are continually being sent from
the Pacific coast to meet requirements
outside of ships’ needs. For instance,
the Navy Department in the establishment of wireless telegraphy stations all
along our coast has created quite a demand for large, long spars, while the

tremely light weight in comparison to
its size with other kinds, besides being
the toughest. Spruce is growing scarce,
however, and much of it lias to be
brought from the Pacific coast now,
when back in the sixties it all came
from New England.
As with the spar business, so it is
with sailmaking.
Although sailing
ships are few in numbers as compared
with the time referred to, we have it
from the best authority that as much
canvas is being cut up each year as
there was when sailing vessels were
more numerous, as what is not used
for “white wings” is cut into awnings,
tents, light deck coverings, and a hundred other uses, while the Navy Department is to day using more canvas
than it used in the days of the old line
of battleships which obtained their
motive power from sails.
And so it goes in connection with
almost every industry which is crippled
by changing conditions; other avenues
of trade are opened that were not
dreamed of until the demand for them
had come.—The Marine Journal.
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A. H.

NICHOLS, Treasurer.

o iu

Telfast

vi n. r.

savings bank.

Notice is hereby given that Savings Rank Rook
No. 11,981, issued by this Bank, lias been lost and
application has been made for a duplicate book
according to laws regulating issuing new hooks.
WILLIAM H. QIJIMBY. Treasurer.

Belfast, April 27, 1905.—3wl7j
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Literary News and NotesT

COLBY’S RECORDS SMASHED

Waterville, Me., April 26. Sub
stantial improvement of two Colbj
records was accomplished at the 26tf
annual interclass meet of the college
this afternoon. Coombs, a junior, bet
tered both the 16-pound shotput anc
16-pound hammer throw distances, send
ing the former weight 36.35 feet, and
An interesting spring number
among the latter 108.55 feet. The old Colbj
the magazines is the May
Cosmopoli- records were 35.40 feet and 105.55 feet,
tan. It has a beautiful double
The sophomore class won the meet,
frontis
piece by George T. Tobin, illustrating a scoring 48 points. The juniors were
poem by Charlotte Perkins Gilman. second,
getting 40; the seniors third,
The fiction is more that
The best disinfectant of all la
inter- with 17, and the freshmen fourth with
sunlight
usually
It destroys by its very brightness all sorts
esting, and is contributed by Herbert 11 points. The summary:
of germs and at the same time helps the
Quick, Morgan
Robertson,
Inez
TRACK EVENTS.
growth of plants and animal life. DoubtHaynes Gilmore, H. R. Durant and
less all have noticed that mould
grows
Katherine
100-yard dash—Won by McVane '07,
The
whole number
Perry.
during the night and in dark, damp cellars.
is profusely illustra#ed and contains Morse ’07 second, Craig ’06 third. Time
Bright sunlight quickly destroys garuis,
10 3-58.
several articles of timely interest.
mould or other organisms. That is
it
why
is beat to let the sunlight into your bouses
220-yard dash—Won by McVane ’07,
“All this talk about stepping out and Morse ’07
for its purifying influence.
second, Peterson ’08 third.
the
At the Invalids’ Hotel and
men
a
giving
young
chance
Time
is
su25s.
Surgical Institute, Buffalo. N. Y., Dr. Pierce, chief conpremest folly,” writes Prof. James H.
440-yard dash—Won by Hunt ’07,
sulting surgeon, started experiments, some
Canfield, of Columbia University in Whittemore ’05 second, R. Dodge ’06
three years ago. with the Finsen light in
The Cosmopolitan for May, in an arti- third. Time 57 3 5s.
conjunction with the X-ray in the treatcle, “The Philosophy of Staying in HarPole vault—Won by Coombs ’06, Hoyt
ment of diseases.
He got excellent results
ness,” in which he takes issue, inferen- .05 second, Curtis '08 third. Time 2m
therefrom, and was among the first to adapt
with
Prof.
this remarkable cure to many cases which
William
tially,
Osier in re- 16s.
it was formerly supposed must of necessity
gard to the value or lack of value of
Mile Tun—Won by Rideout ’07, Kenbe treated by the knife.
men at certain ages.
Professor Can- nison ’06 second. Time 5m lls.
Not only is Dr. R V. Pierce notable for
field holds that we should stay in liar120-yard hurdles—Won by Ross ’06,
bis surgical achievements at his
ness till the very end of the drive
hospital in
I Morse ’07 second, Lincoln ’06 third.
Buffalo, but nearly a third of a
ago
of notable living Ameri- Time 19 2-5s.
Photographs
be discovered certain roots century
and heibs
cans, well past the chloroform age yet
which were nature's remedies, and suc220-yard hurdles—Won by Morse ’07,
still active in commerce, law, politics Ross ’06
ceeded in putting them up in a form that
second, Lincoln ’06 third. Time
would be easily procured and ready to use
and finance, give ilustrative
emphasis 29s.
he
called
Dr,
to
the
Pierce’s
point
which
the
author
seefe«
tn
Xtys
Golden'Medical
FIELD EVENTS.
Discovery. It maintains the patient's numake.
trition by enabling him to eat,
Running high jump—Won by Bean
digest
retain,
and
In the May Atlantic begins a series '05, McVane ’07 second, Ross '06 third.
assimilate nutritious food.c It overcomes gastric
irritability and symptoms of
of papers by William Garrott Brown, Height 5ft.
indigestion, and in this way fever, nightthe historian, well known to readers of
Running broad jump—Won by Ross
sweats. headaches, etc., are done awavwith.
the magazine, upon The Tenth Becade ’00, McVane '07 second, Coombs ’06
It fortifies the body against the germs of
of the United States, in which the mo- third. Distance 20ft -tin.
consumption, grip and malaria, it builds
Pole vault—Won by Coombs ’06, Hoyt
mentous happenings of the years beup the tissues and puts on healthy flesh.
Those desiring to know something about
tween the close of the Civil War and ’05 second, McVane '07 third. Height
the body in health and disease, also mediOft
2in.
the Centennial Anniversary of the Recine and surgery, without
hammer throw—Won by
will be presented in a new light.
10-pound
technicalities,
public
should read the "Common Sense Medical
Among the other more important fea- Coombs '06, Cotton '05 second, HetherAdviser,” which can be had for
cents in
'08
Distance 108.55ft.
third.
tures
ington
are
New
Varieties of Sin by E.
one-cent stamps for the cloth-bound book.
A. Ross, What should College Profes10-pound shotput—Won by Coombs
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
sors be Paid? by “G. H. M.,” and two ’00, Iletherington '08 second, Thompson
papers dealing with the German poet ’07 third. Distance 36.35ft.
delier holding hundreds of candles, and Schiller, Schiller’s ideal of
Discus throw—Won by Iletherington
Liberty, by
tV. R. Thaver. and .Schiller’s Vlessj.ru ’08, Coombs ’06 second," Thompson ’07
on either side stand huge candelabras.
third. Distance 9.3.2ft.
Back of these are ranged several large to Modern Life, by Kuno I-'raneke.
book cases tilled with books, periodicals
CIDER AND JAMAICA GINGER
Comparatively few consumers realize to wliat extent foods and drugs are
and manuscripts in all languages, referadulterated and misbranded, says tbe
Break Up Two Homes in Brhlgton.
ring to the life and career of Bolivar.
May World’s Work. Most of tbe spu- 1 Portland, April 24. Hard cider and
In this gay capital it is customary for rious products are sold in States other Jamaica
ginger have broken up two
all the “first families" to have nights set than those in which they are manufac- I happy Bridgton, Me., homes and two
tured or produced. Stra’wberry jellv is brothers were the libellees in two di
apart for the reception of their friends most
commonly made of glucose and 1 voree suits brought before Judge Em
generally, without the necessity of timothy seed, and colored with aniline ery in the Supreme Court today. Gus
|
special invitations. These evenings “at dye. Cigars are frequently sold as Ha- j tie C. Thompson and Bessie A. Thomp
home” are very attractive, the absence vana though made from tobacco grown | son. two very pretty young women, ob
in Virginia, Kentucky or Missouri. tained divorces,
alleging gross and con
of strict formality adding to the enjoyFurnituie made from Wisconsin bass- ] firmed habits of intoxication.
ment. While the elders indulge in baca- wood is polished and sold
Gustie Thompson testified that her
throughout
rat, whist and other games of chance in the country as mahogany. Syrup com- husband began celebrating holidays
of
and
cane syrup is sold
glucose
a room apart, the young folks in sala posed
shortly after their marriage by drinkunder a maple syrup brand, though it ing a combination of hard cider and
and patio derive less costly amusement does not
a
bring
maple syrup price. Jamaica ginger. Thanksgiving, New
from music, dancing and flirtation. Cotton-seed oil is sold as olive
oil, Years, Christmas, one after the other,
it
does
not
though
cakes
and
delicacies
are
bring the price of werfc all celebrated by a bard cider and
Chocolate,
the genuine product.
ginger drunk.
served, and each friend of the family is
When Her birthday came in March,
at liberty to bring any chance guest or
of
Full-page portraits
Mayor Dunne as an especial mark of honor, be stayed
of
Senator
Carmack
of
Ten- drunk two
Chicago,
acquaintance. As a rule, the upper
days instead of one. Then
classes of Spanish Americans are much nessee, Theodore I*. Shonts, head of the every day began to be a holiday, until
Panama Canal Commission, and Presifinally lie became a sort of hard cider
better educated than the average north- dent Castro of
Venezuela are among and
ginger fiend. After the Sturgis
erner, being especially well up in music the pictorial features of the National law was
passed, and the hard cider bill

STRONG

“The Twentieth Century Home’1
shows no signs of waning
popularity
The May issue is replete with matters
of interest to every up-to-date
woman
The number is especially devoted t<i
out-of-door life.

Magazine for May. Special articles by
languages. Foreigners are often Char.es
Warren Stoddard, Poultney
astonished at one of these informal reBigelow, Kate Cannett Wells, Mary
ceptions held in some adobe casa in far- Caroline Crawford, Walter M. Pratt
oft Venezuela, to be generally addressed and Frank Putnam; poems by Stanley
Aloysios Coll, Robertos
in their own home language, whether it Waterloo,
Love, Cora A. Matson Dolson and Virbe English, French, (Herman or Italian,
ginia Norwood Watkins; stories by
and to hear selections from the best Anna McClure Siioll, Ethel Armes,
operas rendered in the faultless style of Christobelle van Asmus Bunting,
Cordon Smith and Edith Richmond
professionals. The youthful aristocracy
Blanchard, with due Mitchell Chappie's
of Caracas has a club called El Circulo "Affairs at
Washington,” Helen
de Amigos, “the Circle of Friends,” Arthur's "Beauties of the American
which gives excellent dances at frequent
intervals, to which all the beauty,wealth
and fashion of the viconage are bidden:
and it is easy for a foreigner to get an
invitation to one of these charming entertainments through the consul ol his
Fannie Ii. Wauii.
country.
and the

LIABILITIES

$3,277,000

Dyspepsia

}

t

|
I

cured.

|

®
®
1
1

*|
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Of the remainder $1,1X0,000 is
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Best quality,

F. H. BLACK & CO.,
High Street,

Belfast, Maine

^^OMChicago/OjijAj
R H

MOODY, DRUGGIST

“Ask for the 1905 Kodol Almanac
and 200 Year Calendar.”

HEAL&WOOD,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

HUMPHREYS’
Specifics
j

cure

by acting directly

on

No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

MeMonnenls

Coughs.
Neuralgia.

HEADSTONES,
CURBING,

Headaches.

Dyspepsia.
Suppressed Periods.

10
11
12
13

Whites.

Croup.

a

The Skin.
14
15
Rheumatism.
16
Malaria.
No. 19
Catarrh.
No. 20
Whooping Cough.
No. 27
The Kidneys.
No. 30
The Bladder.
La Grippe.
No. 77
In small bottles of pellets that fit the vest
pocket. At Druggists or mailed, 25c. each.
Medical Guide mailed free.
Humphreys’ Med. Co.,Cor William & John Streets,

New York.

ALL

KINDS
18

OF

CEMETERY

Seeds.
GRASS SEEDS,
A full line of choicest

Bridge Street,

OATS,

babe you will
make a mistake.

Belfast,

BARLEY,

I

MISTAKE CAN BE MADE
Than imagining it*i<
economy to buv the cheap*
Harness and Saddlery Goods, because the
price seems low.
THE SHODDY

To Those

CHARACTER
OF CHEAP GOODS
Takes away all apparent saving and always conduces to dissatisfaction.
We make a special point on the character of
our goods—We positively deal in
goods of reliable
workmanship and A material.
THE LOWEST PH ICES consistent with a
high standard of excellence always obtained at

place. 1

We earnestly invite inspection of
prices.
We positively mean to do the best
cur patrons.
Very truly,

C

E. STEVEXS.

goods and
we

47
can

INVESTMENT

In-

....WE OFFER....

125 Main St

fianpftooslook

WHEAT and BARLEY

B

fl
fl
B
H
fl
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When e’er you feel impending ill,
And need a magic little pill,
No other one will fill the bill
Like DeWitt’s Little Early Risers.
The Famous Little Pills EARLY RISERS
cure Constipation, Sick Headache, Biliousness, etc. They never gripe or sicken, but
impart early rising energy. Good for either
children or adults. J. C. P. Jones, Chief
Burgess, Milesbnrg Borough, Pa., says: “I
never used pills in my family during the
forty years of housekeeping, that gave such
satisfactory results as DeWitt’s Little
Early Risers.” Sold by R. H. Moody.

—

Tie Sm & Sibley Co,

^B

BELFAST, MAINE.
12tf

Worms?
children

and

are

troubled with worms, a.
A few doses of

treated for Bdnething else.

(Many
WANTED

1

F

Dr. True’s Elixir

will expel wormaif they exist, and prove a tainable tonic if there are no worms. 35eutdrucjri»ts.
PMC. J. r. TEPE A CO.. Auburn. Me

J)

—*•»

OAGAZINES,
BOUND.

MUSIC & PAMPHLETS

DAMAGED

JOHN 5.

3wl6'

A Farm
HAVING, known as the JOSEPH
HAMILTON place, in Swanvilie, Maine, 4
miles from Belfast, H story house ‘28x30,10 rooms,
ell 18x20, shed 20x30, barn 40x75, also soap factory
25x30, ail in thorough repair. Cuts 30 tons of
trees,
hay 20 to 25 tons of meadow bay; 150
25 plum tiees, all kinds of small fruit This place
has an abundance of water, 3 wells, 2 good springs
and brook. This place has always been well
kept up and is a prize for some one .and will not
be on the market long. Inquire of
F. S. HOLMES,

WORTH

apple

Agent, Belfast.

The desirable property of the late Dr. Ellingwood situated on High street, consisting of twostory house and ell, ten rooms, furnace, cemented
cellar, all modern improvements, a lqjrge roomy
stable, two stalls and large box stall, land enough
for garden. This is a good opportunity to get a
to
home right in the heart of the

cit^Apig^r

ZM

Real Estate Agent, Belfast, Me.
Reliable

^

men to take orders for high grade nur• sery stock.
Outfit free.
Full weekly pay upon receipt of orders. 45 years
in business in New England.
THE R. G.
CHASE CO., Nurserymen, Malden, Mass.

8wl4,

At which

K;,aire<1

price they

net the investor

41%
W. H. OUIMBT.

FERNALD,

W. J. DORMAN.

BELFAST
WOOd
Sawdust. Ga$& Electric Lit Co.
and

200 cords of Slab Wood
and 100 cords Sawdust

Electric

Wiring of All Kinds.

Apply to|

Successor to R. A. Gurney; Holmes’ Mills.
1411

Elfifitrin. fias Fiitims i! Snnnlips
ii

rr-

NO.'7586.
UKl’ARTMFNT,
Comptroller of the Currency
D. C., January 31, l‘Ji'5.
)
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned it lias been made to appeaj
that “The C ity National Hank ot Belfast” in the
city of Belfast, in ttie county of Waldo and State or
Maine, has complied with all the provisions of
the statutes of the United States required to be
complied with before an association shall be authorized to commence the business of banking.
Now, Therefore, I, William B. Kidgely,
Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify
that “The City National Bank of Belfast” in the
city of Belfast, in the county of Waldo and State
of Maine, is authorized to commence the business
of banking, as provided in section fifty-one hundred and sixty-nine of the revised statutes of the
United States.
In Testimony Whereof, witness my hand
and seal of office this thirty-first day of January,
1905.
W ILLIAM B. KIDGELY,
60d6
Comptroller of the Currency.
Office

RKASI RY

of

Office

Washington,

FOR SALE

Cleanse your system of all impurities this
month. Mow is the time to take Hollister’s
Rocky Mountain Tea. It will keep you
well all summer. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
R. H. Moody.

GOLD BONDS
AT 96
INTEREST,
%

FRED A. HOLMES,

STEADY] AORK.

Journal.

4

__Belfast

’•

Real Estate

CONS. MTGE.

Work beyond my skill will be sent to one of the
best binderies in Maine.
Send me a postal and I will call for work. 26
SI iller street. Side door.

AT....

Foster-Fstsbrooks Co.’s

13

BOOKS,|ETC.,

DAGUERREOTYPE CASES

For sale.
...

--—-

REPAIRED OR REBOUND. PASSEPARTOUT W ORK.

(i
M

-STITCHERS-

uiusci.

A little life may be sacrificed to a sudden
attack of croup, if you don’t have Dr.
Thomas’
Rclectric Oil on hand for the
emergency.

...REPAIRING,,.

FOB HENS.

LUC

iiurn

Seeking a

SOUND

-and-

The Baby’s Head and Trained
Nurse identify Comfort Pow*
der, which is used so much in
N. E. Hospitals and by trained
nurses because they all know it
is the best Medicinal Toilet
Powder. The best is always cheapest.

Maine.

screened from foul seed.

Thoroughly

■

WORK.

NO GREATER

our

quality.

kin

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST
PRICES.
the time t0 call> as we have a
large stock of finished work

est

any other I

IN

the

sick parts without disturbing the rest of
the system.
No. 1 for Fevers.
No. 2
Worms.
No. 3
Teething.
No. 4
Diarrhea.

*_

a

& N. W. R. R.
''‘"it of the monument is W. B. Kniskern, P. T. M., C.
Chicago.
ri-iitlis of artificial flowHot Weather Piles.
'boomidiiig walls are set
Persons afflicted with Piles should be
on
'aiilets,
which are en- careful at this season of the year. Hot
from the sayings and weather and bad drinking water contribute
”UI!S
"
to the conditions which make Piles more
uvar sandwiched
among painful and dangerous.
DeWitt’s Witch
''urved
coat-of-arms of Hazel Salve stops the pain, draws out the
.ln,i
soreness and cures. Get the genuine, bearVenezuelans. Above
ing the name of E. C. DeWitt & Co. Sold
^ is a
splendid crystal chan by R. H. Moody.

over.

Prepared ftt th« Lab* I
oratory of E.C.DtWltt I

■powder on yourself I

bins

Vt

goods

Lowest prices.

Digests What You Eat

1

■t,

our

disorders.

COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Ct.
secondary liability on notes and bills
H
a her
side is stated that discounted ip which Bigelow figures as
flflHHMBflflBBHHI^BB i
patriot wag born in Ca- endorser.
These items are notes of the National
TSS; that he died at
and
the
Home
Stage"
PRACTICE VS. PREACHING.
unique
Departthe Grand Kapids Edison
Electric
make the May National a very
"iombia, December 17, Co. and Co.,
S. W. Watkins, and are evi- ment,
attractive
Husband
number,
mains were brought to
Says Wife Does Not Follow Indently connected with the financing of
structions for House-Cleaning.
ativity and re-entomb- the National Electric Co. The rest,
A spring book from the press of
“I don’t believe my wife reads her
$192,000,represents unsecured loans, the Forest and Stream is “Hunting
: 17, 1842; and that in
largest one being an indebtedness of Without a Gun,” by Rowland E. own magazine,” mused a dealer in
jus American, Guzman
Broadhead
of
to
the
estate,
$100,000
famous
as
the
author
Robinson,
registered securities. “1 was glancing
resident of tiie republic, which Bigelow was executor.
of the New England dialect stories,
are
the
banker
estimatof
The
assets
"iniment to be erected.
“Uncle Lisha’s Shop,” “Sam Lovei's through it the other day, and I noticed
ed at $1,849,800, against which a home- Camp,” and others of that
charming that the editor of the column headed
ver, please to rememstead exemption of $5,000 is placed. The series.
While it might have been ‘How to Treat Him After Business
iine is pronounced See- assets consist chiettv of stocks in variimagined that these volumes would Hours’ said that this was the season of
i. and tt.at,
though now ous industrial and" other enterprises, have, as as they did, an especial popu- the year when the practical housekeeper
nt, lie was driven into life insurance and 1900 acres of coal larity in New Eiigand, it has also proved should exercise the greatest possible
land in Colorado valued at $100,000. The that a multitude of emigrants from
■.-■rateful countrymen, and schedule states that
tact in an effort to make the home atBigelow has no New England settled in the Western tractive
and life-like. 'Don’t let him’
rty died of a broken cash on hand.
States have felt their truth and enjoyed
me and other husbands), inBigelow pursued startlingly loose in these hooks the memories of the old (meaning
boring country. Ten
sisted
this
editor, ‘so much as suspect
of his private home.
the
transaction
methods
in
When we think that these
death Dictator Paez—
absence. If
business. He was not positive of the books were written by one who had what is going on in his
rthrew the Liberator
necessary, practice deception, although
names of several of his creditors and lost Ids
their
truth
to
nature
sight,
we seldom give advice of this kind to
into exile—concluded had no memoranda with which to re- seems most
remarkable; but this very
subscribers. If he gets a whiff
fact shows how deeply ingrained in the regular
popular tiling to bring fresh his memory.
never come
Under the bankruptcy laws, the turn- man’s fibre was the love of nature of housecleaning he may
So it was done, with
removed from the
over by Bigelow of $300,000 worth which shines out so
I back. Have the nails
ing
and
strong
pure
devote
while he sleeps and
uid ceremony, and the of
your
property as a restitutionary measure through these pages. “Hunting With- | carpet
attention to one room at a time. This
:ieu in me cameurai,
to the bank, is null and void, the trans- out a Gun” tells of the pleasures of
and
can
be
put in
thoroughly scrubbed,
side of the plaza bear- fers having been made within four the nature-lover who seeks out the wild
: order before be returns for his meals,
the petition in creatures without
of
of
the
months
filing
to
harm
ill but his heart, which
intending
in this way for a
| aud by proceeding
bankruptcy. This, however, will not then. 400 pp. Cloth. Price, $2.00.
1,1 his
or so you can get rid of the
body and yet re- affect the bank, the directors having
I fortnight
I winter’s accumulation of dust and rubin the cathedral at more than made up the entire deficiency
A Gloucester Firm’s Contract.
! bish without annoying him. Try to rembia. Later on, when caused by the defalcations of the presimember that his constant attention to
dent.
The
well
known
vessel
and
turned a dilapidated
his duties since his last vacation has
outfitting
UUrtV
J UUge
of
firm
E.
L.
Rowe
&
Son
rendered him irritable and sensitive.’
a
splendid mausoleum Winconsin Trust & Security Company sail-making
of Gloucester, Mass., have received an “And when I went home that night,”
of
:
Frank
estate
j
receiverof
the
bankrupt
distinguished dead, the
order from 11. M. & R. L. Mean of Cam- continued this husband, “I fell over a
was taken tod-ilivar was a third time G. Bigelow. This action
den, Me., to provide the entire canvas roll of oilcloth on the piazza; the ice
day because the premium on life insur- equipment for the big five-masted chest was in the front hall,
all the sitiually deposited above ance policies on the life of F. G. Bige
uitiful sarcophagus of low became due today and had. to be schooner, which is now being built at ting-room furniture and two stoves
their yard, and which will be launched were in the parlor;.our beds and bed
Ibis “Panteon Nacion- paid in order to prevent its lapsing.
in October.
The contract is a very clothes were hanging out of the winA trustee will be appointed by the
"ban Westminster
Abbey, creditors of the estate at a meeting large one, including, as it does, all the dows, and 1 had to eat out of the
sails, coverings, tarpaulins and every- I kitchen sink because the dining-room
in end of
Caracas, and about May 8th.
thing made of duck or canvas which floor had been varnished and the kitchen
t the “Liberator”
occuwill be carried by this huge craft. This table was
piled high with crockery and
i
1 to be
the higli altar in
kind of work is nothing new to this
■33.00 Pacific Coast.
"■ On
“I’d like to find out how they manage
Tickets on sale daily from Chicago March firm, as they have recently made sails
top of it stands
1st to
15th via the Chicago, Union Pa- for six and five-masters and also the this sort of thing in clubs and hotels.
of the liero,
wrapped cific &May
North-Western Line.
Correspond- seven-master Thomas W. Lawson, as I’ve never been in a hotel where furni"ioak and surrounded by ingly low rates from all points. Daily and well as
furnishing the entire duck ture was standing on its head and you
mires—one representing personally conducted excursions through equipment of the U. S. S. Des Moines. had to climb a (ire escape to go to bed.
Los
Anwithout
to
San
Francisco,
change
!'
I wonder if they don’t clean house outr|Ug Corn from a tray, geles and Portland, only $7.00 for double —Gloucester Times.
side of private dwellings?”—Providence
with lier bandage and berth. Full particulars on application to
1

JI
s I
i
1

Call and look

Cure

indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia, sour
risings, belching, heartburn and all stomach

■

ill

Smallwares, Etc.

enables the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all of the wholesome food that may be eaten. It nourishes
the body, and rebuilds the weak organs,
restoring health and strength. Kodol cures

•

I

Tinware,

Two-rowed and six-rowed

sculptor’s imIiank«*r.
"tisly supported by his
Milwaukee,
Wis., April 27. The
I is the ground, while his
latest step in the career of Frank G.
<: air.
The images are Bigelow, formerly president of the First
pedestal of beautiful National Bank of Milwaukee, who dehighly polished. An faulted for $1,450,000, is the iiling of a
petition in voluntary bankruptcy. The
.e front of tiie base inrevised schedules show the total" liabilid that Simon Bolivar ties of Mr.
Bigelow to be $0,277,000, of
>r” of Venezuela, Xew which $1,975,000 is wholly or in part se-

;

Paper Napkins,,

M

Kodol

in tiie usual im-

and the founder of

re-

1_1L!_

—

ie of the

in.

being

Dry and Fancy Goods

ness that women
have. It deprives the system of nourishment and the delicate organs peculiar to
women suffer
weaken, and become
diseased.

“Neglected colds make fat graveyards.”
Hr. Wood's Norway l’ine Syrup helps men
and women to a happy, vigorous old age.

or

BIGELOW’S

are

Tablets,

not passed, Edward was very jubilant, and said “be guessed them city
feilers wished they lived in the country
naow,” then lie celebrated by getting
‘sloshed’ for a week.
Bessie A. Thompson testified in a
similar strain-in relation to her husband Arthur, a brother of Edward.
The bard eider fad seemed to run in
the family.

use

women

stored to perfect

L..UL

was

1 f you

TOM! dp

is what Mrs. Lucy
Stovall, of Tilton, Ga,
said after taking
Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure. Hundreds
of other weak
i

»

Kurt

f;ood

tv

Street.
44-2.

ITH

■*

Cl.
JOBBKWS

Ob'

Grain, Feed, Feeds,

FOR SALE.
The Cleaves House, Stockton Springs, Me.
This house has 26 rooms and is nicely located,
right in the centre of the village and right in
sight of the terminus of the Northern Maine K.
ft. It aiso has a nice new stable and carriage
house. Stable 40x80, 20 stalls and 3 box t tails,
carriage house 40x40, two stories, all connected
and very nicely arranged. This house has all
the advantages of a summer hotel; it being
right on the coa>t, boating, fishing and beautiful
drives. It is within a few miles’ drive of Prospect, Frankfort. Sandypoint, Fort Point. Sears*
and Belfast. Has a fine view of Northport,
elfast Bay aud surrounding islands. This is a
opening for a smart, wide awake couple, as
t is the only hotel in town. W’rite or applv to F.
S. Holmes, Belfast, Me., Real Estate Agent,

Washington

Telephone number,

Groceries.
o

IMPORTERS OF SALT.

Dealers in the dnest quality

Anthracite acd

Blacksmith
ORDERS

*

of
.

C O&I

PROMPTLY FILLED

3, 35, 37 Front St.,
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Belfast, Maine

Fhe

Republican Journal.

CITY

Sec. 22.

ORDINANCES.

i ;regated

_

Boys and

all other persons con-

together upon the Sabbath day, in

;he streets or squares, or on the shores of
;he river or bay, or in any public places in
;his city, not within any building, shall disBELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 4, 1905.
UNLAWFUL AND INJURIOUS
CHAPTER 18.
perse immediately, on being directed so to
ACTS AND PRACTICES.
lo by the mayor or city marshal.
Sec. 23. No person shall gamble, or play
Published Every Thursday Morning by th}
Sec. 1. No person shall lay, or cause to
it any game for money or other thing, in
or
lanes
[his
of
the
Co.
streets,
city, ami no person shall permit gambe laid, upon any
Journal
bling in his house or place of business in
highways, so as to encumber the same, [his city.
within two hundred rods of the corners I
No person within any of the
Sec. 24.
CHARLES
formed by the intersection of Main and streets, roads, lanes or public squares in
shall
take, catch or ensnare by any
city
High streets, any lumber, frame, tree for a this
device or contrivance whatever, any of the
a year;
Srps« kiption Tf.iois: In advance.
or
other purpose, timber, boards, birds known as doves or pigeons.
mast
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents tor three months. shingles, clapboards, staves, laths, hoops,
Sec. 25. No person shall persuade, counAfWHTisix; TKKMs: For one square, one inch
bricks, stones, slate or other building maor indirectly, any
length in column, 50 cents for one week and terials, without consent in w riting first had sel or encourage, directly
other person to violate any law or any ordi25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
and obtained of the mayor, or a highway nance emanating from
competent authority,
surveyor; and then the same shall be so and in force within the limits of the city.
The 'Waterville Mail reports the first laitl as not to obstruct the travel thereon.
|
Sec. 26. Upon view by any police officer,
Sec. 2. No person within the limits afore-1 or
But one
straw hat of the season.
upon satisfactory information given to
said shall occupy any part of the streets, him that
any of the provisions of this ordistraw does not make a summer.
lanes or highways aforesaid for the deposit nance or
any of the ordinances of this city,
of coal, cordwood, bark, chips or any other have been violated by any person, it shall
The Czar proposes to have American- fuel, beyond the space of thirty-six hours, be Iris duty to take such offender into cuswithout consent obtained as aforesaid.
tody, and to retain him until complaint can
built ships for bis new navy; and he
Sec. 3. No person within the limits afore- j be made in due form of law before the police
The
said shall cast or deposit, or cause to be
will certainly need a new navy.
judge of this city.
cast or deposited, in or upon any of the
Sec. 27. Every citizen shall be required
Japs have use for the present one.
streets, lanes or highways aforesaid, any I to assist any
police officer in the restraint
dirt, filth, soot, ashes, garbage, carrion, ma- ; of any prisoner arrested by such officer, till
“We got four bears yesterday,” reads
nure, shreds, shavings, oyster, clam or lob-! such
prisoner shall be safely secured from
ster shells, dead animals or fish, offal, grava despatch from Colorado of April 28th,
escape.
or
or
mason's
rubbish,
el, stones, brickbats,
j Sec. 28. No person shall build, erect, or
“dictated by the President.” Why not any other rubbish or nuisance whatsoever, ! establish
any tannery, soap manufactory,
nor shall any person cast any carrion or
have his next hunt in Wall street?
house, or other business or emdead animal into the waters of Belfast river. I slaughter to the
injury, damage to the
No person shall excavate any ployment,
Sec. 4.
health, or annoyance of the citizens, withThe present season is breaking all
ditch, trench, drain or aqueduct across or j out license first had and obtained therefor
records for salmon and trout fishing in along any of the streets, lanes or highways : of the
mayor and aldermen of the city.
without license in writing first
Sec. 29. No owner or keeper of any pubthe lakes and ponds of Maine. Never aforesaid
had and obtained of the mayor or a high- lic
house,
livery or stage stable within this
has there been so many taken and way surveyor, specifying time, place and
shall be permitted to remove the mato be opened, how long so to re- city
how
street,
as
so
have
never
large
nure accumulating about said stables, bethey averaged
main, and the manner of guarding, by night tween the fifteenth day of Way and the fifas well as by day, the public front accidents
they are this year.
teenth day of October ensuing, unless by
or injuries therefrom, with any other con- I
the written consent of the local board of
In compliance with a request we ditions the mayor or a highway surveyor health and under such regulations as they
for the further security and safety of the
print in full Chapter 18 of the city or- public, may see fit to impose.
Sec, 30. No person or persons shall store
K
Vn itnrcnn cliall louvo cnntv nr if>P
inand
to
“unlawful
dinances, relating
in any building or place within fifin or keep
or crossings,
from
sidewalks
removed
street or highjurious acts and practices;” and no piles at the intersection of streets, or beside teen rods from any public
nor
within forty rods from any dwel■doubt it \vill be news to the great ma- them. All snow or ice so removed shall be way,house in this
a quantity of guncity,
ling
levelled down so as to offer no obstruction
blasting powder or other explosive
jority of our readers.
No person shall shovel or other- powder,
to travel.
used for the purpose ot blasting, exceeding
wise cause to be cut or dug in the snow any
at any one time.
\
Ualfnst
man
snmmari7.fis
pounds
fifty
trench or walk across the travelled portion
No person or persons shall keep
Sec. 31.
of any street.
as
follows:
ease
or
other building or place withm
store
Young-Patterson
any
isec. <i. No person shall place any box,
anj- public street or high•Both were drunk; there was a revol- barrel, bale of goods or other article on any in five rods from ten
rods from any dwelling
way, nor within
sidewalk so as to encumber the same, nor house
ver and it went off and killed Young;
in this city, a quantity of gunpowder,
suffer the same to remain thereon during
or other explosive used for
the
case
in
blasting
woman
powder
the
how. probably
the night.
Provided, a reasonable time
thepurpose of blasting, exceeding twentycould not tell herself.” lie does not shall be allowed for removing and deliver- live pounds at any one time.
or from any store, shop or
into,
ing goods
Sec. 32. Any person or persons who shall
as
a
it
was
Young
killing
think
murder,
other place.
he guilty of a violation of any of the provisNo wagon, cart, sled, or other
Sec. 7.
would be killing the goose that laid
ions of the fourth or thirteenth sections of
loaded or unloaded, shall stop, or
this ordinance, shall forfeit any pay thereWe have not followed vehicle,
golden eggs.
he in any way left in the streets, lanes or
for a sum not less than five dollars nor more
this
but
believe
the testimony closely,
highways aforesaid, so as to prevent or than twenty dollars.
hinder the free passage of any other wagon,
Sec. 33. Any person or persons who shall
is about as near the truth as one can
cart, sled, sleigh or other vehicle with the be
guilty of a violation of any of the provis\
teams attached thereto, along the same, nor
get.
of the twenty-eighth section of this orions
be left standing upon any stone cross-walk
dinance shall forfeit and pay a sum of not
laid in any street for the use of foot travelHere is a suggestive paragraph from lers ; and no horse, carriage, sled or team of less than ten dollars nor more than twenty
dollars, and if the structures referred to in
the Saturday Evening Post on "Im- any kind or description shall be driven upon said section shall not be immediately reof the sidewalks of this city, or be left
any
moved, they shall he regarded as a nuisance
proving Nature”: “Our improvements ; standing upon the same.
and abated as such.
Sec. s. No boy or other person shall
>n Nature come at the risk of the very
See. 3h Any person or persons who shall
wheel a wheelbarrow or use a handsled or
If
all
be guilty of a violation of any of the provis.ife of the species improved.
handcart in the street or on the sidewalk so ions
of the thirtieth or thirty-first sections
apples and oranges were seedless, the as to incommode any person or oblige him of this ordinance, shall upon conviction
to turn out of his course to avoid the same,
from
slips alone, nor shall any boy or other person slide thereof be punished by a fine, of not less
trees, propagated
than five dollars nor more than twenty dolwould slowly but inevitably deteriorate. down any street, lane or highway within lars for each
day such violation shall conthe limits aforesaid, upon any handsled,
are
the
banana
The seed of
already sled, sleigh or other thing, nor shall any tinue. The penalties provided for in this
section
he
recovered upon the comsterile, so that if, by some calamity, boy or other person within the limits afore- plaint ofmay
any person made to the judge of
in any of the streets,, lanes, highsaid,
oe
would
there
were
all
trees
killed,
the
the police court of this city.
ways or public places, play at the game of
Sec. 35. Any person who shall be guilty
The potato, per- bat and bail, nor strike any ball with a hat,
no more bananas.
a violation of any of the provisions of this
of
nor throw any stones, brickbats, clubs or
is
tubers
alone,
from
sistently grown
ordinance to which a particular penalty is
snow balls, nor lire any squib, India cracker,
not
hereinbefore provided, shall forfeit and
already in a bad way.”
serpent, rocket or other preparation whereof gunpowder is an ingredient, nor shall pay a sum not less than one dollar nor more
than ten dollars, according to the circumWe do not recall any Confederate any person within said limits discharge stances and aggravations of the offence.
or pistol, loaded witli powder and
gun
any
than
Fitzliugh shot or
leader who did more
Sec, 311. All penalties incurred under this
ball, or with powder only, from any ordinance
be recovered by an action ol
Lee to diminish sectional feeling be- house or other building, or in or
upon any debt in themaj
name of the city marshal, by orNot
South.
and
North
the
only street, lane, highway, public square, wharf,
tween
did he promptly acquiesce in the ver- yard, field or garden. Provided, that noth- der of the mayor, for the use of the city; or
the same may be recovered on complaint of
dict sealed in his presence at Appomat- ing herein contained shall be construed to the
marshal or of any police officer to
prohibit any person front exercising the the city
tox Court House, but thereafter he did
police judge of this city,as in a criminal
his utmost to realize the purpose of right of self defence, the protection of offence ; hut a recovery in one form shall be
and the destruction of mad dogs
that memorable surrender.—Brooklyn property,
a bar to a recovery in the other.
In all
or other rabid animals. Provided, also, that
Eagle.
the city marshal may designate certain cases, where a penalty or forfeiture shall
have
been
incurred
a
his
by minor,
parents,
The late Gen. John B. Gordon of streets or places for sliding, and on which
master or guardian shall be held liable to
fireworks may be used.
Georgia did as much, if not more, in
\n nttrsnn shall ri<l<-» fqiiiiiin>t or pay said penalty or forfeiture, and upon his
this direction. From the time of the propel upon any sidewalk in this city any refusal, the same may be recovered as aforesaid in the name of the cit'v treasurer.
surrender he was a staunch Union man, bicycle, tricycle, wheel or wheels.
Sec. 10.
No person shall permit any awnSenator
and as Governor, United States
ing or appendages therefrom upon his premiLETTER TO A. D. CHASE,
and private citizen his influence was ses to hang within less than seven feet
above the sidewalk.
BELFAST, ME.
sectionalism and in beever against
■■sec. 11.. No person shall immoderately
Dear Sir: The easiest business in this
ride or drive any horse or horses, with or
nail 'ji a, uiuiru cuuim^.
without a carriage, sled or sleigh, through world is dry-goods; the reason is: your
w ant your stuff as much as you
Rural free mail delivery by small any of the streets, lanes or highways within customers
the
limits aforesaid, nor shall any person want to sell it; theycome-in; you show it
steam launches will be established at
parade or exercise therein any stiid horse and sell it. That’s the whole business, exBar Harbor, the first of July, aud con- or
jack, and no person being the owner or cept your buying the goods.
tinue until the close of tbe summer re- having charge of
Devoe comes next. It saves money, and
any beast shall unreasonsort season, as tbe lesult of petitions ably or cruelly beat or otherwise abuse the people like money.
They like somebody
else’s
more than their own; they like to
sent to tbe postoflice department by same, w ithin the limits of the city.
make
it
more
than
to
save it; they like to
sec.
13.
No
their
liorse, colt, ox, cow, young
many New York people who spend
cattle, sheep, goat or swine shall be suffer- keep it perhaps as well as to make it.
vacations on the Maine coast.
run-down
ed by the owner or owners thereof to run at
Buildings
fast, without paint:
This should, and no doubt will, tend large in the streets, lanes and
highways of poor paint is the same. Devoe is the means
to add to the number of summer resi- the city, without a driver or keeper exercis- of stopping that leak ; a big one. All we’ve
got to do, to sell Devoe, is to show that a
ing the immediate care thereof.
dents on the Maine coast. Many have
Sec. 13 No person shall wantonly or ma- man saves money by using it.
E. D. Jewell, Corry, Pa., painted his
liciously break the glass in any building
already built in places off the routes of not
house 5 years ago with a mixed paint; 11
his own, whether inhabited or not
travel, seeking retirement, but they within the limits of the city; nor shall any gallons. Last spring he painted Devoe: 11
will welcome tbe coming of a launch person by throwing stones, daubing with gallons, .saved $15 to $20.
Tours truly
paint or otherwise injure, mar or deface
bringing tidings from the outside any such building, nor shall he break down,
F W Devoe & Co
*
09
world, and others desiring such mail destroy, injure, mar or deface, by making
Mason
&
Hall
sell
our
indecent figures, or by w riting indecent or
paint.
facilities will now be encouraged to obscene
words, or in any other way, any
build.
fence or fences, or buildings; or cut down
and destroy, or by tapping, girdling or
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
otherwise injure any fruit tree, or other
of
ColumGladden
Rev. Washington
tree or shrub, standing or growing for orSunlight Grange, Knox Centre, is build
bus, Ohio, moderator of the national nament or use, or take away or break down
any stakes, posts or other protection for the
ing a new stable just back of their grange
council ot the Congregational church, preservation of such tree or shrub. And
hail, John Penney is master builder.
read in Boston last week a paper in any person who shall be guilty of a violation of any of the provisions of this section,
Comet Grange, Swanville, held an infurther protest against the gift of John shall be liable not
only to the penalties teresting meeting last Saturday evening,
D. Rockefeller to the American board, hereinafter provided therefor, but shall be
responsible also at common law to the ow n- Visitors from Granite Grange were present,
before a committee of protesting Con- er
of such property for the actual damage The program for next Saturday evening is
gregationalist clergymen. After trac- done thereto.
to be furnished by the ladies.
Sec. 14.
No
shall injure any pubing the history of the company in vari lic resei voir, orperson
shall draw off or take away
where lie said there had the water therefrom, except iu case of fire,
ous states
Toothache is readily cured by wetting a
been violations of the law, I)r. Gladden or unless authorized by the mayor or chief piece of cotton with Brown’s Instant Keliel
engineer of the fire department; nor shall and inserting it in the cavity.
asserted that the company “had played any person, unless the one employed by the
city, or some parish, at any time, except in
continually with stacked cards and ease
of an alarm of fire, or until after sunloaded dice.” To a representative of rise on the anniversary of American Indethe Associated Press Dr. Gladden said pendence, ring any of the church bells in
the city.
he intended to carry on what he termed
-‘a campaign of education” on the sub- noisy or tumultuous manner, in any of the
streets, lanes, highways or other places in
ject of receiving money for religious or the city, nor shall any person cry out, sing THE RECORD IN BELFAST IS A
UNIQUE ONE.
missionary purposes as suggested by or halloo in a noisy, boisterous or improper
manner, or stand idling or loitering upon
the Rockefeller gift.
the sidewalks or cross-walks of the city, or
If the reader has a “bad back” or any kidney
obstruct the passage to, or the places of
SPRING CATARRH.
public business, to the annoyance of citi- ill and is looking for relief and cure, better dezens engaged in their lawful pursuits.
pend on the only remedy endorsed by people you
Weatlh-r
Causes
Disease.
Changeable
Sec. 16. No person shall be, or remain, know. Doan’s Kidney Pills relieve quickly—
Dreatlie Hyomei ami Cure Catarrh.
intoxicated, nor publicly commit any inde- c ure permanently. Belfast citizens testify to this.
The changeable weather of spring, with cency; nor make any lmyl noise, by whist- Here is a case of it:
its warm days and cold nights, is responsi- ling or otherwise; nor use any foul, filthy
Mrs. Mary M. Smith of 54 Union street, Belfast,
ble for a great increase in the number of or indecent language, nor be guilty of any
Me., says: “I have had kidney complaint and
conduct
in
of
the'
disorderly
any
streets,
It
now'
that
of
catarrh.
is
cases
Ilyome*
ckaclie for a number of years. The attacks
the only gnaianteed treatment for catarrh squares or other public places in this city,
that cures without stomach dosing, should nor at any meetings, unions, gatherings or bvvere so severe that it was difficult for me to give
assemblies of people in the city, held withbe used in every home.
proper attention to my household work. Added
For more than a century physicians have in or without any building.
to the suffering was an annoyance caused by
17.
Sec.
Persons
in
congregated
together
been sending persons suffering from catarrh
weakness of the kidney action. The secretions
to Egypt, Colorado, or Australia, where the the streets or on the sidewalks in tins city
shall disperse on" being requested so to do were unnatural and irregular, despite the fact
pute, healing air would cure the disease.
For one person who could take this trip, by the mayor, city marshal or any police that I was continually using medicines. Finally
thousands liave been compelled to stay at officer; and no individual shall occupy or I heard of Doan’s Kidney Pills and procured a
To obstruct any sidewalk or street in the city box at the City Drug Store. The benefit I dehome and continue their daily toil.
these sufferers, who could not change their without permission from the mayor.
Sec. 18. No person shall follow any police rived from their use was entirely satisfactory.
climatic conditions, we offer Hyomei, a
The pains and aclies were relieved and the kidmethod by which pure air impregnated or other officer, having a person under arrest in this city, nor in any manner, directly
neys so strengthened that I have not 4>een
w ith Nature’s ow n remedies for the cure of
catarrh, can be inhaled by every sufferer in or indirectly, obstruct any such officer in troubled with any Irregularities or weaknesses
the
of
his
official
nor
discharge
any since. It was several years ago that 1 first used
his or her heme,
breathed through the
duty;
officer of, or within, said city, in the dis- this
neat pocket inhaler that comes with every
remedy and I have never changed my good
outfit, its healing, volatile, antiseptic frag- charge of any official duty.
of it.”
Sec. 19. No male scholar, a member of opinion
rance reaches the lungs and air passages as
For
sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fosterany city school, without permission of his
no stomach -dosing possibly can do. It gives
parent, guardian or teacher, shall be, or re- Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. If., sole agents for the
immediate relief and makes lasting cures.
The complete outfit, consisting of the in- main, in any of the streets, squares or pub- United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
haler, medicine dropper, and bottle of Hyo- lic places in this city during school hours;
it shall be the duty of all police officers other.
mei, costs only one dollar, and extra bottles and
to
assist
or
such
guardian
parent,
teacher,
of Hyomei, if needed, can be procured for
if so requested by them, to arrest all such
fifty cents.
Proof that Hyomei treatment will do all scholars violating this section.
Sec. 20. No scholar or other person shall
that it is claimed for it is found in the
disturb the good order of any school In this
guarantee under which II. H. Moody sells
it, an agreement to pay back the price, if city, or violate, the rules or orders of its
the purchaser can say that Hyomei has not teacher, by rude, disorderly or disobedient
li HOOKS,
conduct, either inside or outside of the
given satisfaction.
schoolhouse; nor injure or deface, in any Has on hand of his own
make, a nice
the
schoolhouse
or
conmanner,
buildings
No Gloss Carriage Paint Made
nected therewith, or fences or trees on or lot of CARRIAGKS, ROAD WAGONS,
will wear as long as Ilevoe’s. No others about the grounds thereof.
and GROCERY WAGONS .which he
are
as
heavy bodied, because Devoe’s
Sec. 21. No person shall go into the water
weigh 3 to 8 ounces more to the pint. Sold to bathe or swim, in view of the Inhabitants will sell at the lowest living prices.
by Mason & Hall.
of the city.
3ml6
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Baby’s Awful Suffering from Eczema

j
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SAVED HER LIFE”

<
< >

--

"When my little girl was six months
old, she had eczema. We had used
cold creams and all kinds of remedies,
but nothing did her any good; in fact,
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A CHECK ACCOUNT HAS BECOME A
NECESSITY.
Practically the entire business

X

.

JX

CHECKS ARE RECEIPTS and many a bill
has been paid a second time when bad the first

X

man’s af-

♦

encourages economy, thrift and
saving. Besides, business acquaintance and
relations with a CONSERVATIVE BANK

I

gives

♦

standing in the community.

♦
X

seldom closed.

X

T

X

^
$

Liability, $60,000.

i
X
X

Our investments are only of the highest grade.
Safety of principal and negotiability are the
first and foremost requisites of every security purchased.

f

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.

|

X

X

our vault
of the best in the State.
Main door
tO
locks
and
uulocks
autoweighs
tons,
matically from the inside, and the vault when
closed is one solid box.

•

for those

renting

f

X

boxes.

1

1

more

"■■■■■■■1

than right.

▼

T

X

f
X

DIRECTORS:
A. A.

Howes,
Elmer A Sherman,
Rol>ert F. Dunton,
Thomas E. Shea,

▼

SPECIAL PRICES ON

X
♦

Winfield S. Pendleton.

T

♦
♦

SWAN, President.
WFSP.f»TT

Prices, they’re

♦

by mail will receive prompt at-

♦

Cashier

FARM FOR SALE, jj
J
]

The undersigned offers for sale the 100 acre
farm, situated on shore road, half way between
Belfast and Searsport, Me., known as PENOB-

< ►
< *

-:;s-

#

Oilcloths, Linoleui

>

< ►
{*

water in barn and

house, new dairy
building 30x12, new carriage house 50x25, new ice
25
new
Green Mountain
ions;
house, capacity
Silo, 100 tons capacity; new wood furnace in
house. House has 10 finished rooms. Telephone
connection and two mails daily. Property will
be divided to suit buyer, in case the whole is not

4 >
< ►
*

j

< ►
< >

Standard

always up
FAre
reliable.
iutely
Patterns
1

!J

to

15c.

None

date

to

Prices I*1*-

higher.

1

"!jl
1

< ►

!!

DANA LAWRENCE, Belfast, Me.

•

tn--

,,

Farm for Sale.
acre farm within l| mile of city, U story
O brick house 22x30, ell 16x40, barn 45x50,
wood shed and shop. This farm has nice loam
soil, well adapted for anythaig; 150 apple trees;
cuts 40 tons ot hay; has good pasture and plenty
ot wood; also has some timber. It is free from
rocks. If you are looking for an all around good
farm and handy to town here it is. Apply to
F. S. HOLMES.
14

Rugs, Carpets, Mattings,

][

SCOT FARM. Buildings are in first-class connew barn 94x40 feet, tie-up for 20 cows,

dition,

Apply

There’s a superb showing of
Suits and Jackets.

J

security against Are and burglary

wanted.

and Jackets

f

one

running

jWomen’s Suits

X

OF

Boxes $3.00 per year.

I

j

X

we pay 3% interest,
SEMI-A MNU ALLY, also

W

Woman’s most exacting point jn selecting apparel. But we can satisfy the
fastidious, for our gatheringof these little accessories is excellent and consists
the latest conceits in gloves and neckwear in a wide variety.
A

i

department

n

♦

___

DEPOSIT.

B.

I

♦

Savings Department.

WM.

I

t♦

Total Security to the Public,$ 132,000

Swan,
T. W. Pitcher,
Chas. P. Hazeltine,
Clarence E. Mdntire,

-»GLOVES and NECKWEAR! tj

♦

CONS1D-

Capital and Surplus, $72,000.

Wm. B.

♦

♦

Open check account WITH US and we can
serve you in many ways.
It costs you nothing
to open an account and it will cost
you nothing
to close if it does not prove an advantage and
help. An account once started WITH US is
a

Business
tention.

THE EXTREME LIHIT OF VALUE GIVEN.

£
+

fairs and

rooms

k

Hosiery and

Knit Underwear

I

j
X

by check the second might have been

Special

Women’s

A

avoided.

For

Women’s Waists

#

country is clone by checks, whether in the
settlement of large transactions or in the payment of minor individual expenses.

Is

Women’s Skirts,

*

of the

bearing CERTIFICATES

!

Suits.

X

\

issue interest

j

J

A

Successor to the Belfast National Bank

COMPOUNDED

you

Shirt Waist

J

IMflUUimi Uulllx

of Belfast.

In this

welcoming

^

(2

ex-

'Women’s

t
♦

Thr. Pitw Mnti mini flnnl/

Stock

sur-

WHITE GOODS! 5^,,

Z

Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent, 50c.
form of Chocolate Coated Pills, 25c. per vial of 60),
Ointment, 50c., Soap, 25c. Potter Dru" & Chem. Corp.,
Boston, Sole Props. R/f“ Send for “Cuticura Skin Book."

depositors receive FIRST
ERATION in all matters.

Shall we have the pleasure of
to this advance viewing?

4
♦

(in

Our

pleasant

prises—first showing of the latest and most
elusive designs in fabrics and garments.

J

ing, itching, burning, scaly, crusted
and pimply skin and scalp humours.

one

invite you to attend our
spring opening which occurs Thursday, May 4th.

♦

skin cure. This is the purest, sweetest,
most speedy, permanent, and economical treatment for torturing, distigur-

j

cordially

♦

ingswith Cuticura Ointment, thegreat

a

I

| WASH GOODS! 50nEEXCEL^^iW.

cure

systematizes

i

Spring

*

pleasure

A bank account

:*

%

4
♦

that I can inhas been persix
manent.
It is now
years since she
was cured, and there has been no return of the disease since. I have advised a lot of friends to use Cuticura
in all diseases of the skin.”
Instant relief and refreshing sleep
for skin-tortured babies, and rest for
tired, fretted mothers, in warm baths
with Cuticura Soap and gentle anoint-

been

«:oxO»3»

*
•

Mrs. Conrad Writes

III]

*

■

we

You will find the store full of

,,

FIVE YEARS LATER

MID

We

,,
<

kept getting worse. I used to
wrap her hands up, and when I would
dress her, I had to put her on the table,
for I could not hold her. She would
kick and scream, and when she could,
she would tear her face and arms
almost to pieces. I used four boxes of
Cuticura Ointment, two cakes of Cuticura Soap, and gave her the Cuticura
Resolvent, and she was cured, and I
see no traces of the humour left. I can
truthfully say that they have saved
her life, and I should advise any one
suffering as she did, to give Cuticura
Mrs. G. A. Conrad, Lisa fair trial.
bon, N. H., Feb. 7. 1898.”

*

■

to tell you to=day?
A few words of importance to every friend of
this store who wishes to learn exactly and delightfully virhat will be worn by fastidiously
“correct” dressers during the coming season.

JJ

she

“It is with

What have

<>

“CUTICURA REMEDIES

III.

ISAAC S. STAPLES,

;;

•

For

Reading
W****®08****®5^^

j'>I

Could Not Hold Her —Tore
Face and Arms Almost to Pieces—
Grateful Mother Says:

—

form you that the

f Splendid
\

X?00®0‘>J'“H

Mail orders receive
<
<
<
<
<
<

our

1

prompt attention.
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JAMES H. HOWES,

I

Proposals for Collecting Taxes. II
--

Sealed proposals for collecting tiie State, County and City taxes of the City of Belfast for the
current municipal year, will be received until
Mondaj, June 5, 1905, at 5.30 i\ m. The City
Council reserves the right to accept any one of
the proposals or reject all.
A. P. MANSFIELD, City Clerk.
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Odd Fellows Block,Belfast,

Maiitff

;

••

Belfast, May 5,19C5.-4W18

I

IKE NEWS OF BELFAST.
correspondence

ntj

on

7th and 8th

greens are ripe and A. B. Stanthe cultivated variety.

.n

marketing
mi

i

hall had the first salmon of the
I .‘7, at 75 cents per pound.
will meet with
K. ISraekett next Monday at 2

i,i,.vement Society
...

sprinkler began its welcome
-day morning. Everybody had

,vt

more

than their allowance—a

dust.
n

variety of weatherwas cold enough
coats indispensable to those

,i

■i

ns

o

a

hail—and it

id

distance.

Sunday the Sunday school of
ngiegatioual church presented
American Revision, to their pastor,
Wilson.

I

changes in the postal service
.mi Washington is the followd''in, Waldo county. Nos. 1 and
•>.:#» a m.; arrive, 5 p. m.
meeting of the Womans'

Id;

v,d will be held with Mrs. C. A.
Court street, Saturday, May G,
A I members are particularly
he present.
letters remaining in the Belfor the week ending April
Mrs. Sarah ,1. llriggs, Miss
Fannie
ii,
May Whitmore;
i
W. Hall, ,1. Libbey, G. M.

;
1

i

were

j
i

were

.1

in evidence last Mon-

hardly

as numerous as

The members of the Junior C.
'h church hung a handsome
Mrs. C. M. Craig which coui"ix of chocolates,

j

has bought the storehouse on
no’s wharf and has taken it
use the material in building
The Duplex Holler Hushing
ow owns the wharf, will problo deeper water and make
improvements.

;

Trust Co. has declared a
idend of 3 per cent, payable
May 1st. The company benly six mouths ago and lias
v dend
and added to its surust be very satisfactory to
lei

s.

The two plays, “A Bunch of Roses” am
| The Beirut Board of Health has voted tc
“House Cleaning,” by the B. H. 8. Senior) consider no complaints unless said
com.
will be presented in the Opera House to ( plaints are submitted in
writing and signed
morrow, Friday, evening. The casts wer< *>y the person making the
complaint. This
;
Home-made candy action was made necessary
published last week.
by reason of the
j
will be on sale during the evening. Admis- many needless complaints which are
made
sion 25 cents; reserved seats 33 cents. The through ill feeling.
play will be followed by a dance with music I Miss Jennie Price gave an
address at the
by Keyes’ orchestra. The dance will be 10 I Gospel Mission Friday
evening which was
cents extra. Give the school a benefit.
| thoroughly enjoyed by all who had the
A Handsome Pair. Henry C. Marden pleasnre of hearing her.
Miss Price is
returned last week from Portland with a I a very entertaining speaker.
Five new
handsome pair of bay geldings bought in members were added and the
meeting
New York. Their pedigree is as follows: I closed with singing “God be with
you till
!
we
Earl
son
meet
of
By
Baltic, 17724, record, 2.17,
again.”
Baron Wilkes, 4758; 1st dams. Orifice by
| The annual ball of Tarratine Tribe, No.
Princess 2nd; dam Humming Bird- by
| 13, Improved Order of Red Men, was given
George Wilkes; Ermine by Princess 2nd; at the Belfast Opera House,
j
Monday evendam, Rema by Go Idust. These geldings are ing, May 1st, with music
by Keyes’ Orchesbrothers in blood, being by the same sire, tra. A concert was
given before the dance,
Oren C. Cammett passed away at his
out of mares by the same sires. They drive and at intermission
ice cream and cake
home in Belmont, April 18th, after an illand bitch as one horse and are perfectly were served. William A.
Kimball acted as ness of
about two months. Funeral services
mannered in and out of harness. They are floor manager, with the
following aids: C.
late home April 20th,
city broken, not afraid of cars or automo- M. Smalley, Orrin J. Dickey, Charles e! were held from his
Rev. A. A. Smith of Belfast officiating. Mr.
biles, and can road 12 miles an hour, with Sherman, C. M. Perkins, M. W. Welch
and Cammett was born'in Waterborough, Me.,
nlnnlr
.liatnnno
Henry Staples.
March 5,182T, and came to Belmont in 1831,
New Advertisements. A. D. Chase &
The Easter service at the Masonic
Temple where he had since resided. He leaves to
Sun have something of interest to say this Sunday afternoon was a most enjoyable
hour. The beautiful ritual service of the deeply mourn their loss a widow, with
week concerning carpets. They have everyKnights Templar was supplemented by an whom he had lived 54 years, and four chilthing that can be desired in the line of floor address by Rev. F. A. Gilmore that was in dren—Ira A. Cammett of Los Angeles,
coverings, and make and lay carpets.... keeping with the spirit of the occasion. Calif.; Henry B. of Boston, Mass.; Mrs. A.
Ihe historical sketch which he gave of the
You can get a good time for little moneyand Mrs. If.
Templars of the days of the crusades was a H. Miller of Liucolnville, Me.;
in both clocks and watches at the jewelry scholarly presentation of oue of the
most J. Morton of Chicago, 111., allot whom were
store of H. J. Locke & Sou.
A large as- interesting chapters of religious history, with him during his last illness excepting
and the exquisite language, and simple digsortment of solid silver, cut glass, rings aud
the son in California. The deceased was a
nified delivery, made listening a
jewelry of all kinds—Mason & Hall are and an inspiration. Mr. Gilmore ispleasure
man of firm character, of sterling honesty
one of
agents for Masury's pure paints_G. C. the rare men of the city, and everything and unflinching integrity. He was eswhich
he
does
seems
of
greater worth from teemed
Lower, the upholsterer, has rooms over 00 the wonderful
by his fellow townsmen, as his
good taste which heexercises
High street and is prepared to do first-class in the doing.-State Journal, Madison, Wig
many years of service to the town bears
work in his line. Wool and hair mattresses April 24th.
evidence, he having been unanimously
made over; also carriage trimming...George
April 25tli attachments were placed on the elected town clerk for the 33d year at the
E. Chapin, Searsport, (house at Hodge’s stock and fixtures of E. W. Berry & Co., last spring election. He had no enemies
Corner) has boats to let by the day or hour. dealers in boots, shoes and gentlemen’s and every one was his friend. He was defurnishings, 310 Main street, Spear block,
Meals furnished—S. V. and F. M. Fhilwhereupon the store was closed, and it is voted to his home and was a kind and lovbrook publish a card of thanks_The supposed the firm will make an assignment ing husband and father.
Lynn, Mass., Steamboat Co. has a 00-foot for the benefit of tlieir creditors unless an
arrangement with them can be made at
Hannah T., wife of Samuel V. Philbrook,
passenger steamer for sale—Wanted im. once without it. The firm is
composed of died April 21, of pneumonia, at her home in
mediately,a second hand grocery wagon_ Messrs. Edward W. and Arthur II. Berrv,
West Belfast, aged fi8 years and 10 months.
Henry French, East Belfast, publishes a sons of the late John T. Berry, 2d, who escaution notice.Janies 11. Howes has tablished the business more than thirty- Mrs. rhilbrook was born in North Haven,
years ago, and they succeeded to it on his but upon her marriage removed to Belfast,
some seasonable spring suggestions, and is
death. Its credit has always been excellent,
where she had lived for more than forty
offering some excellent values in wash and it is probable that the present embarShe leaves, besides her husband,
goods and special values in white goods_ rassment is only temporary.—Rockland years.
Opinion.
M. Philbrook, and two
one son, Fred
A. H. Chase A- Son have received one case
The many friends in this city of Mr. Ed- brothers, John T. and Isaac Brown of
of 1). A- J. Anderson’s imported Scotch
ward W. Berry will be sorry to learn of his North Haven. Somewhat of an invalid in
novelties, 3:j yards in a pattern, light financial trouble.
her later years, she was blessed with a
weight, specially suitable for summer shirt
genial and sunny disposition which enabled
waists and shirt waist suits, which they
her to enjoy life and make it pleasant for
sell at 4!i cents the pattern.Maybas-

Charles F. Keith, traveling engineer of
the Maine Central railroad, died at his
hume in Waterville, April 26th. Mr. Keith
began railroading as a newsboy at the age
of 13 years, in i860 he became a fireman,
and three years later was made an engineer.
For 21 consecutive years he handled engines
of the principal trains of the Maine Central, and in 1893 was made traveling
engineer. He was born in Waterville in
June, 1849, and lived his whole life there.
He served in board of aldermen for several
He is
tei ms, and was a prominent Mason.
survived by a widow and one son, Dr. A. R.
Keith of the hospital at Sailors Snug Harbor, Long Island.
Mr. Keith was the first fireman on the
Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R. with engineer Nat Grant, and made many friends
here.

6b Try.

kets, wooden ware and clothing at the BelA new- rowboat
fast Department Store
for sale. Apply at W. A. Clark's clothing

Get

—

ordan and Manager \V. J.
stfirp....TIip Cit\ Clprk ndvprt.isps for uni.
open a roller skating rink in
fur collecting taxes.
ipent House. This sport has posals
in Massachusetts and other
Shipping Items.
Sell. Susan Stetson
d
states and the rinks are was launched from
Gilehrest's marine raillie skates now used are ballway last week, and sch. Maria L. Davis
ot improvement on those for- taken on_Sch. Good
Intent, which in age
comes next to the l’oliy, having 82 years to
suppose the Sturgis bill had her credit, took a cargo of kiln wood from
do with it, but April was a Prospect Ferry to Rockland last week_
ill. There was a fall of rain The l’ollj still claims the attention of the
The Thomaston Herald of
inches as against a norma newspapers.
; inches.
“Thomastonians would
One year ago the last week says:
April was 7.31 inches, and in like to have the ‘grand old ship’ present at
inches, so it can be seen bow the Weymouth celebration in July. She
;t lias been.
The rainfall in Would get a royal welcome.”... .U. S.
was 4.7.7 inches.
Deputy Marshal Hasty seized the schooner
Allendale at Rockland April 20th upon a
number of The Mercury, the
libel for contract of Fred Lamson. Thurs-ehool magazine, has been isat Stonington he seized the schooner
Wilbur Lane, the editor-in- day
Mabel C. Goss upou a similar libel of Richdmtes a poem, and all the deard K. Snow and others of Rockland
well maintained and the litSch. Sunbeam, 152 tons, was sold at IT. S.
is are
very creditable. Such a
Marshal’s sale at Port Clyde last week to
has an educational value, as well
satisfy the claim of the fishing schooner
ting interest in the school, and
Ella May which was run down in Portland
atrouage aud encouragement of harbor in the
fog on the morning of March
20, 190'. The buyer was W. E. Sawyer of
Thompson, M. A., instructor of Boothbay. The Sunbeam was built for the
modern languages at the l.'nilate (.'apt. Joseph Maddocks of Southport,
Maine, was in the city Tuesday and was a crack
fishing craft in her day_
lie Belfast High school, which
Bark Alice, 881 tons, built at Weymouth,
for
the
IT.
preparatory schools
Mass., in 1881, was sold at New York refound the school in excellent
cently by Philadelphian brokers to Eastern
•1 was pleased with the appearparties for about £8,(XX).“Polly,” The
idents. The B. II. S. will no
Tale of a Staunch Little Schooner, is the
'.inued on the list of prepara- title of a short article
by Alien Day in the
f.ir the U. of M.
May number of The Four Track News. It
ime of base ball in Belfast for lias a picture of the schooner coming nearly
"ok place last Saturday on bead on and gives a brief sketch of her his.■Is, The E. M. C. S. of Bucks- tory-Among recent charters are the folFreedom Academy, the former lowing: Sch. Alice Holbrook, Brunswick
score of 10 to a.
Both teams to Baltimore, ties 13c; bark Josephine, Rio
inied by friends.
The first Janeiro to Baltimore, coffee, p. t.; bark Edtiie B. 11. S. team was played ward L. Mayberry, Pascagoula to two ports
in Academy
yesterday after- in Porto Rico, p. t.; hark Rose Hines, New
fair grounds, but we went to York to Guantanamo, rubble stone, £2,
to give the score,
back from south side of Cuba, cedar, etc.,
Marlon N. Cobb,
Sullivan
hers of Seaside Chautauqua £8.75; sell.
to Philadelphia, stone, £1.15 loaded and
"•et Monday, May 8, with Mrs.
liter, No. 9 Commercial street, discharged, free wharfage and towage at
will be from “German Litera- loading port; sch. Lena White, Vinalhaven
live, and from the Chautau- to New York, stone, £1.25; sch. Nat Meader,
The program will include Sullivan to New York, stone, p. t.; sch
! lie theatre in Berlin and the Carrie C. Miles, Rockland to New York,
■

...

|

•'
When love hM bound theheart,
Tig hard, go hard, to apeak the words,
“We must forever part.”
Yet again we hope to meet thee,
When the day of life is fled
And in Heaven with joy to greet thee,
Where no farewell tears are shed.

SCOTT’S
Emulsion

those around her under what to many would
have been try ing circumstances. She had
been for many years a member of the Baptist church. She leaves a large circle of
friends to mourn their loss. The funeral
was held at her late home, Easter Sunday,
Rev. E. S. Philbrook of the Baptist church

officiating.

Wines,

for it.

years, it months, 1 day.
Tis hard to break the tender cord
nun

,

'fo b,

■

■/

SCOTT A BOWNE, Chemists
409-415 Pearl Street,
New York
50c. and $1.00. All druggists
SECRET

SOCIETIES.

Edwin S. Perkins attended the meeting
of Redrnen in Portland last week.

Regular meeting this, Thursday, evening
of Timothy Chase Lodge, F. A. M., with
work in the Fellowcraft degree.
\Y. J. Dorman, 8. li. Locke, F. R. W'iggin,
Ellery Kowdoin and Arthur Ritchie went
to Rockland last last Thursday to attend
the meeting of Gen Knox Chapter of Rose
Croix, A. A. 8. R., the three last named
taking the chapter degree.
o.

uumiiui,
mown,
Rev. A. A. Smith, I)r. VV. C. Libby and
Clifford J. Pattee are in Portland attending
the meetings of the Masonic grand bodies.
Mr. Pattee is accompanied by his wife and
son Dana.
mariun

r..
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Strengthen the Stomach
Hen

AYVIV

and

mere

is an

For

vmi

•_
••--*

MBitYn

9;.i9nASB.9,

27 in.
36 in.

by
by
36 in, by
36 in. by

54 in.
36 in.

Will

tieep

Well.

by 9 feet
by 12 feet
2 feet 3 in. by 15 feet
3 feet by 9 feet
3 feet by 12 feet
3 feet by 15 feet

63 in.
72 in.

you suiter witn pains or distress alter
eating, headache, belching of gases, sour
food, a bad taste in the mouth, dizziness,
pains in the heart, specks before the eyes,
and a general feeling of despondency and
weakness, you should get well at once by
strengthening the stomach with Mi-o-na.
Just one small tablet out of a fifty cent box
before eating, and your digestive system
will become so strong that you will be the
embodiment of good health and spirits, and
need fear no germ diseases.
Ask R. II. Moody to show you the guarantee under which he sells Mi-o-na; it costs
nothing unless it cures.

I
I
I

I

I

Kashmir, Roxbury and Firth Tapestry Rugs 9 feet by 12.
Choice line of Linoleums and Mattings. Estimates
furnished on any quality of floor coverings. Carpets
made and laid. Brussels, Extra Super, Linoleum
and Matting Remnants.

I
I
I

CHASES CORNER.

I

_

▲

_

We have

just received one case of
imported
light weight, especially

D. & J. An-

4

Waldo Trust

I

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO CHECK.
Transacts

a

Genaral

Banking

Business,

Separate accommodations
niKKCTOKS—Kd«ln C

for I.adies.

J

stripes.

CHAS. E.

KNOWLTON,

('.

().

p

|

s. Pendleton

FRANK R.
tsenast

CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice President.

President.

WIGGIN, Secretary

and Treasurer.

upera Mouse,

W. J. CLIFFORD

.Manager

Wednesday Evening, May 10,
IN BULK AND PACKAGES.

IN THE SEASON'S SUCCESS

CALL FOR PRICES

keel Pea Seeds!

Clover”

ALL COLORS.
—

Seats

on

sale

Monday. May 8th.

at the

noth Balls,
Sum Camphor.

Box Office.

^

purchasing

amply repaid

^

offering

UNDERTAKERS.

R.H. Coombs & Son,

1

Papers!

..

Belfast, Maine.

Patent Hediciiies.

CASKETS,
ROBES and

A. D, Chase & Son

JONES,

Treasurers, Executors,etc.

«nrtelBh.M. Manchester Haynes.

| “Sweet

••

New Wall

Deposits.

Joseph Williamson, lSyrnn Boy.l. lC.Hvard Johnson, A. I.
Kronn, J. t |)„rhaiii, Allwrt
Peirce, Geo. K. Macomber, ( lias. £..Knonltou, Win. A. Mason, It. p.
phase, Tlleston Watllin

■

W

Hates on Time

Safes With TWO KEYS for protection of securities of

goods

'•iff

special

ACTS AS EXECUTOK, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and Uuardian.
Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT VAFJ.Ts.

yards

49c.

■

Company

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST.

J

I1

j

Carpet Sizes in both Wilton and Brussels:
4 feet 6 in. by 7 feet 6 in.
9 feet by 14 feet 3 in.
6 feet by 9 feet
10 feet 6 in. by 12 feet,
8 feet 3 in. by 10 feet 6 in.
10 feet 6 in. by 13 ft 6 In
9 feet by 12 feet
11 feet 3 in. by 15 feet

I
i

it

_

CARLE &

I

2 feet 3 in.
2 feet 3 in.

j

♦
•apel ill Berlin; a character lime, {J. t.
derson’s
in a
♦
Scotch novelties, H
lie], the leader of German soThe great council of the United States is to
Steamer Notes." The Eastern S. S. Co.
suitable for sumpattern,
pipers on “Goethe," and the
4
began the regular summer service on the hold its great sun session of G. S. D. 415 in 4
king man.” Boll call, quota- Penobscot line Monday,May 1, which means the happy hunting grounds of Portland. ♦
mer Shirt Wai>ts and Shirt Waist Suits.
We
4
▲
T
d.S.
that there will be six trips to Boston a week. The great chiefs may be assured that if
sell the whole patthe invitation they will not reI Lord & Webber, contractors, Steamers will leave Bangor
they
accept
daily exeept
I, the junior member, E. S. Sunday, touching at Winterport, Bucksport, gret it. Cogawesco and the other local
tern of
yards
be depended upon to, set before
tribes
a
in
The
and
ing accepted
Rockland. Landings them amay
position
Belfast, Camden
feast of clams with fixings such as
for
♦
Bank. The business will be will be made at llampden and Searsport on they have rarely eaten. The Red Men of
It. H. Lord. The members of Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Re- the improved order are all good Indians,
will be very welcome. Portland
and
tie
High school boys, who turning, steamers will leave Boston daily will they
stand ready to extend the glad hand
Id jobs when out of school, and except Sunday at 5. p. m., touching at ail reg- and
say,“How!”—Portland Press.
neat business card setting ular bay and river ports except
Searsport
Mr. Frank VV. Collins has recently return"tidiness to saw wood, do jani- and llampdeti. These two landings will be
are
These
ed from an extensive trip to the Mediterra+
Their enterprise and indus- made on Tuesday, Thursdays and Sundays.
nean and the Holy
Land. At the meeting
♦
in.
wide
and
popular favor and they have All cargoes will be insured by the company of Gen. Knox chapter of Rose Croix, A. A.
days.
except livestock against fire and marine S. R., Thursday, A. A. Heaton showed the
consist of White
ngland Tel. & Tel. Co. are risk_An Augusta despatch of April 28, brethren some articles brought from the
\
Mercerized and
♦
been
“It
has
next few weeks special insays:
definitely learned here Holy Land by Mr. Collins and presented to
new subscribers.
They are that the Eastern Steamship Co. is to build a him, which are of special Masonic interest.
colored
H mes in residences or
business large new turbine steamer to run on its line Among them are,—a genuine sprig of acacia
▲
Whether you in"tie mile of the central office
between Boston and St. John, N. B.
It from the Garden of Gethsemane, at the
▼
“jv
trial. Subscribers accept- w ill be the first turbine steamer to enter the foot of the .Mount of Olives, the scene of
♦
tend
a
gavel, the handle
agony;
It is planned to have the new Christ’s
'd service are under no ohli- coast fleet.
made
of
olive
wood and
the head
ime service after the expiracraft abon* the size of the Calvin Austin of marl taken from a
or not, you will
quarry near the
"initract. A still better offer and she will be equipped with all modern Damascus gate of Jerusalem from which
be
♦
Solomon’s
workmen
took
material for
service to those signing for appliances. The hull will be built at the King
the decoration of the temple; and two roses
♦
'-'til. These services apply to Nei^ London ship yards of which Charles of
to call and exThese appropriate
Sharon, pressed.
of the Bath Iron souvenir gilts are highly valued
"id Searsport exchanges.
by Mr.
Any R. Ilanscom, formerly
amine our
'urination will receive prompt Works, is superintendent. Theeugines will Beaton, and the Masons present took great
+
interest in them.
Mr. Beaton used the
1
they notify Mr. Herrick, the be built in England.”—New rates for pas- gavel i n presiding over the deliberations of
♦
In* Belfast office.
==
senger traffic went into effect May 1st on the chapter.—Rockland Opinion.
^
the Maine Central steamer Pemaquid and
11 u nts. The next
attraction at the
King David Lodge, F. & A. M., of Lin'"'era House will be “Sweet Clover” are as follows: Between Bucksport and colnville has adopted the following resolu♦
and Belfast, 50c.;
tions of respect on the death of Brother W.
'•<>' evening, May 10th. This play Castiue, 50c.; Bucksport
and
and
Camden, 90e.;
Bucks- L. Howe:
with having charmed large Bucksport
Return tickets,
in every city in which it has been port and Rockland, $1.
Whereas it has seemed best to the Divine
for
30
be good
days, will be sold Master to take from us our beloved Brother
It is a four-act comedy which will
William
L. Howe; therefore, be it
at reduced rates between landings.
The
"-antifully staged and splendidly
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
fare between Camden and Rockland will be
the original
Howe King David’s Lodge of F. & A. M.
Company, headed by
the same as on the electrics.Henry has met with an irreparable loss, his
family
Thayer. Interest in the story 15c.,
of
has
lost a kind, loving and indulgent husthe
l" '1
M.
president
Whitney,
Metropolitan
in the very first act, and from
band and father, the neighborhood a cheerwhich
..
company,
operates a line ful
1,1 with accumulative
force un- Steamship
and kind neighbor and friend and the
i:
of freight steamships between Boston and town an upright and honest citizen.
concluding scene. Mr. Otis
i
announced
New York,
Monday the sale of
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
lis Jerome
Holcombe,” the old
family of our brother our most heartfelt
ui.l Farmer, heart-broken over the line to Charles W. Morse of New York. and
sincere sympathy in this their time of
We are making some SPECIAL PRICES THIS WEEK on WALL
•us wife, and further distressed Mr. Morse is at present heavily interested great affliction.
Eastern S. S. Co., which controls all
the
in
That as a mark of our love and PAPERS and CURTAINS. Please call in and look the line over—or if
Resolved,
‘"iortunate love of his daughter
!.,
you
but two of the passenger and freight lines esteem for Brother Howe our lodge be
in mourning for the space of three prefer we will send the book to you. Beside
!tu J adopted son of her mother’s bestock of Wall
draped
the
largest
carrying
the
coast
east
of
Boston. months, that a copy of these resolutions be
T
a
strong exhibition of charac- running along
The liennett-Moulton Com- It is generally understood among steam- placed upon our records, one sent to his Papers in town, we are agents for all the leading book houses—and these books
tai, ■"r
heat the Belfast Opera House boat men that Capt. F. E. Brown, first pilot family and one to The Republican Journal
we will gladly send to your home at any time.
Yours very truly,
for publication.
Uh ,(■' 'tl1 and nth, as previously reported.
under Capt. Roix in the steamer City of
V
2Gth and 27th.
May
25th,
E.
M.
1
Committee
Coleman,
be
“third”
will
of
1 p of
the
captain
fleet
Bangor,
•hen ti.
appreciative audiences
>
on
L. D. Ames,
do come.
on the Bangor division the coming season.
T. E. Gushee, ) Resolutions.
■

WlUllli^Ui

llliu

SIZES REPRESENTED.
hall Runners and Hearth Rugs in Wilton only:

J MR. OTIS B. THAYER

i

j-.-vvvwik,

A Belfast Woman Asks

=—

4

-3*RUGS^
We submit, tn

“have you a floor paint that will last two
weeks?” Yes, we have Devoe’s; it has a
beautiful gloss and will wear two years if
properly applied. Mason & Hall.

♦A. U. Chase & Son |
!
I
^-SPECIAL. |

|

Bigelow,Wilton and Brussels

Piles.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦* <!♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
A

&RUGS&
that received the highest marking and was awarded the
gold
medal at the St. Louis Exposition, 1904, were the

OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no matter of how long standing, in 6 to 14 days.
First application gives ease and rest. 50c.
If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in
stamps and it will be forwarded post paid
by Paris Medicine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

^

°p^f

This store stands
ready to figure with you on any sort of door covering for any
amount of space. The best of service is at
your disposal
and the fullest and most complete lines in Belfast to select
from. The

Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
Piles. Druggists refund money if PAZO

Digestion, and You

epidemic ot germ disease, and most diseases are caused by
germs, it is the person with a weak stomach
who succumbs hi st.
Teople with healthy digestion are ordinarily not subject to sickness, and can
throw off readily any disease germs that
enter the system.
Strengthen the stomach and digestive organs with a Mi-o-na tablet before each
meal, and every atom of food taken into the
stomach will be digested and assimilated,
and the whole digestive system made so
healthy, clean and sweet that there will be
no chance for disease germs to breed.
tv

Send for free sample

winner

Hied in Cordavilie, Mass., April 13th,
Ethel Maud, wife of E. E. McKie, aged 36

^uarpet

Rev. Gowen C. Wilson, superintendent
of the Maine Bible Society for the past 12
years, died April 26tli in Woodfords, Me.
lie was born in Bootlibay in 1833. He was
educated at Yarmouth Academy and entered Colby, where he later graduated. For
several years he was a teacher, but later he
entered Bangor Theological Seminary. His
first pastorate was at Winterport, where he
remained for a short time. He then went
to Windsor, Conn., where lie remained as
pastor for 26 years. Fonrteen years ago
Mr. Wilson returned to Maine, taking a
position as secretary of the Maine Bible
Society. He left this position 12 years ago
and since that time has served as superintendent of the Maine Bible Society.
A Guaranteed Cure

SEASON

CARPET buying has begun in earnest.

Almira McNally, wife of Charles H.
Brown, died of pneumonia April 28th at
her hme in Clinton, aged 51 years. She
leaves a husband, two sons and a father and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur McNally, to
One son, Herbert, is at
mourn their loss.
home, the other, Yerdie, is cashier of a
bank in Havana, Cuba. Funeral services
were held at her late home, April 30th, conducted by Rev. A. E. Luce. The following
acted as bearers; L. Crawford, D. E.
Greeley, N. N. Pratt, C. 11. Greeley. The
following were present from a distance:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Williams of Palermo, Dr. F„ FI. Brown and wife of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. John A. Pratt of Massachusetts.

News has been ^received of the death in
New York, April 26th, of Mrs. Juliette
(Gilman) Leseur after a long illness of
diabetes. She was the daughter of Capt.
you know what you want; the John Taylor Gilman, and is survived by
her husband, an employ ee of the New York
man knows you ought to have
Custom house, several children, and the
it. Don’t be surprised, though, following brothers and sisters: H. 1). Gil-:
if you are offered something man, Belfast; John T. Gilman Jr., Michigan
City, Mich.; Mrs. Clias. B. Ferris, Worceselse.
cordials, extracts, » ter, Mass.; Mrs. Eliza Bradshaw, Cam=tc., of cod Kver oil are plenti- bridge, Mass., and Mrs. Ilarnet Bothome. !

but don’t imagine you are
jetting cod liver oil when you
take them. Every year for thirty
years we’ve been
increasing
the sales of Scott’s Emulsion.
Why? Because It has always
been better than any substitute

^

Martha Crockett, widow of Edward
Crockett, died Friday evening at her home,
12 Congress place, Portland. She had been
an invalid for many years and bore her painful sufferings with remarkable fortitude.
Recently she had! been in unusually good
health until Friday at 3 p. m., when she
suffered a stroke of apoplexy from which
she did not regain consciousness. She was
a daughter of the late Daniel and Marcy
Philbrick and was born in Thorndike, Me.,
She was possessed of
Feb. 19, 1830.
many admirable trails of character, and
her demise is regretted by a large circle
of friends.
She is survived by a son
and daughter, George E. of Boston, and
Miss Harriet Gertrude of Portland by
whom
been
she has
tenderly cared
for; also one sister, Mrs. Rose WhitThe family in its becomb of Auburn.
reavement lias the sympathy of very many
friends.—Portland Evening Express.

When you go to a drug store
and ask for Scott’s Emulsion

ful
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A. HOWES & CO..

BURIAL GOODS.

( iroceries,

Prepared at all hours to do EMBALM.
INGaud FUNERAL WORK.
ly7j
Connected by telephone both day and night.

Wa
Af\
•

at

|a|. 11.9

WCIIS

4\vl6*

11 Main Street,
Mixer Block.
f

Medicines.

Agents Wanted
||

manner

and

4tf

72 Main Street, Belfast.

Ladies’ and Gents' Clothing cleaned,
pressed and repaired in a satisfactory

Drugs

ro solicit subscribers for
Bailey’s Mail
Jrder Magazine.
Kor further partlcu.
ars address
Bailey's M. O. Magazlue,
iearsport, Me. Sample copies furnished
idvertisers on application.
*:Swl7tf

NEW
j

ROW

FOR
14 feet long.

BOAT

SALE.

Apply

at

»'M. A. CLARK’S
Clothing Store, Belfast.

lift PRODICTION OF
The Bureau of Forestry

MAPLE SUGAR.

Pussy Willows.
A group of
shining brown buds, on a leafless tree,
Sway, little brown buds, sway.
Do not heed the north wind, nor the teasing

Develop
Industry.
The Bureau of Forestry has been
studying the maple sugar industry with
the view of securing a larger use of the
maple forests. Since 1S50 the area oi
maple sugar farming has greatly changed and shrunk. In early days maple
sugar was commonly made, even in
many parts of the South, because cane
sugar was virtually unobtainable. No
longer is there even a limited production in South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Arkansas.^ This is because cane gugar can
at a low
now be bought everywhere
price, and is preferred to maple sugar
for sweetening. In Indiana, Michigan,
and Illinois the maple trees have been
extensively cut for lumber, thus reducing the opportunity for tree tappingSeeks to

and Extend the

In those States also the markets are
glutted with imitations, which removes
the incentive to extending the industry.
In other States, as in western Maryland, West Virginia, Ohio, New York,
and in New England, the maple sugar
industry has held its own or been increased.
The best sap How is secured in the
cooler northern States, yet good results
can be expected in most of Pennsylvania and West Virginia, in western
Maryland, allot Indiauaand Kentucky,
eastern Tennessee, and western North
Carolina. At present the largest producers of sugar maple products are
Ohio, Vermont and New York. The
sugar and black maples yield the most
and the best sap, although some other
species of maple may be worked to advantage when neither of these is avail-

breeze—

They will

pass with dying day.
A myriad of white heads peeping from the
budsPeep, little white heads, peep.
A gentle rain is faliing-open wide your

hearts,

“All

v

take a minute several times a day for
of
Moxie.
glass
I know of nothing that lessens the fatigue
of housework like a drink of this delicious

?

temperance

f

invigorates you as nothing else will.
“
My doctor says the reason for this is that
Moxie is a genuine nerve food and it is good
for me because it contains no alcohol, narcotics, poisonous drugs or chemical preserva-

a

V?

improvement

“

I

makes my work about the house
almost like play.”

should co-operate to that end.—Bruns*
wick Record.

simply

to abate this nuisance and every citizen

per case: 25 cents per bottle;
5 cents per gia6s at all fountains.

]

■

Never
to take out
able than
with

-—.....

man

A MILLION IN BERRIES.
MARKET GARDENING RESOURCES IJ
NORTH CAROLINA.

Wilmington, X. C., April 22. A nar
strip of the Tar Heel State nea
this city eujoys a monopoly in the straw
berry industry for two weeks even
spring. While that does not seem lonj
it means when expressed in cash some
thing over a million dollars, all extract
row

■

olnlKg3|emight

*--

---l-*-—

1

_
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what it says. Fruit, all the patienl
wants, and nothing else, for breakfast
No chops, bread, cereals, coffee, tea oi
anything but fruit before 12 o’clock
By fruit is meant apples, oranges anc
grapes only.—Chicago Clinic.

love Moxie and I know that it

Heaps of ashes, tin cans and rubbish
deposited at intervals along our country roads, are an offense to the eye that
seems to be needless.
The Village Improvement Society is making an effort

S8.—In Court of Proha;*
fast, on the llih day of Ap
irine B. Blethen. adiuinistratri v
late of Frankf**ri
I Joseph Blethen,
last ;y. deceased, having piesented he4 certain instrument, purporting to be the
of
iccount
administration
ol
of sat
late
dia
Harlow,
will and testament nt Lj
j owance.
Winterport. ill said County nt Waklo, deceased,
with
t
for
probate gether
Ordered, Thar, notice thereof
having lieen presented
A'eeks successively, in The Kept!
a petition praying that Charles li Hill may lie ap
newspaper published in Belfast,
pointed administrator ol tlie estate of said de;hat all persons interested may ar<
ceased, with the will annexed.
>ate Court, to beheld at Belfast
to all persons in
Ordered, That notice be given
>f May next, and show cause.
to be
terested by causing a copy of this order
lave, why the said account shoulu
lished three weeks succes-ively in The Republican
o£0. E. JOHNS
that they may an
at
ltellast,
Journal, published
A true copy. Attest:
to be held at Belfast,
pear at a Probate Court,
Cuas. P. Hazel
Tuessecond
ihe
on
tor
said
ami
County,
within
the clock before
day of M y next, at ten of
the W7ALDO 88— In Court of Pmt*
noon and show cause, if any they have, why
VY fast, on the 11th day of Apri
and allowed.
same should not be proved, approved
L. Piper,administratrix on the e
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A. Piper, late of Belfast, in sai*t
A true copy. Attest:
3d, having presented her first an
('has. P. Hazeltine, Register.
itration of said estate for allowai
At a Fro bate Court held
for the Countv of Waldo,
of April. A. i). 1905.

$2.50

of

who suffer from errors of nutrition, can
be greatly benefited, not to say cured
by the simple dietetic procedure knowr
as the fruit breakfast. This means just

beverage.

“It

existing cently sent out expert investigators t<
groves, and for the establishment of all parts of the country. These mei !
ed from resources that were little un
new ones in suitable localities and unextended the inquiry into thirty-threi derstood a few
years ago.
der different conditions, have been preStates of the Union, picking out fam
Farmer Chadwick, whose only experi
pared and will soon be published. Many
valuable data regarding the profit in dies whose incomes did not exceed $120 > enee was that of a local barkeeper three
making maple sugar were also collect- j a year. In this way 2u,440 families j years ago, is said to be making ove:
ed. From these it appears that a farm- comprising 124,108 persons, located ii j $10,000 a year from his truck garden
|
most of it on strawberries. A Xev
er can easily clear $3 an acre from a the
principal industrial centers of thi j York commission house offered him it
]
sugar grove. The expenses in this es- United States, were covered. The in ]
!
advance
$10,000 for all his crop this
timate are placed at a maximum; all l formation obtained, which is though j
■1 year, but he refused it. Farmer Trasl
the labor and hauling are charged in at ! to
the
o
represent fairly
wage-earners
: bought a farm of sixty acres and paii
market rates, though as a matter of the whole
country, was derived in par | for
it in full, $5,000, from profits real
fact the sugar season falls at a time from housewives,
many of whom ha< [ ized the first
year. Farmer Struthen
when the farmer has little other em- ;
kept accounts for a long period, an<
ployment for himself or his horses. In I had store passbooks to show. For tin gave up a political job in the local cus
tom house paying $1,200 a year to work
actual practice, for the farmer who can ! rest
dependence was had upon ttie testi ( a
neglected farm, and at the end of tin
do most of his own work the profit ! monv and books of retail dealers in al
year ne nan savea $o,uuu anove ins nv
should be considerably larger. And the kinds of commodities.
land thus utilized will yield little or I
It was learned incidentally ttiat tin ! ing expenses.
11 In the old days the farmers blindly
nothing under any other use.
average rent paid by each family wai
|
sent all their berries to one market.
The old method’ of collecting the sap $118
The
annum.
per
average expend
by making a diagonal cut in the tree , iture for fuel was $31, and it appear! New York or Philadelphia. Down wen I
the price.
“No demand,” wired tilt
was abandoned long ago because it in- that the least amount
($15.82) is paic
jured the tree so that it could be work- for this item in North Carolina, whin commission house to its representative
on the spot and then lie could get all
ed for but a few years. The approved the
greatest ($42.68) is paid in Minnesota
practice now is to bore a hole one inch Of course the difference is due mainlj the berries in North Carolina for a
deep and three-eighths of an inch in to climate. The average amount spenl song. At the New York end the commission merchant found a good demand
diameter into the sunny side of trees for
lighting was $7.53 a year, anc from other cities. He was
allowed to
over lz inches in diameter, and to make varied from $8.14 in the AVestern
States
grow prosperous as a middleman at the
but one hole in each tree, except possi- i to $4.1*7 in the South Central States
bly where the trees are especially large In no State was it as high as $10. Foi expense of the growers and the cities
which had not learned to deal direct.
and productive.
Vast improvements clothing
the
average
expenditure The old system, too, meant infenoi
have also been made in appliances for was
$95, and it would seem that berries for
the other cities buying
handling the sap and boiling it down to the people of New Hampshire spent
the middlemen, as with every
sugar and syrup.
most for this purpose $136.37), while through
resliipmeut the quality of the goods deMaple trees now furnish but a small folks in South Carolina invest
only
percent of the commercial maple syrup $33.87 for garments, representing the teriorated. Now the glowers study the
fundamental law of supply and demand
and sugar. While the demand for both
oposite extreme. It should be realized and instead of
these commodities has constantly in- that ail of these
breaking their bank acrelate to the
figures
counts
the
creased.
by butting against it they fall in
output from maple trees family as a whole, and not to each
line and sensibly send strawberries to
has decri ased during tlie last twenty individual.
For food, which is always
the cities that have none. Shipping diI he trade lias been supplied the
yea is.
item, the average sum rect
principal
they have control and are able to
••nly y radically adulterating the pure spent in a twelvemonth was $312.92.
maintain top prices. For example, a
goods, or by manufacturing a product It was
$357.97) in llhode Island,
highest
entirely from foreign materials. It is and lowest ($156.15) in South Carolina. town like Keene, X. II., will take nine
conservatively estimated that sevenThe total average income per family carloads of berries that will be fresh
and juicy upon arrival in refrigerator
eighths of what ;s sold as maple syrup was about $750. The total
average cars that
and sugar is a spurious article. Most
fly northward over the Atlanexpenditure for all purposes was $699. tic Coast Line
ot the fabrications are entirely harmRailroad with a right of
24, varying from $786.64 in the District
that
takes precedence over pasless. but they are nut- the real thing. of Columbia
(where people seem to live way
trains.
The Keene market was
Those fortunate enough to have eaten
highest' to $365.15 in South Carolina. senger
when prices were low at the
developed
t-he genuine article will always demand Evidently there are a
good many
it, and conditions should be such that poverty-stricken folks in South Caro- big cities, and so with other smaller
they may get it, it they are willing to lina. Of the total outgo, the average ! markets.
Strangely enough, Brooklyn ranks
pay the price.
spent for food was 42 1-2 per cent., for lower
than Keene as a strawberry marThe fault does not lie with the pro- rent 13
per cent., for fuel and lights ket. Out of 41b carloads
sent to New
hiucerg those who tap the trees and re- 5 t-4 per cent., for clothing 14 per cent., 1
York city last year from this section
"uucec1® Slip to Tun and sugar, but for religion 1 per cent., for furniture
only three went direct to Brooklyn to
with the niHnlienit‘u Who buy the sugar and utensils 3 1-2 per cent., apfl for
i the Pennsylvania pier at the Wallabout.
"aiid mix and adulterate it most profit-1 sigkiiss? and deSUll ft little over 2 l-a per ft iij fjtft4i?cl here that a trucking moJh* extent of : cent, The last Item, of course,- includes
aidv for themselves
control t'llS situation in New
For intoxicating liquors nopoly
this adulteration m illustratedJ>y the ^ doctors’ bills,
anil
York
Insists on taking: ft ftftrtage
fact that while the amount o, .„e raw’ atm tobacco t!:a average expenditure is
for transferring the goods ffoiil 1
product has decreased, the whole quan-1 about 3 per cent. Auniilt! savings are prolit
tity sold has largely increased and its about $50 per family, and are largest in j Pin i'll to fired!) il r he iuilj’ journey
market price has been reduced.
Of, the State of Washington, where they ; a<RpM tile pavements of Manhattan
ah'1- the bridge jounces the berries unlate vears the price has fallen in direct
amount to an average of sift) a year, 1
and makes the time between
delation rv tlle decrease in the price of j All important food articles, except necessarily
tire refrigerator cars and the
leaving
|
at
the
are
and
sa.tiii sugitn
coffee,
higher
pres- I consumer’s table several hours
sugar
longer
The iiioflf eoinuion substitutes used ent time than the average for the ten
than need be. When the paius taken to
iv the adulteration ot maple sugar and I year period from 1890 to 190u„ In look- j secure
from
the
South
speedy
delivery
[
svrup are other sugars and glucose. ! ing back upon the course of prices since : are considered it seems absurd
that so
Much of the so-called maple syrup on 1890, it is interesting to discover (from
much time should be wasted in handling
the market is nothing but a combina- figures compiled by the Government)
the berries at the New York fend. Detion of sweets with a littps maple mo- that in that year one dollar would buy
in refrigerator cars could, be
lasses added to give the maple llavor. seveu and four-fifths pounds of fresh livery
made as quickly to the Pennsylvania
There is also a maple syrup which con- beef, while today it will purchase only
Wallabout pier as at Pier 29. This motains no maple at all, but the llavor is six
and
four-fifths pounds,
That
places
obtained by adding to the compound an amount of money In IsOO would buy ten nopoly or Shortsightedness
extract ol hickory bark. This extern pounds of salt beef; today nine pounds. Booklyn behind such small towns as
N. II., and Cortland, N. Y.
Neu:e adulteration forces the producers Of salt pork in 1890 it would buy nine Keene,
IV by is Wilmington, N. C„ the center
of Pto&tjnaple syrup to compete with and a half pounds; today a little over
the early
strawberry industry?
cheap'Ttaftt*Hgns. The price of their seven pounds. One dollar in 1890 of
r mriua s output, or sou cars comes nrsi,
raw product isJ&tit down, and the for- would
seven and & quartet
purchase
Her berries
ests of maple are
profitable to pounds of chicken; today less than sis but it is insignificant.
travel a day longer, to reach New York
their owners als they
and a quarter pounds. It would buj and
they aviftagefbotH- 00 to-JF’feents a
fresh fish in 1890; todaj
ten
box. Iloi polloi don’t bgptf to take
i'h.e consumer is entitled' td fetes, trilirepMVUd&uQf
In
1890
if
uhkPS- tRttdnounds.
medicine' itr- this form till
their
goods, and the producer is entitled to ; would ray for flvqaozen and four eggs Northspring'
Carolina comes along with bethave iris syrup and sugar bought and
four
dozen
and
three
for
today
Only
ter berries for far less money, shading
used for w hat it is. The remedy is in One
iSull^iin 1S90 would buy nearlj her prices off from 25 to 10 cents a box
1
the hands of the producers, aud they .-aewntWn
lesi
of
milk;
today
quarts
| gradually as Long ^Island and New
can effect a change fof: tSe.t better^ijfc than sixteen
quarts. It would purchasi Jersey crowd jrer out of the market.
two Ways. They can associ»t|s-'Wiem- in 1890 four and a
of but
pounds
quarter
| But for two whole weeks North Caroselves iu State and. laaMBWcal com- ter;
today only three and three-quarte
the
place in the world where
panies, and, by .seUidjRpnfect to con- pounds. One dollar in 1890 was a far ; lina isYork only
can get her berries in carNew
sumers, cut out-ttfi^niiddlemen; and
load lots. And as the berry appetite is
they can aismfinrfheir product on the j cheese; today it will purchase half ; 1 whetted
by berries, the North could
market MJppTornt not of sugar but of ! pound less.
probably take a hundred times the
demand. The
thai
dollar
will
less
one
syrmajpnnclinotis most in
buy
To-day
I
.otilSncvvill
object to paying a little eight and a half pounds of lard; in 189( present output of North Carolina, only
ten million boxes. Then if you
pure goods. 1 it would pay for nearly eleven pounds about
J.^migher price for guaranteed
will examine a government map showThe cost of making and handling syrup ! Of cornmeal
can purchasi ;
today
you
rainfall in the
mean annual
might be a little more than that of for that sum thirty-eight and a hal ; ing, the
; United States you will learn anothei
sugar, but the net returns would be | pounds; in 1890 you could get forty-si;
falls
in a liar
rain
larger, the public better served, and the and a half pounds. Is it surprising tha : reason. Enough miles
wide, skirting
strip, fifty
maple sugar industry profitably extend- i Mrs. Benedick, whose modest history i: row
the North Carolina coast, to drowr
ed.
The association plan lias been made to illustrate this
discussion
man
standing erect,
adopted in Vermont with excellent re should find herself in a disouragei j the average
.could the precipitation for a year bt
suits.
Annual meetings are held, frame of mind on market
dayV Surel; ; caught on the level and held without
through whose influence improved not; but it must be owned that tin
loss. About seventy inches are wiial
methods of production have been adopt- same discouragement applies to an;
There is only cm
ed, a central market established, and a kind of shopping she may have to dc ! the records show\
it,
registered trade-mark created which is If she wants to buy a carpet, she ha little spot in Florida that can equal
and that includes Pensacola and tin
Iu this
a guarantee of absolute purity.
to pay 25 per cent, more for it thai
But tin
region to the eastward.
way a trade of good proportions lias would have been charged half-a-dozei
Florida section lacks the peculiar sandy
been built
is
or
Brus
whether
it
ingrain
up._
years ago,
loam with clay sub-soil and the humic
sels. AH household incidentals, fror
Fruit Breakfast.
atmospheric conditions and an insur
a hammer to a piece of clothes line
mountable barrier to the successful cut
have taken part in the general climt
tivation there of the strawberry is the
There is a class of cases which makes
kee
to
a
barb-wire
she
uses
and
wish
the most enthusiastic doctor alive
greaterdistance from the large markets
intruders out of her small vegtabl : I a
he had chosen any other vocation than
day farther away. So the section ol
has ascended from $2.02 to $2.9
garden
non-cirwith
Patients
thick,
North
medicine:
Carolina, New Hanover County
J
100 pounds, wholesale.—Pearson’ s
near the coast, has been well called “<
culating blood, torpid lymphatics and per
bit of Florida,” and nature has here en
dormant secretions; patients with stiff- Magazine for April.
dowed a million or more acres with i,
ened joints, gouty deposits, chronic neu
Fop Over Sixty Years
soil and climate suited to perfection t<
ralgias, torpid livers, uric acid kidneys,
Remedi
An Old and Well-Tried
the raising of every kind of “gardei
and the irritable nerve centers that gc
has
bee
Winslow’s
Mrs.
Soothing
Syrup
1 sass,” wonderfully toothsome and ii 1
with them. These patients, and others
used for over sixty
by millions c
and

fur,

Up in the branches swinging.
The naughty sun is peeping—ah—now he s
stole a kiss
And the pussy willows all are singing.
—Agnes Lockhart Hughes in April Recreation.

tives.

have a full and heavy crown. Yet it I
are oblige! 1
should also grow under forest condi- because of this the people
tions which maintain a ground cover of to spend in order to enjoy the comfort; i
litter and humus.
to which they have been accustomed
As a result of the study recently
the United States Bureau of Labor re

made, definite directions for’the

housekeepers will agree with me that it

pays to

able.
The maple is a hardy and vigorous THE INCREASED COST OF LIVING
tree and readily reproduces itself, so
With a view to ascertaining exactl;
there need be no fear of failure of sap
supply. For sap production the all im- how much the prices of the necessarie: ,
portant consideration is for the tree to of life have risen, and how much mon ,

agement

And forth from your cradles creep.
The willow trees a’giisteu, with dancing
pussies gay—
I es, little pussies—glisten.
The world begins to sparkle with the glow
of early Spring—
To the music of her voice, dear,—listen.
A million little pussies in coats of silver

years

marvelous abundance. Less than tei
thousand of those acres, tilled by abou
a thousand owners, are now yielding ai 1
income of $2,500,000. These farms havi !
been nearly all developed during tin !
past five years. The savings banks o E
Wilmington in 1893 bad $50,000 on de
banks hoh ‘
Bad blood and indigestion are deadl y posit. To-day the savings
enemies to good health. Burdock Bloc 8 over $2,000,000, principally the saving
of the truckmen.
Bitters destroys them.

mothers for their children while teethini
with perfect success. It soothes the chili i’
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures win 1
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoei
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggist 8
’in every part of the world. Twenty-fit 6
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
,.

Time

Better

a

a policy in tlie Equitnow.
Communicate

Cozy Home
No.

Twenty

Hoss-Power

You have heard of the wonderful one-hoss

shay

That was built in such a logical way
It ran a hundred years to a day.
And then, of a sudden, it up and bust,
And all that was left was a mound of dust?
Holmes—0. W.—told it well
In a rhyn e of his—what there was to tell—
hut the one-hoss shay wasn’t “one, two,
three”
With a vehicle once belonged to me.
Onehoss? No, sir! Nor six nor nine—
Twenty there were in this rig of mine!
Twenty bosses as tough as rocks,
And all caged up in a sort of box
That stood jist back of the forward wheels!
Right! she was one of those auto mobiles
With twenty flosses bottled inside—
llosses that not only pull but ride!
Wonder what Holmes would have had to
say
If the mare had rode in his one-hoss shay !
I reckon the ?hay would have logicked out
Before the century rolled about.

Well, this big touring car, I say,
Was built just like the one-.Uoss shay—
dependable, logical way—
Flipflaps, dejabs, wheels and things,
Levers, thing-gum-bobs and springs,
Hub, and felloe, and boss-power chest—
One part just as strong as the rest,
So “logic is logic,” as Holmes would
say,
And no one part co«lil first give way.
N>me

Wonderful vehicle, you’ll admit,

With not one flaw in the whole of it;
As long as I had it, I declare
1 hadn’t one cent to pay lor repair.
It couldn’t break down because, you see,
It was such a logical symphony.
Now for my tale. We’re not so slow
These days as a hundred years ago,
And it's like enough that the one-hoss

shay,
Ambling along in its sleepy way,

^puld
V^L

ere
n

pnimirv 'tiww

»

Vmwft'dilJS Wfc aim"to make

Meak.
*
T

pace that is soritelhing like a pact*
And if that old shay got in our race
It would stand the pressure twenty days
And go to the home of played-out shays.
A

“Logic is logic,” Just figure this out—
For I know just what I’m talking about:—
If a one-hoss vehicle, genus shays,
Will stand our pressure twenty days,
Then, vice versa, a twenty*boss shay
Should stand the pressure just one day
Well, mine was a logical automobile,
Frrmi rtlhhor tiro

t.<»

I bought it one morning at Just to.42,
And the very next morning what did it do,
Right on the second, but up and bust!

Talk Of the Obi shay’s pile of dust—
Tnat’s not logical; my mobile
Vanished completely ! Brass and steel

Iron and wood and rubber tire
Went right up in a gush of fire,
And in half a minute a gassy smell
Was all I had left by which to tell
I ever owned a touring ear,—
And then that vanished, and there you are!

End of my twenty hoss-power shay.
Logic is logic. That’s all I say.
—Ellis Parker Butler in Leslie’s Monthly
Magazine for May.
A LAUGH IK CHURCH.
She sat on the sliding cushion,
The dear, wee woman of four;
Her feet, in their shiny slippers,
Hung dangling over the floor.
She meant to be good; she had promised;
Aud so, with her big, brown eyes,
She stared at the meeting-house windows,
Aud counted the crawling flies.
She looked far up at the preacher,
But she thought of the honey bees
Droning away in the blossoms
That whitened the cherry trees.
She thought of a broken basket,
Where, curled in a dusky heap,
Three sleek, round puppies, withfringy ears

Lay snuggled and last asleep.
Such soft, warm bodies to cuddle,
Such queer little hearts to beat,
Such sw ift, round tongues to kiss,
Such sprawling, cushiony feet.
She could feel in her clasping lingers
1 lie touch of the satiny kiss,
And a cold, wet nose exploring
The dimples under her chin.
Then a sudden ripple of laughter
Ran over the parted lips
So quick that she could not catch it
W ith her rosy finger tips.
The people whispered, “Bless the child,”
As each one waked from a nap,
But the dear, wee woman hid her face
For shame in her mother’s lap.
A CARD.

”"\Ve, the undersigned, do hereby agree tc
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle ol
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it faili
to cure your cough or cold. We also guar
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
W. 0. Poor & Son
A. A. Howes & Co.
___

Don’t let the children suffer. If they an
fretful, peevish and cross, give them Hollis
ter’s Rocky Mountain Tea. The best bab;
tonic known. Strength and health follov
its use. 36 cents. R. H. Moody.
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JAMES

Price,

East

JOHNSON, Judge.

Northport.

A

Summer cottage;
Q A I t*
SALCs Mil furnished; is
high land overlooking Penobscot Bay; near
water; has large piazza; running water; fine
boating; bathing beach in front; about one acre
land; near Boston & Bangor boat landing, hotel,
JOHN A. ROBERTS,
stores, etc.
103 Summer Ave..
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Regi8ter.

Belfast, witum aim ioi
the 11th day of A,Til,

of the estate
ROBINSON, administrator
late of Camden, in the
Of
ot Georg A Hosmer,
a
presented
.ipoeaseii.
having
County ol Ln°x,
of Probate may
g
tne o
judge
f
ul
petition praying that
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accordingly.
Ordered, That thesaid petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copv (.1 this
order to be published three weeks
successively
; in The Republican Journal,a newspaper published
I at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
At a l'robate Court held at Belfast, within ami Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
lor the County ol Waldo, on the 11th day ol | County, on the 9th day of May, A. I). 1905
at ten of the clock before noon and show cause
April, A. D. 11)05.
C. BAKER, administratrix of the estate if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er
should not be gianted.
of Daniel W. Baker, late of Liberty, in said
GEO. E JOHXSOX, Judge.
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
true copy.
A
Attest:
lor
a
license to seil at public or
petition praying
‘.'has. P. Ha/.elti-nf.
Register.
private sale and convey eeitain re d estate of said
deceased, described m said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to At a Probate Court held at Beliast, within and
for the Couutv ol Waldo, on ti e 11th dav of
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to lie pub ished three weeks
April, A. I>. 1905.
successively in
The Republican Journal,a newspaper published
S. PIPER, guardian of
Seavey A. and
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Harold 1. Piper of Troy, in said County of
Court, to be he d at Belfast, within and for said
Waldo, having presented a petition praying t!»r a
County, on the 9th day of May, A. D. 1905, license to sell at public or private sale and conat
of the
tributed

MARY

MILDRED

clock before noon, and show cause,
il any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not » e granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy—Attest;
P. HA/EbTiNb, Register.
ten

vey certain

leal estate

of said wards described

in

gaid petition

Crdeied, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order
be published thiee wecus successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
for the County of Waldo, on the Hth day or foiirf, to be held at Belfast, within and for saio
April, A. D. 1905.
County, ;:P the 9th day of May, A. D. 1905
C BAKER, widow of Daniel W. Baker, at ten of the ckvk before noon, ami show cause, il
late of Liberty, in said County of Waldo, any they have, why tlm pr<**.-r of said petitioner
uecea;-ed, having presented a petition praying for should not granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
| an allowance out oi the personal estate of said I
deceased.
A true Copy— Attest
t» As. p. Hazelti.se, Register.
I Ordered. That the s
<*.»»:.
give tootle*
I to all persoi *
I o*--'
jgffSTfesteu by causing a eopy of this
Court
held at Belfast, within and lot
a
Probate
ro
At
in
weeks
_-r
UC liUoli^hetl three
shccessiVSiy
the Couutv of Waldo, 011 the 11th day of April,
Tbe Republican Journal, a newspaper published
A, D. 1905,
hi Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
ETHAN A WENTWORTH, widow of Daniel
County, on the. 9th day of .May, A. D. 1905,
Wentworth, late of Knox, in said County ol
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionthat Chailes F. Bessey may be appointed
praying
er should not he granted.
administrator of the estate of saio deceased.
0E0 E. JOHNSON, Judge,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
A true copy. Attest:
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Chas. P. HaZeltine, Register.
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
for the County of Waldo, on the lltli day of
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for Said
1905.
D
A.
April*
County, on the 9th day of May, A. D. 1905,
late
of
of
Oliver,
creditor
Cyrus
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
J0N&S,
Palermo, iu said County ol Waldo, deceased, if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionWui. S. er should not be
that
a
praying
petition
having presented
granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Jones may be appointed administrator of the esA true copy. Attest:
tate ol said deceased.
Ojas, p, Hazeltine, Register.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
Court held at Belfast, within and
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published At a Probate
for the County Waldo, on the 11th day of
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
A. 1). 1906.
April,
said
and
for
held
at
within
to
be
Belfast,
Court,
M. AVERILL, guardian of Lizzie
County, on the 9th day of May, A. D. 1905,
T. Averill and Helen F. Averill, minor chilif any tlie> have, why the pray er of said petition- dren of Charles F. Averill, late of Frankfort, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presenter should hot be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ed a petition praying for a license to sell and conA true copy. Attest:
vey certain real estate of said minors, described
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
in said petition.
Ordered, .That the said petitioner give notice to
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and all persons interested by causing a copy of this
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of order to be published thiee weeks successively iu
April, A. D. 1905.
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
E. STONE, administrator of the estate Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
in
said
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County
of Clark D. Bunnells, late of Troy,
May, A. L). 1905, at ten
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a ou the 9th day of
or
of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
at
to
sell
lor
a
license
public
petition praying
private sale and convey the whole ol certain real they have, why the prayer of said petitionei
estate of said deceased, described in said petition. should not be granted.
< I,U. Cl. ininitou.t
u uu^o.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Attest:
A true copy.
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
F.
Hazeltine,
Chas.
Register.
in
three weeks
order to be
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HARRIETTE
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successively
published
Republican Journal, a newspaper published
a* Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Bellast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of May, A. L>. 1905,

The

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 11th day of April, 1905. V> ui.
Thompson, administrator on the estate of
Rachel ,1. Abbott, late of Knox, in said County,
deceased, having presented nis litst and final ac
count of administration of said'estate tor allow-

WALDO
fast,
F.

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

ai.ce.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published iu Belfast, in said Count!.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- that all
persons interested may attend at a Profast, on the 11th day of April, 1905. Fred j bate Court, to be held at Bel last, on the 9th day
W. Brown, .lr., administrator on the estate of of May next, aud show cause, if ai.y
they
Joseph H. Stevens, late of Knox, in said County, have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
deceased, having presented his lirst and tinal account of administration of said estate for allowA true copy. Attest:
ance.
Chas. F. Hazeltine, Register.
three
thereof
he
given,
Ordered, that, notice
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
fast, on the 11th day of April. 1906. Joseph
that all persons interested may attend at a ProF. Kelley, administrator on the estate of Abigail
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9tb L. Gilpatrick, late of Unity, in said County, tie
any
day of May next, and show cause, if
ceased, having presented his fiist and final acthey have, why the said account should not be count of administration of said estate for allowallowed.
ance.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
A true copy. Attest:
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
newspaper published in Belfast, iu said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProNOTICE. The subscriber hereby bate Court,
to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
gives notice that he has been duly appointof May next, and show cause, if any they
ed Executor of the last will and testament of
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
BENJAMIN J. COLSON, late of Winterport,
A true copy. Attest:
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
88.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
desired to present the same for settlement, ana
all indebted thereto are requested to make payfast, on the 11th day of April, 1906. Geori e
ment Immediately.
H. Staples, administrator on the estate of Lewis
OLIVER W. COLSON.
E. Trundy, late of Frankfort, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final acWinterport, April 11,1905.
of administration of said estate ior allowThe subscri- count
NOTICE.
ance.
ber hereby gives notice that she has been
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
JOHN BAS8LER, late of Burnham,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Coun
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
mands against the estate of said deceased are de- day of May next, and show cause, if any
sired to present the same for settlement, and all they have, why the said account should not be al
indebted thereto are requested to make payment lowed.
GEO, E J0HN80Ni ju(lge.
Immediately.
VINA B. FLYK.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Haihltis*. Register.
Burnham, April 11,190B.
a
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Ordered, that notice thereof
weeks successively, in The Kej
newspaper published in Belfast.:

I

)
j

that all persons interested may a
bate Court, to be held at Bellalay of May next, and show cai
have, why the said account shot 1
OEO.E.JOHV
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazel 1;
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DM IMSTKATK1X S NOTICE
I
hereby gives notice that she
appointed administratrix of the est

|

W ILLIAM L. HOWE, late of I
in the County of Waldo, dece,
bonds as the law directs. All pc?mands against the estate of sate
desired to present the same 1* 1
all indebted thereto are request e
B1 1
ment immediately.
!.incolnville, April 11, 1906

j

j

j

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
hereby gives notice that he haof the estate

pointed administrator

;

NAHi'M E. MURRAY, late
in the County of Waldo, dcna«»
bonds as the law directs. All p<
mands against the estate of >ai
desired to present the same foi
all indebted thereto are request
ment immediately.
OKA M h
Pittsfield, April 11, 1905.

j
j}
?

DMiNlSTKATRIX’S NOTICE

a

hereby gives notice that she i
pointed administratrix of the estat

\

HERBERT W. EDGECOMB, la:
in the County of Waldo, det
bonds as the law directs. All 11
mands against the estate of >a’*
desired to present the same t*
all indebted thereto are requeste
inent immediate!v.
REBECCA N. El
Belfast. April 11, 1906.

j

DM IN 1 ST BATOR’S NOTH
gives notict that

4

?

|
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|
j

1

.A hereiiy

pointeil administrator dc 1 •«»nilUUeXed, of the estat*- <•!
JAMES*HALEY lar.* «.t \\
*i»
in the County of M aid**

1

■

•«

j

f

j
-•

Ixmds as the law direct>. All i*t
tuands against the estate of sa.
sired to present the same for sot
indebted thereto are requested
immediatelv.
NaTHANH
Winterport, April ! 1. 1905.
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4 DMIMSTRATOR’8 NOTICI
A
hert by gives l.otu-e lb;.,
ippointed administrator of the
ELLEN A. MCKCH, lat*
in the ( ounty ol Waldo, <U
•onds as the law directs. All \
iihiuIh against the estate oi sae
ired t* present the same tor >•
ndebted thereto are requested

mined i;ttely.

Unity. April 11,1905.

I

ECU TOR'S NOTH E. Tit*he has be
wiUftiid t».

that
t,C\ givesofnotice
the last

s

:xecutor

ANDREW

FEUNALD,

\

late*

leceased, ai d given bonds as tinlersuns having demands aganmid*deceased are desiied to pi*

]
;

ettlement, and all indebted th* n
make pavment immediately
WILLIAM

j
j

o

Winterport, April 11, 1905*
NOTICE
EXECUTRIX'S
notice that

site
gives
executrix of the last will
lean,
late
Samuel s.
in the County *Waldo, decease!
laving demands against the rLi
by
minted

3eased
inent,

nake

are desiied to present t U*
and all indebted thereto

payment immediately.

j

j

^

Searsmont, April 11, 1906.
NOTICE. The
EXECUTOR’S
notice that lie has u
Li

f

gives

jxecutor ol the last will and test.,
BETSEY T. LITTLEFIELD,
in the County of Waldo, dec*-..having demands against the
.•eased are desired to present U*<
inent, and all indebted theretmake payment immediately.
SAMUEL A.
Bel last, April 11. 1906.

f
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NOTICE. Ti
by gives notice that she
jointed executrix of the last *
Jf
CHARLES TAYLOR, lat.

EXECUTRIX’S

in the County ot Waldo, decbonds hs the law directs. Alt
Ieniands against the estate
ire. desired to present the sat
itid all indebted thereto are t>
payment immediately.
RHODA

i

••

|
!

Unity, April 11,^905._
A DMINISTKATOR’S NOTH!
A herebj gives notice that tu
pointed administrator with th*

|

the estate of
BETSEY KENNEY, late
in the County ot Waldo, u.
\
bunds as the law ill reds. A
*’
inands against the estate ot
sired ti> present the same tu
indebted thereto are rcquc.-'c

immediately.
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within and
At a 1 rebate Court held at Bellast,
of
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day
1905.
U.
A.
April,
H. HOWES, William H. Quimby and
a
Fred li White, trustees, having presented
in their said capacity
petitiou representing that
of
late
H.
Jackson,
they are creditors of Isaac
deceased, to
Bellast. in said County of W aldo.
dolthe amount of one hundred anil seventy-live
Dunton. adminlars and praying that Robert I*.
estate of
the
of
annexed
will
the
istrator with
to retain sufficient
said deceased, may be directed
whatever may be
assets to pay said petitioners
due on said claim.
notice to
Ordered. That the said petitioner give
a copy of this
all persons interested by causing
in
weeks
successively
three
order to be published
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
it a i roha e
aid-ear
may
at Belfast, Ibat they
within and for said
Court, to be held at Bellast.
A. I). l.Mtn
rountv. on the 9th day of May,
and show cause,
at ten of the clock before noon,
of said petition
the
prayer
have,
why
if any they
ers should not be

|

Shay.

|

pub-1

$26,654,641.78

The
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Surplus $80,794,269.21

A frricvnlfnrrr

J

_

World
Strongest
Assets $413,953,020.74

<vf

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

1

FRANKLIN H. HAZE ETON,
In this little strip of garden patch
Manager for Maine,
where the farmer may plow any day in
PORTLAND, Maine.
the year, for frost never gets beyond
the surface, the expert agriculturist be
leives that the small farmer, the man
in the
who scientifically and, therefore, witl
the greatest economy, tills from five to
ten acres will accomplish the larges!
results. Suitable immigrants canno!
be found at Ellis Island. To meet tin
Dividends paid policyholders In last five years
situation a number of
Wilmington
business men will bring the immigrants
direct from Europe in chartered steam
Equitable Ufa Assurance Society
ships. They have been at work perfecting plans for six months. An armj
of tht* United States.
ofiieer with large experience in execu
tive work on the Mississippi levees will
be at the head of the undertaking. His
for a Moderate
confidence in the success of this colonization movement is attested by his
31 Pearl Street.
resignation from a life position’ that
“We must stand
pays a large salary.
One and one-half story house, ell and J acre of
by these immigrants till they take root and. with 8 good appie trees, located on Pearl
^et, Belfast, good siable with room for horse
and are inoculated with Americanism,’’
nd a cow. This place is modern, up-to-date
said a Wilmington man.
“Inoculation and in one of the best
residential sections of the
is now in the air in Wilmington but I city. The buildings*.re in perfeet repair, city
water,
good
drainage,
perfect hygienic conpfthey are trying to get it into the tions. Near
churches, etc. a genuine
ground. The word has been impressed ; bargain. Callschools,
on
on their minds by the latest scientific
F. S. HOLMES.
theories hatched in the laboratories of
fit** nnivfl’tniuiit

at
on

WILLI

i

j
■

VM

I

Winterport, April 11,1
DMINISTRATOR’S NOTH I
hereby gives notice ib:»!
Appointed administratorut tin
ALONZO C. TYLER, lat*

ji

4

<-•

the County of Waldo,
bonds as the law diiects. A
inands against the estate
desired to present the -am
All indebted thereto are re«pn

.<•

in

uient

immediately.

FKLOEI.

Augusta, April 11, 1905.

AD

RATOR’ S N OT1C1
hereby gives notice that

M1N 1ST

appointed

administrator

the

1

«

MORSE, late ot
the County of Waldo, de»
ANNA

in

ot

A.

>

bonds as the law directs. All
demands against the estate ot
h
desired to present the same
all indebted thereto are request!
meat immediately.

MKRT(,N

,.

n

Palermo. March 14. liiOfr.— U’

j

OMINISTRATRl.VS NOTH I
l>*'~
hereby gives uotice that she
esu
poiuted administratrix ol tiu "i
laic
H.
COOPER,
OLIVE

■

iu the County of Waldo, decea*
bonds as the law directs. All i"''
inands against the estate ol
li"
desired to present the same
l'
all indebted thereto are reques
P.
Win.
to
merit immediately
-•

fast, my authorized agent.

i
Chipman, N. B., April 11(
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Rockland Mon 8ms Some Wonders
Opposite Side of the World.

on

th ’

GBAlfT’8 BIRTHDAY
Observed by the Middlesex Club In Boston.
Boston, April 27. The Middlesex

When Frank W. Collins arrived
1 n KliAnDfflU.l M
at hi s Club celebrated the anniversary of the
home in this city a few
Mr. L. N. Tenney recently bought the old
days ago he ha. l birth of Gen. U. S. Grant with a dinner
very successful
a
three
months’ journey, in th. s at the Hotel Brunswick tonight. The
Dolloff farm and moved liis family from completed
l lie principal, Charles E.
is very popular and I Waldo. He is at work in the mill at Morrill. I course of whioh he had traveled approximh
special guests and speakers were Jus
I
be
secured
1"
of the supreme
; services may
....John Boynton of West Searsmont has se- I mately 20,000 miles, visiting the countrie , tice John Franklin Fort
.J. J. Walker is in !
C. Gorthe
^‘int and seeing many or the won court of New Jersey, and George
j cured an attendant’s position in the Taunton °J
'A
ders which attract Americans to the
Km1
l:l> S.
ham, who was secretary of the United
conti
Hospital and rented his farm to C. A. cents of
Asia
to
and
1879.
Europe,
1808
States
from
About
Africa.
Senate
Mr
Porter—Mr. G. U. Gove is painting his (. ollins was
one of nearly 700 persons
1
250 members of the club were present.
who
made the cruise, which was
L,>'<dip town schools be- buildings.
personally con- Gen. Edgar E. Champlin of Cambridge,
ducted by Frank C. Clark of New York
I
The teachers are BELMONT.
Mtii
the president of the club, presided at
the passengers were Gen. Ellis
Among
t Xu. ), Miss Maud Rickthe after-dinner exercises, which were
Friday p. m., Apr. 28, the youngest boy Spear and wife, who are well known in
Miss
No.
4.
I'arker;
of Fred A. Marriuer, fell under a load of Knox county.
planned in honor of Grant’s memory.
,.Miss Alice Twombly;
The cruise was made in the White Star
|
During the dinner appropriate selechay and one wheel passed over his right leg
; I’ itterson; No. 9, Miss
j
which
had
Arabic,
been specially tions were sung by the assemblage.
steamship for the
Nu 10, Miss Hannah
n
|
breaking it below the knee. Dr. Wilson chartered
The Arabic has Judge
purpose.
Fort, who responded to the toast
of Belfast was summoned by telephone and a
\l -s Myra Bailey-Mr.
tonnage of 15,801, and is a
ship of sentiment Grant, dwelt upon the life
Knnwfton have gone to very shortly had the limb set audbandaged. the fannus Baltic, Cedric, andsister
Celtic
Hr. (,, C. Kilgore.
The child is doing as well as could be exOn this splendid craft Mr. Collins and his and character of the soldier.
Mr. Gorham’s subject was Grant in
ISr
pected—11. E. Morrill of Belmont Cornor fellow excursionists sailed Feb. 2d from
is shingling and making other repairs on New
York, steaming directly across the the White House. He presented remihis
and
house.
an
aged
respected
Soutn Atlantic to Madeira, the island of niscences of Gen. Grant.
t*r,
I
sunshine and flowers.
passed away Saturday KNOX CENTRE.
The change from
The speaker dwelt particularly on
of a paralytic stroke
New York, which was then deluged with Gen.
Grant’s love of peace and of his
Funeral services were
Miss Melissa Post is visiting relatives in slush and snow, to a land of
breezes
balmy
a Tuesday at 10 o’clock
Westbrook, Maine_Several of the neigh- and perennial verdure was a very striking desire to remain at the head of the
,Piel Childs have moved to bors went to East Knox to the bee to move one, and one which Mr. Collins hailed with army rather than to become president
of the United States, the nomination
Kdwin Roundy has bought a shop for Mr. Frank Thompson.The no little pleasure. The visit to this
quaint
( all of West Troy.
Knox and Montville telephone line is being island, so seldom seen
American travel- to which he accepted only because he
by
beof
cattle
■he tine herd
constructed along the line of extension to ers, proved extremely interesting. Next felt that his
needed him at a critlauding were killed Satur- East Knox—,.C. J. Vose is painting his came Cadiz, one of the most beautiful and ical period in party
its history. As an illusi with tuberculosis.
buildings.Henry Boulter is making ex- oldest cities in the world, being founded tration he
pointed out the diplomacy
tensive repairs to his barn_Work is rush- 1100 years before the birth of Christ. Mr.
1 \ I ELK.
ing at Spencer’s mill.Mrs. Hannah J. Collins was especially impressed there with with which lie dealt with Great Britain
in
the famous Alabama claims. Had
Hunt is visiting friends and relatives in the fine botanical garden which is famous
w ii began May 1st with
the world over. From Cadiz there was an this controversy remained unsettled,
Centre District, Miss Waterville.
inland trip to the Spanish city of Seville, Mr. Gorham said, peace with Great
11 alldale, Miss Grace MONTVILLE.
famous as the birthplace of noted generals, Britain would never be assured. PresZodie Weymouth of
The selectmen were busy assessing taxes painters and musicians.
Side trips to ident Grant not
only avoided war with
Miss Hattie Luce; Kinglast week-Mrs. Amos Brown has return- Granada and the grand ruins of the Alham- Great
Britain, but forced that country
wait; McFarland’s Cored from a visit to Fairfield—Mr. and Mrs. bra were notable features.
to apologize for her
unfriendly actions
From Cadiz the Arabic proceeded to
msi) ; White’s Corner,
Ed. Maiden visited friends in town last
.Carter, Miss May Fos- Thursday—Rev. S. W. Brown of Bruns- Gibraltar, the impregnable fortress which during the civil war. Of Gen. Grant’s
herer returned to Rockwick has been holding very interesting and is the key to the Mediterranean. Entering political life, Mr. Gorham said that it
was marked
nnpanied by her father profitable meetings at the F. B. church in the mighty sea which separates three con
by many mistakes, especKane and Miss Della II.
Halldale. Nearly a score have been con- tiueuts the excursionists traversed the ially his unwillingness to consult leadbrief visit-Mrs. E. ().
verted or reclaimed. A baptism is expected course taken by the Moors when first they ers in the Senate and
House, but de1 tn Newport-W. 1*.
within a few weeks—Edward Batchelder, invaded Spain. The next country visited spite that
fact his re-election to the
nu Pittsfield.
who of late has been living in Liberty, has was Algiers, the home for years of bloody
a
great majority was a
moved to Norridgewock to live with his corsairs. Mr. Collins was much interested Presidency by
» n m i:.
in the beautiful specimens of Moorish and silent mark of the esteem in which he
daughter. Mr. Batchelder is very poorly.
Byzantine architecture, and the motley pop- was held by the people of the United
i’*11 and wife, who spent
ulation of Arabs, Berbers, Turks, Bedouins States.
LNITY.
: hrir daughter in Hampand Maltese. Steaming along the northern
Congressman Samuel L. Powers of
Mrs. feetli Pendleton went to the Maine
ned
home—Llewellyn
coast of Africa the Arabic visited the
Massachusetts and Eev. P. S. Henson,
General Hospital last week for an operation world-renowned island of Malta.
work on the railroad
Then on D.
If., pastor of Tremont Temple, were
tson
and Miss Nicker- for appendicitis. She was accompanied by to Athens, where stand the Parthenon, the
i prevented by illness from
re guests of Mrs. II. P.
responding
Mr. Pendleton
E. J. Hatch of Liberty Areh of Hadrian, the Temple of Athena, to toasts \vhif»h
harl ltppn accinmp/l
Mars
Hill and the magnificent Acropolis.
Mr. Charles Marr, who was in town
recently and insured several From Greece the
them.
home in Portland, left
went
through
steamship
sets of farm buildings
Stillman Phillips
Mr. Charles Curtis for
has torn down the barn on the land he the Dardanelles, passing the site of ancient
and across the sea of Marmosa, making
A. Robertson and family
of S. C. F. Files.
Mr. Troy
bought
recently
its next stop at Constantinople, where
mts and family of SearsBUTTERFLY COUNTERFEITERS.
Phillips has a nice position in the mills at several
David Moody Sunday...
days were devoted to viewing
and expects to move there
Skowhegan
an Association meets in
A moth usually rests with his
soon-George Worth of this town has mosques, kiosks, bazaars, and houses of an
fore
1 May
4th— Ephraim
“When Conreceived the appointment of carrier on infinite variety of colors.
wings outspread over the prominent
two nice salmon in Swan
R. F. 1). route No. 1 from Freedom. Mr. stantinople is seen, the whole Eastern
of his hind wings. In anv other
pattern
World
is seen,” said Mr. Collins.
Worth is getting ready to build a new
Leaving Constantinople the Arabic steam- posture he would inevitably meet a
stable and is repairing his buildings inside
ed up the beautiful Bosphorus to the Black swift death. A butterlly, on the con!, 1 \
and out
Thunder showers have begun
Sea
and back. Smyrna, “The Beautiful,” trary, rests usually with his
vans is very poortly this
wings upearly this year, and if the severity in- the
of Asia Minor, was next lifted and
greatest
pressed together.
She creases as one would expect as the warmth visited with city
'K-.se is complicated.
Otheran interesting side trip to the
of the season increases we may look for a
the
wise,
gaudy upper surface would be
»r. t rooker-F. W. Cunancient, historic city of Ephesus. Proceed- fts
notable season for lightning damages.
as
the
conspicuous
black ink on this
ing through the Grecian Archipelago, passGardiner Wednesday on
ing in full view of Rhodes, where once white paper—a signal for attack by reF. Kvans—A shortage of SWANYILLE.
I
lentless
and
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the
voracious
famous
foes.
of
the
In order
Colossus, one
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'top to operations at the
.McKerson returned trom Massa- seven
to hide himself the
wonders of the world.
that before a third of the
butterlly
has, therechusetts
last
Now for the ancient city of Joppa, where fore, lavished all the resources
Friday.Services at the
Beautiful yellow wood
of his
:;de their appearance in our church next Sunday by Rev. A. A. Smith at the cedars were lauded when broughtdown imitative art on the under surface of
1
(iwler of South Gardiner, 1.30 p. m. lie will be there every Sunday from Lebanon; then the city where were his wings.
By far the most astonishenacted those stupendous scenes that have
-'lit of this place, is taking
f
at the same hour until further notice.
All
ing instance of this kind is afforded by
inah Kvans—Miss Grace interested in the Sunday school will meet since held a supreme influence upon the the
Hast
Indian
Kallima butterlly, the
?
ue a few days from South
at the church next Sunday at 12.30 p. m. to religious world, Jerusalem. Side trips were
made to Bethlehem, the Pools of Siioam blue upper surface of which is richly
w here she expects to gradorganize.Mr. E. H. Nickerson arrived and
and
Some
of
members
the
Bethany.
party
ostentatiously adorned with a
Marry Lenfest sold two Monday night to spend a short time at visited
;
the Jordan, Samaria and Galilee.
■••'! s and a quant it} of shoats
stripe of orange, but the under surface
|
Maple Terrace farm and superintend his
The next country visited was Egypt, the of which bears a
attle
last
week
man,
who
lias
farming.Walter
Nickerson,
j
truly staggering likeland of the Nile and the Pharaohs. The
man has returned to Applebeen sick the past ten days, is better_
ness to a leaf, when
the wings are
the valley of the Nile to Cairo was a
trip
up
her
mother.
Miss
;
drawn together. Here we have an inEthelyn Moody has been at home on a feature which will never he
forgotten by sect that
vacation and will return to Belfast Friday.
those who participated. Cairo is the largapes not merely the approxi.Celia Nickerson was at home from Belmate shape and color of a dead leaf but
est city ill Africa, having a population of
Uebekah lodge Wednesday fast a few days last week and returned
j
The
also
in
the
400,000.
midrib with the delicate veinPyramids, of course, came
rained members of Bethel there Monday.... Mr. Emery Cunningham for their full share of wondering attention.
ing, the sharp point, and short stem
and grandsou Elmer went to Bangor last
the
Arabic steamed common to
The degree team of Bethel week to get his horses that had been in the From Alexandria
many tropical leaves. It
through the Straits of Messina, passing might be
i the degree on four candi- woods at Greenfield the past winter.
supposed that this imitation
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Scylla and Cliarybdis, also in full view of of
ink Berry rendered a violin
an
j
ordinary object is sufficiently
Mounts Etna and Stromboli.
Five days
-iced an encore, and speaking CLINTON.
minute to protect the Kallima from its
were
at Naples in the vicinity of
the iodges was enjoyed until
!
A successful entertainment was given by which spent
the excursionists saw the famed Mt. enemies.
lounced, when all repaired the seniors of Clinton High school, Thurs- Versuvius. Excursions were made to Pom- demands Self-preservation apparently
touches even more exquisite;
lull where an appetizing reFour
peii.
days were spent at Rome, where for the resemblance has been so craftiday evening, April 27th. The program
mi— Herbert Sprowl and
tlie party viewed briefly some of the sights
carried out that not merely is a dead
ved to Camden, where they follows: Piano solo, Roy Greeley; singing, of
?
the Eternal City. From Naples the ship ly
ike boarders—Miss Lettie
leaf simulated but in the
l
Lucy Pierce; music, Clukey, Libby quai- proceeded to Villefranche
lighter-colorin the heart of
I
Boshome
from
Miss
Ella
The
ed
tet;
recitation,
Dixon;
Thursday
play,
varieties a dead, shriveled leaf
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tlie famous Riviera.
Mr. Collins was at
he bought millinery goods for Scarlet Bonnet; music,quartet; violin solo,
Monte Carlo in the very height of tlie sea- flecked with parasitic growths, stained,
! summer trade—Uriah N.
Mellie McNally; recitation, Leola Brackett;
and looked on with much interest at and spotted to give the appearance of
-I his farm to Merton Wads- 1 singing, Miss Dyer.
Cast of characters: son,
j
the Casino, where the world’s gamblers are holes eaten
m to
by caterpillars.—Waldemar
Harding, Mass., where Miss Mercy, Minnie Stinson; Miss Hope, to be found. The Arabic returned
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to New
B. Kaempffert in the
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(opening a girls’ boarding school) Fannie York via
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and Queenstown.
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craving
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Kendall; Mrs. Gordon (who enters her orj
Mr. Collins and all the other passengers
her of the Grammer and Mrs.
phan niece in school), Lottie M. Dodge; j were
delighted witli the tour,
Minions in tlm Primary departpupils, Mattie White, Nina Dickey, Alice ! whichthoroughlj
was without a single marring inciWild Flowers in the Home.
ed Mrs. Charles Bills have Bennett, Alice O. Dodge, .lean Gordun,
dent. They regard it as time and money
\......i.i i.
Nettie Weymouth.Sunday, April 30th, {
to splendid advantage.—Courier-Gaspent
the Odd Fellows and Rebekahs in a body ;
Not every one lias a flower
zette.
garden
attended divine service at the Free Baptist j
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to
an
address
Rev.
;t Hatch and daughter Bertha
by
j
l of the summer in the
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country has the
K. B. Foster-Monday Rev. and Mrs. A.
; from Iiingham, Mass., where
freedom of the
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and woods; the wild gardens
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to
in
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from
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every
recently
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lie was employed the past 17th, is the date that has been divided upon tlie peculiar wants of tlie Latin-Ameri- where every one is free to gather, and
the
for
of
The
Concert
Nations.
no
following
one to forbid.
Of course it is bv
Nellie I). Thompson, who
)
typical characters will be represented: Co- : can. Oceanic, and Oriental people. courtesy and custom that this freedom
me a few days, goes to South
Florence Bell: Indian Girl,! When these distant countries are con- extends to
as! of this week to resume : lumbia, Mrs.
the
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Miss Mertie Pease; Scotch Lassie, Miss sidered they are usually regarded as
.'tic
labors—Mrs. Arthur
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■t sister, Miss Minnie Woods,
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the
of the Regiment, Miss Ethel occasional American
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George Daughter
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Miss
long,
roadside
Maid,
Lucy
Not long ago, for example, an Ameriflower-beds, and
itypoint, Belfast, spent last McKenuey; .Japanese
[
Miss Lottie M. Dodge;
looking for rarer and more effective
s
can company tried to seli a cargo of
grandmother, Mrs. M. P. ! Pierce; Gretchen,
)
Tamfences
things
along
and
Phebe Cross and her friends, j Gipsy Maid, Miss Belle Richardson;
hedges and in
bourine Girl, Ethel Merrill; French Maid, heating stoves in Para, lfrazii. Para is shadowed and
Spencer and Gertrude Brad- i Mrs. Elmer
solitary places.
j
a little more than one degree south
just
Thibault
; Swiss Maid, Mattie
!
lorn Academy spent last SatIf one has acquired the habit of wildGreeley; Spanish Maid, Nina Goodwir, of the equator.
S
lay with Miss Cross’ parents, w
flower gathering, and the
ith other attractions to be added.
The women of India like to get their
knowledge of
Koscoe Cross
Ernest Higwhat to gather and how' to
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cotton goods done up in paper boxes,
bring her
friend Mr. Ryder from Freeiumvnu
rue.
each containing in addition a few pieces gleanings safely home; and the still furwere at Mr. Daniel Higgins*
ther
of
the best decorative
knowledge
of colored glass and a gilt box. These
Sunday—Will Meader, who
effect to be
-n Auburn, Me., was at home
Milford, Me., April 28. Sparks from a trinkets are
worthless, and reached a gotten from them, she has
a
few days—Mrs. D. O.
pile of burning waste boards on the banks their cost to practically
possibility of great satisfacthe manufacturers is intained the society of Standard of the l’enobseot river, carried by the wind
tion and everyday happiness.—Candace
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But the sturdy British
of
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&
into
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lumber
Sons
late
home
last
yard
Thursday evening.
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Wheeler, in the May Atlantic.
today, started a tire that before it had been dealer will not descend to further his
-ut, Miss N. D. Thompson, was
Ue theme of the evening was
controlled, destroyed 21 buildings and l,- trade by the inclusion of such absurd
work in the Philippines.
(XX),000 feet of lumber, entailing a total loss gewgaws; and as American manufacStaples for Congress.
roughly estimated at $50,000. The build- turers have never given’ the matter a
b^'CVlHIvE.
ings destroyed included the Episcopal thought, the trade is beginning to pass
At a meeting in Rockland
Wednesday
e
in town is still changing church, the Maine Central railroad station, to
Germany, where cotton cloths with night, April 20, of Limeworkers’ Union
the town hall, three stores and 15 dwellings.
>
C, Higgins has bought the
I
The buildings were small wooden frames their accompanying baubles are put up No. 1790, it was voted unanimously by
us farm and Fred L. Higgins
and did not average over $2,000 in value. to suit the Hindu taste. That Oriental the 250 members to support
j
Lindley M.
the E. L. Bartlett farm
W. The lumber loss falls chiefly on Barker & trait of femininity—which seems to be Staples of Washington for
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CongressSous, and is estimated at $10,000. The .IorI
companied by his sister, Mrs. dan Lumber Co., of Old Town was a small simply an expression of the same man in 1906. President Ilarriman states
that lead the Occidental that this action will be endorsed
1 Miss Martha Coffin, went to
promptings
!
by all
loser. The post office and the American sisterhood to
i 1 2Gth—Mr. ar.d Mrs. Benj.
to make purchases the other labor unions in
the second
House, and 1,500,000 feet of lumber were in stores thatprefer
to Bangor this week.
Theii
issue
trading stamps—is Congressional district.
saved with difficulty. Several families lost
regret their removal from much of their effects, while others were but one of the numberless little details
From the action taken by this meetthey have been good citizens able to move their goods outside the lire that must ultimately be studied by
ing it will be seen that something has
years ...V. N. Higgins made a zone.
commercial
The
nations
America.
occurred
to change the original plan of
;• to Bangor April 24th, returnThe town of Milford is situated 1:1 miles that fail to consult the preferences of the
Miss Alfreda Ward, who lias
labor organizations to nominate
northwest of Bangor on the line of the the maids and matrons “on the road to
nford Falls for several weeks,
Senator Staples for Governor.
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It is
Maine Central railroad. It was incorporat;ne last Tuesday.. E. H. Littlecannot hope to gain lasting understood that
f
ed in 1833 and named on account of mills on Mandalay”
Cyrus W. Davis will
from
j
Idaho
28th...
.The
favor
there.
April
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be a good enough candidate for Govera very valuable water power on the Penob■*. n
began Monday with the fol- scot river. The population in Woo was
When I was in Japan they told me nor for them in 1906,
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380,
says the Rockland
hers:
station district, Miss
j
and the valuation the same year $3(17,non es- of an enterprising American who had Star.
Miss
Grace
Centre,
Wing; tates and 272 polls. Tin- town is about one arrived with a new cure for corns. He
|
Miss Bessie L. Higgins; Ward
;
mile troni Old Town, from which it is sepa- had learned by correspondence that in
Ashford ; Files, Miss .Susie
rated by two bridges over the Penobscot all
! horndike. Miss Elva Hasty.
Japan no remedy for these inflicj
riror si.ml u hi'Sl.HP.h.
id Mrs. V. N. Higgins passed
tions had ever been sold, and he conjured
with their sister, Mrs. »J. T.
But when he
up a dream of fortune.
ickson. Mrs. Hatch has many
Maine Agriculture Advancing.
got to the Sunrise Kingdom he disis vicinity who will be pleased
!
covered than the people are a barefoothe has so far recovered from
Last week's issue of the Maine Farmer ed race and had no corns to cure.
A
of “L. F.”
iiness of last winter as to be up
contained reports from its special expert
This is a grotesque incident, but it is
oni a little— Mrs. K. .J. Knowlcorrespondents from every part of the state one
North Bucksport, Me., Oct. 30,1903.
of many instances of American
•rville, Mass., is here caring for giving the outlook of fauu op erations and
u ho lia.K
hp>p»n cnnlinpil to lip>r
conditions for the coming year.
The failure to secure trade abroad simply
Dear Sirs:—
'■umatism for several weeks.
majority of the reports indicate an advance because of our ignorance of foreign
I have used “L. F.” Bitters for about
in tho \fuv
in the stock and dairy interests, including r'nnriitinnQ _Tlarnlfl
two years and have found it very bene■OCKTOK SFF.INGS.
an increasing tendency to enlarge the flocks
Booklovers
Magazine.
One of my neighbors has a
ficial.
■'ill be an entertainment at the of improved breeds of sheep. More and
for farm and city purposes
small boy who had a very nervous
ul.ool house, Friday evening, Way better horses
will likewise be bred; the same advance
trouble.
“L. F.” has almost completely
A Brooks Orchard.
nterests of the Christian Asso- holds true with regard to swine and
poulcured him in a very short time.
u the Sunday school.
Mrs. Pru- try. The area devoted to corn will be conEx-Sheriff Joseph R. Littlefield of 3rooks
Yours truly,
nam, the well known and popular siderably increased and potatoes growing has something of an orchard. In conversaas been engaged to recite several
will not take a backward step. The other tion with his sou, Selectman Harry W. LitMRS. JEDEDIAH SEAVEY,
and
A violinist will be present,
erops
incereals, special
orcharding
tlefield, we learn the following facts in relaEases nerve pressure by nature’s
play the old fashioned tunes of a terests are not to fall behind in any respect. tion to it. Of apple trees, of all sizes, they
'■ years
Miss Lillian Sylvester In fact the farmers of Maiue have ceased have about 3,000. These trees if set 30 feet
ago.
A healthy liver and well
own method.
furnish music for the occasion. to measure the possibilities of reward by
You can depend
apart, the usual distance, would cover sixty regulated bowels.
1 zzie
Sylvester and others will re- the standard of a single year’s returns. acres, a good sized farm. The trees are not upon “L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitters, 35
omission 10 cents. All are cordial- Tlieir motto has become progressive on a all in one group, but are scattered over their
i to attend.
cents at all stores.
If stormy it will be scale which the past has demonstrated will large farm; beside the walls, fences, roads,
'; pleasant
night— William Q. Spln- yield profitable returns in a series of years etc. About two thirds of their trees are
1 I
an
The regardless of occasional low margins on bearing; many just beginning. In 1004 they
auction last Saturday.
ei-r was Kane of
Searsport-The specific products.
raised 1,000 barrels of apples, of which 700
iiave come up South Branch stream
barrels were Baldwins; 150 barrels were R.
ban usual_Mr. Frank Bowdoin
I.
Greenings, and 150 barrels of fall apples.
Lee
Gen. Fitzhugh
Dead.
1 fort was in town
to
trying
recently
Their young trees, not bearing, are mostly
team for plowing. It is almost imRiver and Ben Davis.—Waldo County
Wolf
General FitzWashington, April 28.
to engage men or teams for farm
Advocate.
Mr. George Overlook has sold his hugh Lee of Virginia died at the ProviHerbert Hopkins and has bought dence hospital, in this city, at 11.20 o’clock,
Did Not Fast or Pray.
pair
Herman Partridge shipped tonight, as the result of an attack of apopIn Brighton market and get highest price and
"is of
lexy and paralysis with which he was
sale. I handle live
apples to Boston last week
For the first time within a half century, cash twenty-four hours from
stricken early this morniug, while traveling
lb Littlefield has been painting his
stock on small commission and guarantee quick
were
services
Fast
the
annual
omitted
Day
to Washington.
Boston
from
rail
for
oid
shipping
Write
directions. My
by
returns.
extensive
t
making
repairs—Mr.
in Hallowell—a thing not creditable to market letter free.
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.ii
1
Lathrop, wife and sou, visited at
Christian
Reporter.
people.—Hallowell
Mission
Muss.
The
;V
Mr. and
uge Lathrop’s recently
FRANK LEROY LIBBY,
f>- Hatch went to Cape Jellison reto see the new wharf—Mr. Wilbur
“Tainted!” says Dr. Gladden. “Taint”
p
American House, Boston, Mass.,
sold a horse last week to Mr. John says Mr. Rockefeller. (And then repeat ad
Wi
or Burnham, Maine.
Digest* what you eat*
libitum.)—Boston Globe.
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I CALIFORNIA
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Do you want to live where the climate is mild the
year round—
where labor is never oppressed by stress of weather, and where
animal vitality is never lost by mere conflict with cold?
Do you want to live in a region where the resources are more
varied than in any other equal area in the world, where the division
of great ranches affords a fine opportunity to get a small farm that
will assure you a competence?
Do you want to live where, with a minimum of labor,
you .can
grow profitable crops of grapes and small fruit, oranges, lemons,
olives, prunes and almonds, alfalfa and grain, where crops are sure,
business is good and capital easily finds profitable investment ?
Then go to California, where both health and
opportunity await
your coming.

—

■v.

rne

—

Chicago, Union Pacific and
North-Western Line

is the most direct route to the Pacific Coast, and there are two fast
through trains daily via this line, over the famous double-track
railway between Chicago and the Missouri River. One-way Co onist
tickets are on»sale daily, March i to May 15, at
the rate of $33.00 from Chicago, with correK
spondingly low rates from all points, give you
^B^P an unusual chance to make the trip.

—

■

—

These tickets

are good on
daily and personally conducted
excursions, on which a double berth in a Pullman tourist
sleeping car from Chicago costs only $7.00. Round-trip tickets
are always on sale from all
points at reduced rates via the

>

—

Chicago & North-Western, Union Pacific
Southern Pacific Railways.

—

W. B.

■

KNISKERN,

P. T. M. C. & N.-W.
Please mail free
I

FILL IN THIS COUPON

and

to

particulars concerning

Ry., Chicago, 111.
address, California booklets, maps and full

my

rates

and train service.

\

AND MAIL IT TO-DAY.
_K_

NW484_

—

FRED ATWOOD, w,SOHT- Insurance

...

—

—

■
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For Nervous Children
Teaspoonful

SELL YOUR

LIVE STOCK

1

—

■

—

~

—

1

j'

Kodol Dyspepsia Dure

Real Estate

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and

Inspection.

j

GASOLINE

I

MARINE MOTORS,
The

Security

Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

T

makes

in Maine

are

now

better

than ever.

Used

on farms as well

STIIjES, Agent, Brooks, Me.

HEALTH

Motors

for 1903-1904 and

STROUT,

Bn BBS
■ | ||n ™

reliable

outsold all other

FARMS FOR

M. S.

old

Mianus

TROUT’S SPRING LIST describes the 200 best bargains selected
from over 3,000 farms listed with us for sale in Maine, Vermont,
Massachusetts,Connecticut, New York, Delaware and Maryland; 5 to
2,000 acres, $ft0Q to$20,000: on easy terras. Cuts show the buildings on 80 of these farms. Some
have stock, tools and household furniture included. All described in detail with travelling instructions so that you can visit the farm and trade with the owner. J t is the most complete book of
real farm bargains ever issued. Just out; mailed free. Write to-dav. Address
150 Nassau St., N. Y. City, Tremont Temple, Boston, or Augusta, Maine.
5. A.

water.
Both phones.

AND VITALITY

MIANUS MOTOR WORKS,

dh. mott-s

HEaVERINE
g
great iron and tonic pill and restorative fornn n and women, produce’
1 strength and vitality, builds
the
up
system and renews the normal vigor
Dringingheulthaud happiness. OOdosesina box. Forsalobvalldru^o-ists!
«*“",ly wmpi«0d. < n receipt of price. $| .OO pi-Mios.
AFTER U0U1D.
USING. £I’JVOW1illuiLiiir’
«ritn
O boxes for $5.00. Dr. Muffs Chemical Co..
Cleveland, nhjg

jThe

G. D. Thorndike, Man’g Portland Branch

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.
On

mii<1 alter Oci. in, lito-l. trains connecting
liurnham and Wan-rvillc with through traint
tor anti from lian_.>r, U uterville, Porttai. l and

at

EASTBKN STEAMSHIP CO.
liANUUR

DIVISION.

Itoston, will

A Matter of

SUMMER SERVICE.—Six Trips a Week
to Boston.

Simple

o

—

and

Commencing Monday,^May, l, 1905,

steamers

Belfast for Boston, via Camden and Rockland, daily, exceptSunday, at 4.30 i\ m.
For Searsport and Hampden, Tuesdays, Tliurs
days and Sundays at 7.45 a. m.
tor Hucksport, Winterport and Bangor daily,
except Mon*iay, at 7.45 a. m., or upon arrival oi
leave

steamer from Boston.

KEl URNING.

$ From Boston dally, except Sunday, at 5 r. m.
From Rockland, via Camden, daily, except
Monday, at 5 30 a. m
From Hampden and Searsport Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
daily, except Sundays, at 1.30 i*. in.
All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this company is insured against fire and marine

risk.

POTE. Agent,Belfast
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Gen'I Managei, Boston

FRED W.
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Flag station.
Limited tickers for Boston are now sold at
§5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale l»v L. W. Ckhkob
GKO. F. EVANS.
\gent, Belfast.
Vice President and Genera' Manager.
F. E. Boothbv. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
f

Made by Detroit White Lead Works
Sold by

N. S. LORD &

CO.,

Ut-LFAST. 51A1AE,

LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE |N
SURANCE COMPANY.
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SERVICE

..

Gross
OX

PENOBSCOT BAY AND

31. 1901.

>
Real estate.
Mortgage loans..
Stocks and bonds. ..
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents
..

L-.57.-2n 69
:..:;is.».*..• no
■..»1 25
l7.4 vj
1.3i5.i_*7 5o
48.515 57

assets.§12,107.398 43

31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses
§ 616,193 22
Unearned premiums..
5,767.675 26
All Other liabilities
654,637 99
Surplus over all liabilities
5,008.891 96
LI A HI LI 1 IKS PKCKMP.KK

RIVER

..

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky

Mountain Tea

Nuggets

A Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific*for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, 35 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.
GOLDEN NUGGEJS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
R. H. MOODY

FOR

SALE

50 h. p. engine, 80 li. p. boiler, feed pumps. Per
ryman Heater and complete engine room equipment. Also other bargains in new and secondhand wood* working and iron working machinery.
We art also headquaiters for ship’s pumps, capstans, chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy castings for vessels, both iron and and brass. Let us
figure >our requirements.
ALBERT RUSSELL & SONS CO.,
Iyr3
Newbury port, Mass.

Daily, Sundays excepted and weather
permuting, as tollows:
Leave Bucksport, 7.50 a. m., or after arrival ol
train leaving bangor at 6.50 a. m.
Leave Castine, «y.05 a. m.
Leave Belfast, 10.06 a. m., or after arrival ol
train due in Belfast at 10.05 a. m.
Leave Camden, 11.35 a. 111.
Arrive Rockland, 112.20 p. m.
Leave Rockland, 1.00 p. m.
Leave Camden, 1.45 p. m.
Belfast, 3.15 p. m., connection being made
at Beltast with train leaving at 3.20
p. ni.
Leave Castine, 4.10 p. m.
Arrive Buckspori, 5.45 p. m.,
with
connecting
tram leaving at 6.10
p. m. tor bangor, Portland
and Boston.
•Passengers can take train leaving Belfast at
1.25 p. 111. lor Portland and Boston.
tTrain leaves Rocklai d at 1.40 p. m. for Bath.
Lewiston, Augusta, Portland and Boston.
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass. & Ticket
Agent
Gfco. 11 EV A.Ns, Vice Pres. & Uen’l
Manager
Portland, Dec. 1, l‘J04.—tf46

Total liabilities and surplus .§12,107,398 43
JAMES PATTEfi & SON. Agents, Belfast, Me.
Swift

8e

L®a,ye

_•vien or wonwnf local
ET
l/L A A|~f*
■ KU
representatives foi
nigh class magazine. Large Coiiiinis>ions. Casl
prizes. Write ,1 N. TRAINER. SO East Wash
ingtou Square, New York, N. Y.
8tf

co

nd- n

an

d

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets. stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a

postal card ami you will receive a prompt call.
WALTKK 11. COOM US.
lyG
Corner Cross and Fedeial Sts., Belfast.

VFN

S

PHEMiUMS

Six

Dining Chair, and )
Large Arm Darker
|
w itli Sin a-smine-nt of onr
Snaps,
extract', spire-, Tea. Coffee,
Cocoa, loiiet tioods and standard groceries. t a-aloglle ol
COO IITII Kti 1‘li K M I C us.

HOJIK aUt t’l.V CO.,
Dcpl. 4. Augusta, M e.

THE HEWS OF BROOKS.

SKARSPORT LOCALS.

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

Capt. Daniel S. Uoodell is at the Searsport House.
A. M. Kane was in Prospect Saturday in
charge of the Spinney auction.
Lawyers Eugene P. Carver and Mr. Reed

of Boston were in town this week.

The Brooks High school have their anlual school paper in the hands of the print-

i

*

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and

more

healthful.

novAt mgwo powder

A small schooner was at Mack’s Point
this week with lumber for the wharf there,
and another load is expected soon.

go.,

new vowk.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Master of Mariner’s
Wilson Colson,
Lodge, E. & A. M., is attending the meetin Portland.
of
the
grand
lodge
ing

in town.

W. Curtis, quartermaster on
Arizonian of the Hawaiian line, is
visiting Capt. and Mrs. Henry G. Curtis.

Mr. Ray Bowden returned early last
week from Plymouth, R. I., and will be at
home for the summer.

Leilie Little of Bucksport, V. of M., ’ftt,
who has been on the railroad survey
at Mack’s Point, is transferred to Prospect.

Mr. Willard Berry has established regular
conveyance between Sandypoiut and our
village to connect with steamer Tremont on
her daily trip to and from Bangor aud Castine.

George

apt. w Hired \. Mcnois, ana Messers.
K. Trundy, C. 0. Sawyer and VV. M.
Parse were in Bangui' oil business last week.

(.
A.

Mr. Albert Kelley of Portland arrived
in town early last week to call on old friends
aud look after his property here. He has
leased his house on Mill street to Mr.
Wheaton, a contractor of tne railroad.

Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Bradbury and little
son of New York are occupying the tenement of Mrs. J. C. Dutch on Roulston
street.

Miss Jennie S. Price of Carmel, Me.,
State organizer of the W. C. T. U., delivered a lecture at the Methodist vestry Mon-

(O

n.

Seekins is in the employ of Geo. A.

r*

Horace E. Bobbin* is making extensive
on his saw mill.

pairs

Edmund Holmes in last week’s locals
slmuid have read Edmund Ames.
Walwjr Moody went to Sandypoint last
week, where he has secured work.
Mi** Ella Cole of
Marion Mathews’ for

Prospect is
a

few

at

Mrs.

weeks.

George A. Partridge has a handsome four
years old Perclieron stallion for sale.
Herbert Black was in Waldo last week
and brought home a large yoke of Holstein
oxen.

Arthur Dockham of Prospect was in town
last week in search of a girl to do house
work.
Charles Nickerson has gone to Cape
Jellison, where he is driving a team for the
railroad company.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hicks of Plymouth
in town last week visiting her parents, Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Welch.
were

Miss Ruby Larrabee, who has been at
work for Mrs. Marion Mathews since last
November, has returned to her home in
Prospect, where she will attend school.
Mr. Littlefield of the X. M. 8. R. R. wras
in town last week and settled with Geo. A.
Partridge and Herbert Black for lumber.
Mr Littlefield says that they are about
ready to put in coal pockets at Macks Point,

vSearsport.

The body of Geo. W. Damon was brought
lere for burial last Monday, and prayers
,vere made at the grave by Rev. E. E. Col>urn.
Mr. Damon died several weeks ago
n Freedom, where he had lived for the
>ast 20 years, and the hod' had been placed
n
the receiving tomb. As stated in this
ia per at the time of his death he was for
nauy years a resident of this town and the
ilder portion of our people regarded him as
>ne of our own citizens. He was 80 years of
ige at the time of his death. In early life
Mrs.
re was a hardworking, hustling man.
Charles Henry Jones of Wakefield, Mass.,
ind Mrs. Wm. Jones of Brockton, Mass.,
vere here to attend the burial of their
ather. We remember them here as Harriet
mil Mary Damon. They improved the
iccasion to visit the old homestead which
I hey left years ago and made brief calls up< m old-time friends and schoolmates here.

Mr. Forest Clark moVed his family from
the village into the so-called Sylvanus
Roberts house in the upper part of our
town, Saturday. Mr. Clark is the carrier
or, our K. F. If. Xo. 1.

Mrs. Ann McGilvery arrived Tuesday
from Mt. View, California, where she spent
the w inter with her daughter, Mrs. W. M.
Griffin.

Partridge.

1

Mr. Elmer Thompson is making quite extensive interior improvements in the Morton house, so-called, bought by him last
autumn as a home.
He will occupy the

premises

as

soon as

repairs

are

_

At the recent term of the Supreme Judilial Court in Belfast, a writ was entered
whereby Charles II. Irving formerly of
Brooks, now of Lisbon Falls, has brought
suit against the estate of Jonathan R. Irvng, late of Brooks, deceased; for the sum
if $2,334.00, the account being mostly made
ip lor labor claimed to have been performid for the late Mr. Irving in his lifetime.
Hon. W. P. Thompson of Belfast is Charles
H. Irving’s attorney. The case will be in
irder for trial at the next September term.

Sunday Mr. Eugene P. Carver of Boston
was

stun.

Eil. 1;i:\ke is in the employ of II. E. Robbins.

completed.

The Stockton Trust Company, chartered
last winter, will probably complete arrangemeuts in the near future to enable the
opening of a regular banking business in
town iu response to the present demand.

vana.

Brunswick, Ga., April 26. Sld, bark Herbert Fuller, New York; sch. Charles 11.
S. H. Morgan, supt. of the Winterport Wolston, Stonington; 27, sld, schs. Theo.Vater Works, has had a very busy winter, \ line and Sedgwick, Boston; 29, sld, schs.
to the severe cold weather which I Alice llolbrook, Baltimore; John I. Snow,
* wing
Darien, to complete cargo for Rockland.
mseil many freezes and bursts in the main
Puula Gorda, Fla., April 26. Cld, sch.
Mr. Hiram Vinal of Vinalhaven was |
in
one
the
time
the
ice
reservoir
At
Adelaide
Barbour, Tilton, Baltimore; 29,
>ipes,
the guest of Mr. aud Mrs. Herberts. HopS. Schuster, Crocker,
cld,
kins, Thursday and Friday. Mr. Vinal l Llld standpipe made daily pumping tleces-1 Northsch. Wintield Mass.
Weymouth,
anticipates opening a quick lunch room in
Mr. Morgan has relaid the main on I
ary.
Salem, Mass., April 26. Ar, sch. Edward
our village,
somewhere on centre Main 51m street, made necessary repairs on
T. Stotesbury, Newpori News.
street.
•'errv and Willow streets, and is replacing j
Machias, April 27. Ar, schs. W. R. Perhe bursted pipes on Cushing street. At
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Burden of I.ittlekins, Belfast.
he lower end he will relay the main on j
ton. Col., announce the birth of a daughter
Calais,
April 27. Sld, sch. Melissa Trask,
ilaisdeli hill and connect Parsonage and ;
on Easter Sunday.
Mrs. B. was formerly
Jersey City.
dechanic streets, so that the circulating
Miss Laura Maiden of our town, and con27. Ar, sch. EmJacksonville, Fla.,
1 lystem may be perfect.
Later, he willex- ma S. Lord, Norfolk. April
gratulations are offered by many old
the
to a greater depth and
lavate
reservoir
friends.
Carrabelle, F'la., April 27. Ar, sch. Hatjuild a new dam, which with some other tie C.
Luce, St. Thomas.
Mrs. A. T. Oxnard arrived Wednesday
!
mprovements will put the system in the
Fernandina, April 19. Ar, sch. Pendleton
water1
from
best
order.
With
to
the
pure
spring
Logansport,
Indiana,
•eiy
spend
| summer with her
Satisfaction, Providence; 27, sld, sch. Win.
son, Mr. II. W. Oxnard, I ind sufficient pipe and hydrant service, E.
Downes, New Haven.
nu
is
one oi wie ci\n engineers oi me
Ainterport will be on an equality with
News, April 28. Ar, schs. Lucy
X. XI. -S. R. R. They have leased .Mrs. C. I owns many times its size and with little E. Newport Providence
Friend,
(and sld for New< I
S. Reudell’s residence.
inger of being wiped out by file as many
buryport); Luthei T. Garretson,
■illages and cities have been during the May 1. ar, sell. Gov. Powers, Bangor. Salem;
Park
S.
arrived
the middle of the
Harry
Mrs. Percy Campbell and lit- j
j last year
Charleston, S. C., April 28. Sld, seh. J.
le daughter Doris of Boston are visiting Manchester
past week, from Worcester, Xlass., and,
Haynes, Boston.
ler parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nason..
i
having bought the undertaker’s
Mobile, Ala., April 28. Ar, sch. Susie P.
dr. and Mrs. Walter Haley iiave reunited
Havana.
metit of the .1. \V. Ames Co.’s business to
rom a visit of
several weeks in BostVi Oliver,
Fall River, Mass., April 29.
Sld, sch.
add to his opened here previously, he lias ; md vicinity.Mrs. II. I'. Simpson
Melissa A. U i 1 ley, Fernandina.
decided to give his attention to carrying on j 1 ind son Melvin left last Thursday for
Port Tampa, April 30. Sld, sch. Edward
where her husband II.
lit. Vernon, N. Y
said matters, at least through the summer.
Cole, Baltimore.
XIr. Park is qualified to attend to embalm- tas a position with his brother, J. M.
FOKKIGN POUTS.
They will be greatly missed i
ing, and all tilings connected with a first Simpson.
their many friends in town.1
i>
Bermuda, April 20. In port, sch. Jessie
class undertaking establishment.
Sir. and Mrs. Mirandi of Boston were the Lena, waiting orders.
Saturday brought the second locomotive ruests of Mrs. Mirandi’s mother,' Mrs., Callao, April 19. Ar, ship Abner Coburn,
lutierrez, last week....Mrs. 1). Kendall, Burgess, Port Blakely (for Newcastle,
I to Stockton soil, which was landed amid
the cheers of a crowd of on-lookers and the me of our oldest ladies in town, is very low. NSW, and San Francisco).
ler son, Mr. Alvin Kendall, and daughter, |
Auckland, April 24. Ar, steamer Sonoma,
of whistles. This is a regular Urs. Nellie
Crosby of Valley Kails, Kansas ! Herrinian, Sail Francisco via Honolulu lor
! screaming
Kev. 1. 11. W. Sydney, NSW.
train engine, and all day Sunday people! 1 irrived Sunday afternoon
Canning, NS, April 24. Cld, sch. Noromfrom Searsport, Belfast, Prospect, Frank-' iVhartf and wife have moved here and will j
Havana.
I fort and our town were visiting the wharf iccupy tlie house belonging to Mrs. Wbartf. ; bega,
I I III-. I......
A -.I'll
0-1
I,1
--.1.
Ill, 1-1
rl>.
Eastern.
enter-I
...lushing
Star,
Chapter,
and inspecting the locomotive, the crowd
ained the Hampden
Star
Norfolk.
Wednesday
oneof
the
ilonroe
fair
reminding
gathering,
About
22
visitors
were
ivening.
present, j
Kingston, ,1a., April 12. Ar, sch. Harold
An excursion party from Bueksport (the
in elegant supper was served and a very \ C. Beecher, Pascagoula.
initiative in that line.) landed about nooii at
St. Croix, April 20. Ar, at Fredericksted,
the new wharf, leaving about live p. m. for 5 deasant social time enjoyed—The W. 11.
v Dramatic Club will present the drama
brig llavilah, Richardson, Perth Amboy.
home. Certainly, our Cape is attracting a
■■■titled “Jedediah Judkins, J. P.,” at
Honolulu, April 20.
Ar, ship Will. P.
great deal of attention now-a-days! Work
is being pushed there in all directions, i Juion hall Monday night for the benefit of Frye, Sewall, Shanghai; 27, sld, ship A. J.
he
senior
class—At
the
annual
meeting Fuller, San Francisco.
Thirty additional carpenters arrived XIoti-1 if the
Port Spain, April 17. Sid, sch. Helen M.
Winterport Cemetery Trust Co. the
day to swell the crews at work upon the
wharf. The big steam shovel is daily widen- j ollowing officers were re-elected: Presi- Atwood, New \ork; 19, in port, sch. Edith
Seth
H.
C.
R.
G.
Folwell for N. of H.
Morgan; clerk,
Hill;
ing the cut through Speed’s point, keeping i lent,
rustees, S. H. Morgan, Albert Peirce, 11.
Melbourne, March 27. In port, ship Roathe smaller engine busy hauling away the
Lougee, Ellery Bowden, C. R. Hill. Sev- noke, Amsbury, for Sydney, N. S. W.
dirt thrown on to flat ears. The new loco-1
motive is for work on the construction j iral have availed themselves of the opporMARITIME MISCELLANY.
for care of their cemetery lots by the
unity
train.
The heavy steel rails—weighing
Vineyard Haven, Mass., April 20. Schr.
[dust
White’s Corner Sunday
eighty-five pounds per yard, being thirty- School Co_The
Association was reorganized Sunday, Merrill C. Hart, Hurricane Island for New
three feet long—are to arrive the present
kpril 23d, and the following officers were York, grounded on Horseshoe Shoal yesterweek from Philadelphia. Two four-masted
hosen : Arthur Edmonds, superintendent; day afternoon, came oil two hours later,
schooners are now on passage to our harB. Clements, assistant superintend- apparently uninjured, without assistance,
bor, loaded with those big “track steels.” Innie Carrie
Chase, secretary; Eugene and anchored here.
nt;
This has a decided business-like air: and all
Hark Rose Innes, 709 tons, built at Rath
titchie, librarian. It is hoped that an infeel an inspiration from the commercial
in 1881 for the west coast nitrate trade, at
erest will be manifested and maintained
activity. In our village the work has actual- n the
that
time hailing from Portland, has been
Sunday school, which will be held at
ly begun, two cuts, one on Middle and one
purchased by Mitchell & Megee of Phila0,30 a, m. every pleasant Sunday.
on School street, twelve and seven feet
deep,
delphia, and will be placed in the general
respectively, have been made to bring the
eoa-twise business. About one quarter of
NEWS OF THE NEW RAILROAD.
roadbed to the necessary level,and the good
the vessel is owned in Valparaiso.
work is steadily progressing.
Brunswick, Ga., April 20. Schr. John I.
A gang ot 100 Italians for the Northern
Wood, from Darien for Rockland,
leaport road arrived in Portland Sunday Snow,which
Me.,
NORTHPORT NEWS,
put in here in distress and disn the Horatio Hall and went east on the
charged her cargo o£ lumber, is now
’ullman.
temporarily repaired, and will commence
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Hassan are
occupyA meeting of the State board of railroad loading today.
ing their cottage at Temple Heights for the
ommissinners
was
held
at
the
Rockland, Me,, April 24. Schr, Charlotte
Bangor
season.
muse, Friday morning, for the purpose of L. Morgan, which stranded on Southern
<
Mrs. Mayo Ilerriniaii of Montville has
onsidering several proposed changes in the island, near Tenants Harbor, April 10, was
opened her cottage at Temple Heights and 1 ight of way of the Northern Seaport rail- floated today and towed to Allens Island to
oad in the towns of Lagrange, Bradford, be fitted for a lime coaster.
will remain there until November.
She is not
ilenburn, Hermon, Winterport and Frank- badly damaged. Charles E. Rieknell. of
Mrs. Heal and Mrs. Bishop of Camden i ort. The
in the plans of this city, purchased her. [ Mr. Rieknell has
changes
proposed
have opened their boarding house at Tem- 1 he road were
insignificant, merely details since sold the schooner back to the Gay
pie Heights for the summer season.
( f construction in which only the engineers
Head Fire Brick Company.]
nd contractors are interested and will not
Boston, April 27. After an exceptionally
Mr. and Mrs. George Benson of Belfast
naterially change the route of the road.
long passage from Rosario, the barkentine
have opened Pleasant View cottage for the
Mabel
I. Meyers, Capt. Meyers, arrived
summer and will care for visitors who come
Alexander Cameron, the construction
and hauled into the old
to Temple fleights.
I oreman for the Pennsylvania steel com- yesterday morning
Cunard dock, East Boston, where she will
lany, which has the contract to furnish all
Mrs. Nina E. Hobbs of Belfast and Mrs.
her
cargo of 1240 bales of wool.
he bridges used on the line of the Northern discharge
Hattie E. Banks of Boston are at O. A.
Terrific weather delayed the vessel and
ilaine
K-.
has
Seaport
K.,
completed
arrangeon
the
Bluff
Dickey’s
during the serious ill- nents to secure the scow owned
prolonged her passage so that she was 80
ness of his sister, Mrs. N. II. Rhoades
by the Wc- days at sea. In the south Atlantic, March
of
Cay & l)ix Co., to carry the long steel sec- 8, one of the sailors, Charles
Rockland.
von Ferson, a
ions to Stockton Springs and Frankfort
was swept overboard and drowned.
darsh. The steamer Lottie and Way, Capt. German,
Mr. and Mrs. James \V. Starbird of BanFor 14 days she was knocking about off
1. B. Lowell, will do the towing. Another
gor are to arrive at Temple Heights this
Cape Hatteras, being unable to make any
arge stationary engine of a larger type is
week and will occupy their cottage, Kelso
progress. Gales and hurricanes prevailed,
n the way for use at the yard at Bucksport
Cabin, for the summer months. Mr. and
and her sails were torn from the gaskets or
or handling the large columns of steel.
Mrs. Starbird have been annual visitors at
blown to ribbons.
the Heights for many years.
The work on the Seaport road is now
nogressing at a rapid rate. Wen are at
Mrs. N. H. Rhoades of Rockland, who
To Cure a Cold in One l>ay.
cork all along the right of way from
has been so critically ill for several weeks
itoekton Springs to South Lagrange and
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
at the home of her brother, O. A.
he work of construction is being rushed,
Dickey,
Tablets. All druggists refund the money
at the Bluffs, is now gaining and
ireat quantities of material are constantly
hopes are
if it fails to cure. K. W. Grove’s signature
entertained for her complete recovery.
leing received at Stockton and assembled is on each box, 23c.
here for distribution along the line as fast
Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. Perkins of Bel.s the road is built.
At Hermon Junction
fast have opened their cottage at
Iso all kinds of material used in railroad
Northport
BELFAST FRICK CURRENT.
Campground and will remain during the
(instruction are being discharged. A crew
Mr. Perkins has his store at the
summer.
d several hundred Italians is at work at
Corrected
Weekly for The Journal.
north gate opened, and is carrying a comhe northerly terminal at South Lagrange
Produce Market.
Prices Paid Producer.
plete line of groceries.
vhere A. E. Trites, the chief contractor of
40|Hay IP ton, 10.00®13.00
he road, has a large stretch of road under Apples IP bu.,
The annual canipmeeting at the Metho5 Hides IP lb,
dried, IP lb,
64
lis own supervision. Nearly 2000 men are
2.00 Lamb
dist campground will be held during the
Beans, pea,
lb,
12
iow at work along the road and more men
2.50 Wool Skins,
l.oo®l.2A
Yel’eyes,
last full week in August. Some new feare constantly being nut at work.
Butter IP lb,
20®/22 Mutton IP lb,
6®.9
tures will be introduced in the program
40
6(6.8!Oats IP bu.,V32 lb,
sides, IP lb,
this year, and it is expected that a ChautauThe steamer Golden Rod made an excur- Beef,
Beef fore
5!Potatoes IP bu., 35®40
ion from Bucksport to Stockton Springs Barley IP quarters,
qua assembly may be held preceding the
60 Round Hog,
6
bu.,
campmeeting week.
iunday with about 40 people to enable them Cheese Ip lb,
10.00
141 Straw Ip ton,
o view the progress of work on the termiChicken IP lb,
151 Turkey IP lb,
25@28
F. L. French, manager of the Northport
lal of the Seaport railroad. About one Calf Skins, per lb. 11@12 Tallow IP lb,
2i®44
8
14ll5 Veal IP lb,
hotel, accompanied by Mrs. French, arrived nile of tracks have been laid, two locomo- Duck IP lb,
18 Wool, unwashed,
25
at Northport Campground on Saturday from
ives are in constant use, and the steam Eggslpdoz.,
Fowl p lb,
13 Wood, hard,
4.00®4.5C
where
Winterport,
they passed the winter, hovel is moving dirt in great quantities. A lieese IP lb,
16 Wood, soft.
3.00
and will this week begin to
place the hotel iig artesian well is being sunk and it is
in readiness for the summer business. Mr.
aTculated it will supply sufficient water for
Retail
Retail Price.
Market.
French anticipates a good season, having
be entire plant.
At the wharf 1400 pilings
90(®i.oo
IP lb, 8@10 Lime IP bbl.,
lave been driven into the mud by
many guests already booked.
four Beef,corned,
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
20 Oat Meal IP lb,
4
team pile drivers. The bed of the river Corn IP
65 Onions IP lb,
5
bu.,
The campmeeting at Temple Heights will
rhere the piles are being driven must be Cracked Corn, IP bu, 65 Oil,Kerosene, gal.,14(215
be opened on Aug. 12th, closing on the 20th.
lard bottom by the looks of the piles left Corn Meal, IP bu.,
65 Pollock >' T>,
5
The program for the meeting, while not yet
10
17@18 Pork IP ib.
tanding. The wharf thus far is built out Cheese. IP lb,
1.13
completed, will include such speakers as
bout 200 feet from the shore, by 100 feet Cotton Seed, IP cwt., 1.50 Plaster IP bbl.,
3
Edgar W. Emerson, Francis Harlow and lead. Towards the yard the ground is Codfish drv, ^ lb, 5®8 Rye Meal IP lb,
1.20
Cranberries, ^ qt., 8@10 Shorts IP cwt.,
Effie I. Webster.
The annual business
learly graded for four tracks. Things are Clover 8eed,
16 Sugar IP lb,
7J
meeting for the choice of officers will be ooming there every day in the week and Flour, bbl., 6,50a7.50 Salt,
T. I., IP bu.,
40
held Ang. 17th. The features of the musical
5 ;
iunday excursions will be all the rage this H. G. Seed |P bu., 1.70 Sweet Potatoes,
3a41
program have not yet been announced.
t ummer.
10 Wheat Meal.
Lard, IP lb,

It is expected there will be a baptism
here Sunday, May 7th, in the afternoon
Edie Bryant went to Searsport last MonA few have begun their
day to work
farming, but it is so cold the work is not
John
being rushed to any great extent
S. Foster returned home from Lowell, Mass,,
last Monday—During the shower last
Sunday night the lightning burned the
fuse out of nearly every telephone on this
line—Grace White began the school in
—

—

—

mis district last Monday.
CENTRE MONTVILI.E.

Monday evening, April 24th, the neighbors and friends of Mrs. Lizzie Thompson
gave her a surprise party in observance of
the anniversary of her birth. The ladies
brought good things for a bountiful supper,
of wnicli twenty-four partook.
Candy, ice
cream and maple sugar were furnished by
Mr. Thompson.
The company presented
Mrs. Thompson with a nice rocker and a
glass set... Wesley Wentworth is painting
his house a dark straw color_Charles
Oxton and family went to Belfast last Sunday to visit his sister... Dudley Tasker and
wife went to Knox last Wednesday to visit
his daughter, Mrs. Olive Banton_Charles
Palmer has hired with K. A. Sprowl for six
months
The summer schools began last
—

Monday.

FRANKFORT.

The Easter ball under the auspices of the
Thimble Club was attended by a large
crowd and was a success socially and financially— Miss Nellie Keeue of Bucksport
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Fremont Pendleton— Cyr
contractors on the
Bros.,
masonry work through this town on the
Seaport R. R., have a large force of men at
work
The Mt. Waldo Granite Co. has
started 80 cutters and expect to put on
many more. The contract is the Cleveland,
0. postoffice—The antiquarian sociable
and sapper held in the vestry last week was
a very pleasant occasion.
The ladies costumes were very quaint and becoming_
The shipping is very brisk at this port,
many vessels coming with railroad supplies
and to load granite—John Maxwell and
sod have returned
from Jonesport where
they have been at work the past winter.
—

Geo. C. Sheldon

at the railroad
station, Monday afternoon, gre<0lng his
friends. Mr. Sheldon left on train 19 for
his old home in Waiuo, where he will remain for some time until he regains his
strength.—Kennebec Journal.
was

seen

^Lf

In both CLOCKS and

[

RINGS.

my life, without doubt, to Ayer’s
ii the most wonderful medithe world tor nervousness. My cure is
permanent, and I cannot thank you enough.”
Mrs. Delia McWell, Newark, N. J.
81.00 a bottle.
j. c. aver <’o.,
All drng. ists,

are

headquarters

Electrical

■

Be

for

Supplie

Generators and

Battery Outfits
FOR GAS ENGINES
i

___

MLfrMYo IN 0 I ULh

WIRING OF ALL KINDS DONE AT

SHORT NOTICE.

C. G. DICKEY & CO, 66 High Street
WHAT MAKES THE STAGE STOP

{

Poor Health

IN FRONT OF THE BUSHING COMPANY'S OFFICE ?

Laxative closes of Ayer’s Pills each
night greatly aid the Sarsaparilla.

IT

IS

BECAUSE

THE COUNTY KNOWS
CASTINGS MADE, THEIR
BLACKSMITH
WORK
AND
GALVANIZING
DCHE
WHERE TO BUY THEIR MILL SUPPLIES, STAV Ml
CHINES, SAW MILLS, UNITY HUSSEY PLOW'?, ST ME
POLISHERS AND SLED SHOES.
WHERE

j

EVERY

TO

HAVE

ONE

IN

THEIR

DUPLEX ROLLER BUSHING COIVPAN

FOR SALE AT THE

Belfast Dept. Store.
10c., 15c.

Hr-'

B

We

owe

Price

I

’

depart-P

—

Rings, including some good trades in Diamond- ■*'P
Wedding Rings, Signet Rings, Rings for Children
I

H. J. Locke & Son, PostS'
;;e
square

Sarsaparilla. It

—

j

Stone

NO TROUBLE 10 SMOW Q00D5.

cine in

■MWMMHMWMMHBM

I

JEWELRY OF ALL KINDS.

medicine tested and tried for
60 years. A doctor’s medicine.
*‘T

B-

CUT GLASS IN THE FINEST OF MAKES.

the medicine that brings good
health to the home, the only

]

WATCHES.

THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF SOLID SILVER EVER CARRIf it.

Sarsaparilla

j

4

^L.5-

time. It is pure, rich blood
that invigorates, strengthens,"
refreshes. You certainly know

VINTKRPOR1.

Mr. and Mrs. Bion Sanborn, after spendiug Monday in Belfast, returned by steamer
Golden Rod to the new wbart at Cape JelliMrs. S. was the first lady to land on
son.
the new structure as a regular passenger.

z.

Ayers

TELETHON*:

A_

1

54,

BELFAST.

A

1

n

and 25c.

1

f

Wood Fibre.

■

A large assortment jnst arrived of pails and
basins, kee'ers, cuspidors, toilet ware.

Early

Wooden Ware.

/-»*

a

f

SWIFT &

I

UPHOLSTERER.

t

High St.

Rooms over 66

First -class
upholstering. Wool
and hair mattress?* matte over.
Also carriage) trimming.

I

j

linlS*

WANTED

OILS,
Varnishes,

SUMMER BOARD AGREAT MISTAKE
you can make when choosing meat if you
not an expert judge. You can make
no mistake at a reliable market, where

By thousands of Brooklyn people.

Can you take
few? If so, list your house in the BROOKLYN
DAILY EAGLE FREE INFORMATION BUREAU, for which purpose a printed Blank Is

nothing but the best is bandied. We are
expert judges of meat, and select nothing
but the primest, juiciest and teuderest in
beef, mutton, etc., and we hang it just
long enough to make it tender and juicy.

provided.
INFORMATION BUREAU

Nothing

The

Brooklyn Eagle is the best advertising medium in the world. It carries more resort advertisement than any New York paper. It stands
PRE-EMINENTLY at the head.
An ADVERTISEMENT in the Eagle costs little, but brings large results, because the EAGLE

INFORMATION BUREAU,
BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mention tlie paper in which you see this
advertisement.
2ml8

w anted—^

A Second Hand

Grocery Wagon.
on or

F. 0.

POST

before

Monday, May 8tb, at

FOGG & BROWN’S.

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to express our appreciation and thanks
our friends and neighbors for their kind symand assistance in our great bereavement
aud also for the floral offerings.
8. V. PHILBROOK,
F. M. PHILBROOK.

to

pathy

Belfast, April 28,1906,—18*

Color* ground in oil and dry, In fad

everything

MARKET,

Nickelplated

SQUARE.

hour. Meals furnished. ApGEORGE E. CHAPIN.
!
i
P. 0. address Searsport.
House at Dodge's Corner.

Passenger
FOR SALE

I

Wooden ware
In the city.
Be

Steamer

OR CHARTER.

foot PaS!*enger steamer in first-class condition. Licensed 200 passengers.
Can be
purchased cheap if Liken at once. For further
information inquire of
LYNN STEAMBOAT CO.,
3w18
13 Anoka Place, Lynn, Mass.

AO

sure

chasing.

to see

our

|-t

stock before

Open evenings.

II.

tchell

Belfast, April 13,1905.-15

8tl8*

1;!

Ranges and

1 offer for sale the tenement house owned by
Mrs. ,1. M. Fletcher, situated at the corner of
Main and Bridge streets. To any one who wishes
to purchase for investment it would be a desirable piece of property. Reason for selling: Mrs.
Fletcner is going to her son in Germany.
Apply
to
F. S. HOLMES Tor terms.

or

j|«
t-

per Goods,

huud Hun InTiT

By the day
ply to

A'so

amps, Tinware,

SMITH, Prop.,

OFFICE

painting,

used In

the best assortment o<

BOATS TO LET
0

Immediately,
Call

CENTRAL

BUREAU is constantly help-

Write for listing blank, picture of Bureau ami
Advertising Rate Card. Address

Brushes.

are

a

INFORMATION
ing it.

full line ot

PAINTS,

j

..THE

_

Will Cost You

a

LOWER

Dept.

|

The service of the

have in stikk

WE

G. C.

RICHARDS, 45 Main Street.

j

-

PAUL'S, Masonic Temp

ucpi.

New jackets, corsets, skirts and millinery91 .00 DOWN and one dollar each week.

W. H.

,!lLK->

--A

lOO more suits to sell for 91.00 DOWN
and one dollar each week.

Ladies’

IN

r-v

•_

WlUlllIIlg

J®

Peas, Choice Sweet Peas.

Seed

NASTURTIUHS

100 house brooms to sell this week for 19c
each. Try one. If you need anything in
W'ooden ware call and see our large assortment.

j

H ALLDALE.

^Bc

a son.

water of Lincolnville.
AMERICAN PORTS.
Crabtrek-G audner. In Pangor. April 24,
New York, April 28.
Ar, schs. Annie Harry
L. Crabtree of Ellsworth and Miss Eva
Lord, Gonaives via Providence: Annie R. Blanche Gardner oi Bangor.
Lewis, Portland; passed City Island, schs.
Gordon-Coombs
In West Franklin, April
Marshal Perrin, Perth Amboy for Bucks- 24, Tyler Augustus Gordon of North Sullivan
Miss Flora Catherine Coombs of West Frankport; Sardinian, Perth Amboy for Rockland; and
lin.
sld, sch. John J. Hanson (from Bangor)
Hosmkr-Rollins. In Warren, April 25, WilNorfolk; 29, ar, schs. Methebesec, Bangor; liam
h. Hosmer and Clara I). C. Rollins, both of
A. F. Kindberg, do.; J. Arthur Lord, Camden.
Jonesboro; Penobscot, Stonington; Hattie
Lakktrom-Wai tank. Iii Vinalhaven, April
II. Barbour, Sullivan; 30, ar, schs. Charles 21. Andrew Lakstroni and Alma V auiane, both
H. Trickey, Carver’s Harbor, Me.; George of Vinalhaven.
Lank-Oxton. In West Rock port, April 25,
E. Prescott, Vinalhaven, Me., via ProviWalter 1!
Louise
dence ; Nettie Cushing, Thomaston; I). Gif- Oxton of Lane of W arren and Miss Stella
Rockport.
ford, Vinalhaven; sld, schs. Sadie Wilcutt,
Penobscot bay ; Maggie S. Hart, Port Royal;
DIED.
May 1, ar, schs. Margaret B. Roper, stonington, Me.; Catawamteak, do; Sarah L.
Brown. In Clinton. April 28, infant child of
Davis, Bangor via Bridgeport; F. C. Pendle- Mr. ami Mrs. Guy Brown.
ton, Bluehill; 2, ar, sch. Acme, Baltimore;
Clark. In Prospect, April 30, Eastman < lark,
aged 88 years.
sld, sell. Thelma, Brunswick.
Cammett. In Belmont. April 18. Oren C. CamBoston, April 26.
Ar, bark Mabel I.
mett, aged 78 years, l month ami 13 days.
Meyers, Rosario.
Conners. In Sullivan, April 4. Charles W. ConPhiladelphia, April 23. Cld, sells, lluma- ners, aged 83 years,
9 months and 13 days.
rock, Santiago; Brina P. Pendleton, ProviCrockett.
In Portland, April 28, Martha
dence; 26, ar, sch. Henry Sutton, Bluehill; widow of Edward Crockett, aged 75 years.
Emerton. In Bluehill, April 23, Charles Emer
cld, sch. R. W. Hopkins, Barbados; May 2,
ton.
ar, sch. Fannie & Fay, High Island.
Eld
ridge. In Bucksport, May 1, Mrs. Lizzie
Ar, sch. Ella M.
Baltimore, April 26.
aged 74 years.
Willey, New \ork; 29, ar, sch. Geo. W. Eh;ridge,
Green. In Vinalhaven April 18. Mrs. Hannah
Wells, Boston; 30, ar, sch. Clarence ii. Ven- A. Green, aged 79 years and 27 days
ner. Sargentville: May 1, sld, sch. John E.
Hancock, in Bucksport, May 1, Miss Addie
Hancock, daughter of the late Leander Hancock,
Develin, Norfolk.
Portland, April 30. Sld, sell. Jas W. El- aged 3t years.
Perkins
In Hampden April 29, Miss Eliza
well, Newport News.
Perkins, aged r>9 years and 5 months.
Bangor, April 27. Ar, schs. William C.
Phii.brook. In Be.fast, April 21, Hannah T..
Tanner, Newport News; July Fourth, Bos- wife of Samuel V. Philbrook, aged 68 years and
ton; sld, schs. Ellen M. Golder, Hillsboro, ll months.
N. B., to load for Norfolk; Lizzie Lane,
FCekd. Iii Waldoboro, April 25, William
New York; 28, ar, schs. Miles M. Merry, Reed, aged 87 years.
Small.
In Lamoine, April 21, Mrs. Lucy Small,
Norfolk ; Serena S. Kendall, Boston ; Mary
J. Elliott, Boston; sld, sch. Circle, Deer aged 86 years.
Weed. In Stonington. April 21, Miss Phosie
Isle; 20, sld, sch. Kit Carson, Vineyard K. W eed, aged 23 years and 2 months.
Haven for oders; 30, ar, sch. Susan Stetson,
Belfast; May 2, ar, sch. Frances M., New
——a
Orleans; sld, schs. Miles M. Merry, Norfolk ; Nat Ayer, New York; Florence A.,
do.; Ellen M. Baxter, Bridgeport.
Stonington, April 26. Ar, schs. Henry R.
Tilton, Susan N. Pickering and Maud Seward, to load for New York.
Frankfort, April 26. Sld, sch. American
Team, New York.
Bucksport, April 26. Sld, sch. William
Matheson, Magdalen Islands, N. F.
If your blood is thin and imPascagoula, April 25. Ar, sch. Alice Lord,
Havana; 29, cld, sch. Edward Stewart, Hapure, you are miserable all the

The new road laid out bv the county commissioners from John E. Knowlton’s across
;o the Knox line is to be built this season
ind notice of bids for the work will be
liven soon. The road should be built before haying, but it may be necessary to deay it until later.
Brooks is to build a receiving tomb this
season and the town officers are open to
idvice or information in regard to the
natter and will consider any bids that nmy
The tomb is needed,
ie made for the job.
ind we are desirous to have it built in the
ight way and in the proper manner.

Absolutely Pure

Hon. A. E. Nickerson left Wednesday to
be present at the meeting of the Loyal
Legion at Riverton Park, Me.

Getciiel],

Mrs. 8. Adams Webber,

April 29. Schs. Sunnyside, Barbour, Deer _MARRIED.
Isle; Susan Stetson, Bangor.
In Lincolnville, April
May 1. Sch. Three Sisters, St. John, N. B. 23.Ames-Drinkwater.
Robie F. Ames of Northp t and Mary Drink-

Rev. Isaac Pennington Roberts of Wislonsin is visiting friends in this vicinity.
He is a sou of the late Isaac Roberts and a
brother of .Warren Roberts, whom the older
people of Brooks remember.

*

Mr. Robt. F. Dyer of Portland was in
town last week, the guest of his parents,
Capt. and Mrs. F. S. Dyer.

Among those registered at the Searsport
House the past week were A. L.
providence, 11. J. Stryter. Rockland, G. \\
Gnsliee, Boston, It. 11*. Finis, Bangor, C. A.
Puling, New York, A. M. Wilbur, Dark
Harbor, C. B. Dexter and N. W. Fitzgerald,
Bangor, II. M. l'ereival, Boston, J. R. Dunion. 11. T. Field and F. A. Johnson, Belfast,
T. is. Dennison, J. 11. Russell and II. A.
West, Boston, Jos. Williamson, Augusta,
Mr. ami firs. Samiiei Hodgkinson, Belfast,
K. II. Doyle, Caii'b m, Herbert 0. Libby,
Cherryiield, J. s. Goodway, Portland.

Sch. Windward, Scott, Deer

Isle.

Manly Ellis, who has been ill at the home
if his daughter, Mrs. W. S. Reynolds, died
Holiday morning. He had been a strong,
rustling man all his life, but the strongest
nust break at last.

The schools in town were closed Fast
Day and mayrtowering seemed to be the
oru'er ot the day.

between New York and Porto Rico.
The* Berwind will he commanded by Capt.
Harry I.. Dow of Searsport, formerly first
officer of the steamer Pathfinder.

April 28.

_

«

pany

and

wick.

own constable and now is the time to walk
ip to the clerk’s office and get your dog
icensed or sacrifice the poor bow-wow.

Mrs. Lillias Nicliols, who spent the winter in Massachusetts, arrived by steamer

__

~

__

Mr. Cyrus N. Colson, who is employed in
Pittsfield, Me., spent Sunday with his
family here.

The Americanized British steamer Boston City, which was sunk off Sandy Hook
some time ago b> a collision and wras subsequently raised and sold, has had her name
changed to Berwind. she has been thoroughly repaired and is now a first-class
freighter. She will run in the service of
the New York A Porto li;co steamship com-

TinriitiieMM,

A Good

Hiram C. Lord, a
daughter.
ARRIVED.
Lombard, in waldoboro, April 26, to Rev.
and Mrs. J. E.
a son.
Lombard,
April 26. Sch. Windward, Scott, Deer
Mills. In Rockland, April 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
isle.
;
Llewellyn Mills, a son.
Port
JohnThree
Sisters,
27.
Schs.
April
Sweet. In Orland, April 16. to Mr. and Mrs.
1
The assessors have finished assessing the son, coal to Swan & Sibley Co.; Windward, Leslie Sweet, a son.
t axes for 1905 and collector W. S. Jones is
Wescott. In Belfast, April 30, to Mr. and
Scott, Deer Isle.
j
I Mrs. Clement W. Wescott. a daughter—Helen
1 irepared to receive the same.
SAILED.
Dinstnore.
The list of canines is in the hands of the
April 27. Scb. Laura M. Lunt, Bruns-: Webber, in Revere. %,ass.. May 1. to Mr,

Richard Smith is at home and will spend
the summer with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
R. C. Smith.

day evening.
David W. Kane, lately employed as quartermaster on stmr. Pathfinder, has secured
a
position as second officer of the steam
yacht Pantuoset.
Miss Georgie Ford arrived Wednesday
from Manchester, Conn., where she spent
the past three months with her sister, Mrs.
W, ft. Palmer. Miss Ford will be in charge
of the telephone and telegraph office during
thy summer.

BORN.

Gillry. In Southwest Harbor, April 4, to Hr.
and Mrs. Andrew L.
Gilley, a son.
Lord. In Ellsworth. April 19, to Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. Barker, who had a shock last week
rhile at the home of W. E. Barker of this
own, has since died.

Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Ward are the guests
of Mrs. Ward’s aunt, Mrs. E. M. Glidden.

Friday morning.

|>OKT OJf BELFAST.

*■

r.

Miss Angie Carver is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Henry Webber, in Beverly, Mass.

Monthly contribution for parish expenses
will be taken at the cong’l church next Sun*
day morning.

SUP NEWS.

To Kent,
A desirable up-stairs rent for a sinal.
the corner of Church and Grove street*,
connected. Apply to
tf*S
2 GROVE STUI

CAUTION

We have added to
assortment of

our

line of Art View

SOUVENIR POSTAL CAROS
The cards are direct
photograph*
3u views to select from—6 for 25c.
CITY

NOTICE^
trusting

or

DRUG STOLE

wanted!

harboring

account, as I
contracting from this
date.
HENRY FRENCH.
East Belfast, May 2,1905.—3wl8*
on

!

Souvenir Postal Cards

_

I hereby forbid anyone
my wife, Maggie French,
shall pay no Dills of her

I

my

CAPABLE GIRL to do housework in a fa”
ly two for three months in summer. App'o
16tf
A. A. HOWES & CO.

A

!

